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The yeor 
,l989 
hos been o poriiculorly importont one for the Joint Reseorch
Centie  in thot the new structure comprising  eight reseorch  institutes  dedicoted
to porliculor disciplines hos begun to function well.
Following this extensive  reorgonisotion,  consideroble efforts hove been mode
to estobl'rsh the new institutei both os scientific  centres of excellence ond by
the implementotion of multiple links with the outside world to ossure their ploce
on the Communitv scieniific  scene. In this respect, one should note the steody
increose in visiting scientisis ond reseorch fellows,  ond the growing-number of
ogreements estoblished with other institutes ond orgonisotions in the.Community.
A'n importont  contribution  is the stress ploced upon corrying  out work under con-
troct for industry ond government deportments.
At the some time, I om pleosed to see other Commission  services moking  in-
creosing use of JRC expertise ond {ocilities in suppori of Commission  policies
ronging-from  ogriculture to tronsport ond from energy to oid for developing
.ouitr''-"t.  SpecLl mention should be mqde of explorotory  reseorch ond its role
in ensuring scientific  vitolity omong reseorchers  ond developing new skills. lt
is on impJrfont foctor in keeping our Institutes  up-to-dote ond provides o spin-
off into future octivities by pre-ossessing  reseorch of potentiol future promise.
I om hoppy to see the Centre os o whole giving sotisfoction  to our Member
Stotes in performing  its tosks within specific progrommes of the Multionnuol
Fromewoik Progrorime  for Community Activities  in the Field of Reseorch ond
Technologicol Development.
Finolly, I must thonk the Boord of Governors ond its Choirmon,  Sir John Ken-
drew, for their sterling work on our beholf. Their stotements ond odvice given
during the yeor hove helped us in both the monogement of ihe JRC ond the
oroviiion of o well-bolonced service to the Europeon Community'
futn, t-r^f
FiliPPo Morio Pqndolfi
Vice-President of the commission of the Europeon CommunitiesForeword
During 1989 the thoroughgoing reform of the Joint Reseorch Centre, which hod
been outhorized in 'l988, wos lorgely implemented. The new structure is hov-
ing o positive impoct on oll oreos of the Centre's work ond the Boord of Gover-
nors looks forword to further stoges in the process of reorgonizotion.
The Boord recognises  the progress ochieved in the execution of the Specific
Reseorch  Progrommes, ond in porticulor the effort mode by the Centre to
ossociote notionol loborotories ond universities with its octivities. The oorticiootion
of the JRC in on increosing  number of EUREKA projects hos olso mode o good
stort ond the Boord hopes thot the number  of these initiotives will continue to
grow in the future.
The Boord olso welcomes the increosing  volume of the octivities  which the JRC
corries out in scientific  ond technicol  support of the vorious Directorotes-Generol
of the Commission;  this evolution should steodily enhonce the JRC's scientific
role in the formulotion ond implementotion of the Europeon Community's  policies,
notobly in connection with those for energy, ogriculture ond the environment,
ond olso in the setting up of technicol  regulotions.
The noticeoble  increose in reseorch ond development  performed  by the JRC
ot the request of externol clients is on indicotion of its obility to sotisfy mony
current scientific ond technicol needs. The Boord hopes thot orronqemenrs  ro
expedite the corrying-out  of this work will beor fruit. At the some timeithe Boord
is impressed  by the successful efforts of the stoff ond of the JRC monogemenT
in fostering this octiviiy ond hopes thot their success will be sustoined during
the coming yeors.
The Boord hopes to see the initiol contocts with representotives of the Euro-
peon Porlioment prosper ond in future extend to other Community institutions.
During the yeor, the Boord enioyed excellent contocts  with on. F.M. Pondolfi,
the Vice-President of the Commission responsible for the JRC; his guidonce ond
interest hove been 6sr-h nnnrer^inted
JrU"- K^a..x^f
Sir John Kendrew
Choirmon  of the Boord of Governors1989: IMPLEMENTING THE NEW STRUCTURE
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The yeor 1989 wos chorocterised by o further implementotion  of the profound
ond penetroting reform of the Joint Reseorch Centre (JRC) decided during the
previous yeor.
However, ony modern reseorch orgonisotion must be constontly  on the move,
ond hove its eors ond eyes open for the trends oheod ond be prepored  for
pocesetting decisions for the {uture. This opplies notobly to on orgonisotion like
il.r" Jnc *hi.h r"ru"t the entire Europeon community.  Thus I 989 olso sow the
iirst new signs olong the poth of the medium term future with the Commission's
proposol fJr o n"*Tromework Progromme for Community  octivities in reseorch
ond technologicol  development  1990-1994,  ond the discussion of this plon in
the Community Institutions  during the Autumn of the yeor leoding to o common
orientotion  of the Council in December.
Nevertheless,  ot the working level within the JRC, throughout  the scientific
institutes  in which the scientific/technicol  forces were concentroted in the l98B
reorgonisotion ond in the support ond plonning units, the chief c-o-ncern wos
to stive {urther towords the obiectives set for the JRC in the I 988-1991 period
which were decided in 1 988. For ony porticulor yeor, ond thus for the yeor
of this report, the gools under the multionnuol  plon ore expressed  through on
onnuol working  plon decided with the Boord of Governors ond progress wos
monitored throughout  the yeor by the Boord.
It is recolled thot the JRC is now engoged in four moin types of octivity os
described  in the Council  Resolution of 29 June 1988,
.  specific  reseorch Progrommes - ihe moinstreom  of the JRC octivities in the
post, which will be reduced to 70o/o o{ the totol JRC octivities over the 4
!eors;
.  explorotory reseorch - o new feoture to ensure future scientific  vitoliiy, which
wiil reoresenls  4o/o of ihe JRC octivities lor 50/o of the JRC specific  reseorch
progrommes);
.  scientific ond technicol support for the Commission - q tosk corried out ot
limited level in the post, which will be significontly increosed to represent
l2o/o ol the JRC qctivities over the four yeors; ond
.  work for externql third porties - ogoin o new tosk which should represent
l4o/o ol the globol JRC octivities over ihe {our yeors.
The moin ochievements  in 
,l989 
which contribute towords the obiectives  of the
specific reseorch progrommes ore of course multifoced ond ore described in
the following chopters of this report. The scientific  quolity of the work which
helps to develop  further the scientific excellence  o{ the Community's  own
loborotories  is o strong concern in the progromme execution, but it is not the
only concern. Equollyitrong  ottention is continuously poid to other horizontol
opprooches, such os the disseminotion  of ihe results o{ the work ond their ultimote
opplicotion.  Moreover through  strong promotion  of colloborotions ond ossocio-
tions with other Loborotories, the JRC contributes to the scientific qnd
technologicol cohesion of the Community.
The current reseorch is result oriented ond l9B9 hos brought on increosing
number of proiects for tronsforming  the outcome of IRC reseorch into producis
which con be licensed to interesled  porties. In oddition to normol scientific
publishing, results hove been mode ovoiloble specificolly os scientificJechnicol
[now-hoil to be used in setting new norms ond stondords os well os codes
of proctice. This underlines the prenormotive  dimension o{ JRC reseorch.  InI989, IMPLEMENTING THE NEW STRUCTURE
severol coses the reseorch hos leod to conclusions ond results which beino
used, os o scientific  bose, for work performed upon request from other Direc"-
torote Generols of the Commission.
The successful conclusion  of the eorlier reseorch  progromme on Rodiotion En-
vironment  Monitoring  is but one exomple of scientific excellence with good op-
plicobility from 1989.
There is in the JRC stock of reseorch progrommes provisions for specific con-
tributions to overoll Europeon  efforts in porticulor fields. A typicol exomple  is
the JRC work on Thermonucleor Fusion Technology ond Sofety where there
hos been o cleor fulfilment of the demond  from the Eurooeon  Fusion Proqromme
for the veor.
The progress  on the execution of the specific reseorch progrommes hos con-
tributed to the scientific  excellence  not onlv of the Centre but olso to thot of
other loborotories.  During 1989 the JRC hos entered into o further number of
colloborotive ond ossociotive  orrongements  with notionol loborotories,  notobly
in the fields of Advonced Moteriols ond Reliobilitv of Structures.  Throuohout
the 
,l989 
report there ore references  to progress mode during the yeor"con-
cerning  ossociotion  schemes set up lost yeor or eorlier. Cleorly, the JRC's cen-
trol role os the Commissions'  own reseorch loborotories is increosingly
recognised. In this respect the JRC is beginning  to oct os o Europeon federoting
cotolyst for mony reseorch  motters. There hos olso been o strong porticipotion
in on increosing number of EUREKA  proiects by mony of the Institutes.
Certoinly  the scienfific competence  of o reseorch  orgonisotion  hos mony ospects.
It is reflected in the obility ond quolificotions of the stoff; the woy in which the
work is orgonised  ond the tools ond equipment ovoiloble for the work. The
overoll 
,l988-,l991 
progrommes  colled for some novel moior instollotions,
deemed of common interest for the Community, to be constructed. The Boord
of Governors hos token o porticulor interest in the plonning ond instollotion of
the new focilities ond hos monitored these proposols from on eorly stoge in
order to ensure thot working  plons ore produced  for the effective utilisotion  of
the new instollotions.  In this respect they hove olso reviewed  the existing moior
instollotions  of the Centre. A speciol chopter of this report provides q summory
occount of these osoects.
The JRC's work in support of other Commission  services  continues to exhibit
strong customer demond. In foct the demond now exceeds the ogreed finon-
ciol torget for 1989. There hos been o welcome increose in multionnuol
ogreements  with some customer  Directorote Generols of the Commission  ond
o shift towords moior proiects.
The explorotory  reseorch proiects ore proving of greot volue in building up new
competences  ond opening new ovenues for future progrommes. The Boord of
Governors  hos ogreed to the continuotion of o number of proiects storted  in
1988 ond hos olso occepted four new proposols. The Boron Neutron Copture
Theropy  work ot Petten ond lspro is o porticulorly importont  exomple  of the
benefits of the explorotory reseorch progromme.  This proiect, which is con-
cerned  with the treotment of porticulor tumours, involves o number of Commis-
sion services ond Member Stote loborotories ond if successful could reoresent
o new ond voluoble use for the Petten High Flux Reoctor.
The JRC's work for Third Porties  olso continues to give sotisfoction in terms of
scientific qnd technicol  octivity, not only to those customers  who hove benefited
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from the work corried out on their beholf but olso to those of the JRC's scien-
tific ond technicol  stoff who hove been involved  in this new tosk. The order
book grows sotisfoctorily  but its implementotion  disploys some deloy' new com-
mercio-l ottitudes ond skills hove to be ocquired  ond this is toking time. A vigorous
effort will be conducted to moke further progress in this competitive field. Mo-
ior ond minor industriol  componies ore represented in the list of customers os
well os o Member  Stote government deportments  ond institutions  from outside
the Community. The legoT bosis for this work wos consolidoted by the Council
in Moy 1989.
The Institutes continue to develop their individuol  chorocteristics ond copobilities
to meet the chollenges  set by the Fromework Progromme ond the vorious
customers for their services.  Dr. R.W. Witty, hos been oppointed  os Director
of the Systems Engineering  Institute* ond Mr. H. Honnoert os Director of Ad-
ministrotion, this contributing to the consolidotion  of the new structure.
One of the importont  ospects of the new policy for the revitolised JRC wos
the policy decision to increose the number of visiting scientists ond reseorch
fellows working in the Centre, to encouroge seconded  stoff from Member Stote
institutions ond to oromote increosed  stoff mobility. In oll these oreos there hos
been consideroble progress.  The number of JRC Visiting Scientists ond Fellows
hos increosed ond ihe n.w concept of seconded experts from notionol bodies
hos given roise to oword o dozen such orrongements. lt is our intention  to steodi-
ly inireose the quolity of the visitors so os to moximise the volue from their
presence. Finolly, stoff mobility is increosing ond this is olso helping to creote
o more lively scientific otmosphere.
The Council opproved the speciol meosures for eorly retirement during 1989
ond it is e"pecied thot IOO offi.iolt will leove before the end of Februory 1990
thus liberoiing posts for increosed recruitment  of younger scientists, ollowing
for o better odoptotion to the present needs in scientific expertise.
The good relotions between the JRC os o Commission  service ond the Coun-
cil, ti'e Europeon Porlioment ond the Economic ond Sociol Committee, which
ore so essentiol during o period of chonge, hove been consolidoted during the
yeor through mony high-level contocts ond presentotions  to these bodies.
The new scientific odvisorv commiitee structure for the Institutes is still being
estoblished. One committee (Sofety Technology  Institute) is now operotionol
ond one expects the remoinder  to be set up during 'l990. 
In the meontime the
JRC continues  on octive ond useful diologue  with the relevont Advisory Com-
mittees on Monogement  ond Coordinotion  or committees  with o similor func-
tion. However the most importont committee by for for the JRC remoins the
Boord of Governors.  The Boord, which hos creoted sub-commiitees  omongst
itself on stoff ond finonce, scientific/technicol motters ond progrommes  ond ex-
plorotory  reseorch, hos been unstinting with its time ond hos provided most
voluoble help ond guidonce throughoutlhis testing yeor to the Director Generol
ond his senior stoff.
cleorlv 1988 wos o difficult yeor for the JRC with the estoblishment  of o com-
pletely new institutionol structure ond the odoption  of o new progromme.
i-lo*"u"r I 989 wos no less chollenging os oll the chonges  ogreed in the
previous  yeor were implemented ond first evoluotions were obtoined. Accor-
ding to the JRC progromme decision o mid-term evoluotion wos required in
l9d9 ond the evoluotion  ponel, obly choired by Dr. H. Beckers, wos osked
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to moke o first ossessment  of the impoct of the JRC reorgonisotion.  This report,
mode ovoiloble in December 1989, hos been further onolysed ond commented
on by the Boord of Governors.  Both documents note fovourobly the progress
mode by the JRC up to now ond ore optimistic obout further improvements.
These documents hove been tronsmitted  by the Commission,  to the Council  ond
the Porlioment.
The Commission  ond the Director Generol grotefully  ocknowledges  oll the in-
voluoble odvice it hos received during the yeor from the Boord of Governors,
from other Community lnstitutions, the Evoluotion Ponel ond from mony other
bodies ond individuols. However, os olwoys, the effective implementotion of
progrommes, no motter how well odvised, depends on o dedicoted ond en-
thusiostic stoff. lt is their efforts ot oll levels which must be ocknowledqed  in
reporting  the progress mode during 1989.
* Which  hos been userged eorly in 1990 with the Cenire for lnformotion Technologies ond Elec-
tronics into the Instituie  for Syitem Engineering ond Informotics
12Centrql Burequ for
Nucleor Meosuremenls
Figuro 1: Close up 0f a measuring  stalion for an
experimenl  at the 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator
14
This chopter outlines the moior ochievements  of the JRC, os it executes  its four
moin functions:
.  Specific reseorch progrommes on o multionnuol bosis
.  Support octivities ot the request of other Commission services
o Work under controct for third porties
.  Explorotory reseorch to open up new ovenues ond to mointoin  scientific ex-
cellence.
ond os it enhonces scientific  cohesion within the Community  by porticipoting
in EUREKA  proiects ond by grouping scientific resources under schemes  os
Associoted  Loborotories in well specified scientific topics.
The JRC specific reseorch  progrommes ore concentroted  moinly on three mo-
ior tooics:
.  modernisotion of industriol sectors,
.  enhoncement of sofety, prevention ond mitigotion of occidents,
.  surveillonce ond orotdction  of the environmenT.
Other studies ore reloted to informotion technoloqies  ond electronics ond to
prospective  technology ossessments.
The Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements (CBNM) ot Geel hos the im-
portont role of promoting  Europeon stondords ond contributing  to the hormoniso-
tion of reference methodologies ond moteriols.  The CBNM executes  the
progromme on Nucleor Meosurements ond Reference  Moteriols.
Nucleor Meosuremenis
Nucleor meosurements  hove been corried out on the bosis of the needs col-
loted by internotionol orgonisotions such os IAEA, NEA, BIPM; some ore per-
formed ot the reouest of notionol institutions.
ln o wide exoerimentol  effort the stondord neutron spectrum of the spontoneous
fission of 2s261 ;'lot been studied in greot detoil in the "cold" fission region.
High resolution a-porticle spectrometry  hos been opplied to determine a-
porticle emission probobilities to better thon 0.5% for moior tronsitions  in some
plutonium isotopes.
Meosurements o{ 4 for 235U hove been extended  to the subthermol energy
region ond with on occurocy between  0.5 to lo/o for 4 volues in the energy
ronge from 2 to IOO meV.
ln extension of eorlier studies, ihe subthermol  fission ol 24tPu hos been
meosured. First results suggest thot the Westcoit  foctor gf(T) ot 20.44 oC is
obout l%o lower thon evoluoted elsewhere.
Neutron copture meosurements  were performed on request o{ the internoiionol
Tosk Force, set up in 1983 by NEANDC  (Nucleor Energy Agency's Nucleor
Doto Committee)  to solve the discreponcy between results of copture  ond those
of tronsmission  meqsurements  for the importont I .l 5 keV resononce in 56FeJRC ANNUAL  REPORT I989
Figure 2: Laboratory  conJiguration  for Scanning
Electron  Microscopy.
(Porticipont loborotories ore: ORNL (USA), AERE (GB) ond JAERI (J) ond the
CBNM (EUR)). Results hove reveoled o new width of this resononce of
f n :  (69.2 + 2. I ) meV in close ogreement  with volues obtoined from tronsmis-
sion experiments;  the discreponcy between copture  qnd tronsmission  results  ore
thus eliminoted.
Reference Mqteriols
High quolity nucleor reference moteriols hove been prepored, chorocterized
qnd certified ot CBNM; they ore used to guorontee  Europeon  independence
in the field of commerciol tronsoctions  ond nucleor sofeguords. Scientific com-
petence in nucleor meosurements ond in refined onolyticol  techniques  is mode
ovoiloble for quolity control progrommes in the nucleor ond the non-nucleor
fields.
High purity plutonium dioxide hos been chorocterised.
Work on estoblishing plutonium reference moteriols  for gommo-roy  spectrometry
*;1h 23epu-moss obundonces from 60 Io 98o/o is continuing.
Synthetic mixtures of enriched  plutonium isotopes hove been prepored with
239Pul242Pu  rotios between O.l ond 1 0, similor to previous work with uronium.
Sotisfoctory progress  hos been mode with the certificotion of spike Reference
Moteriols of 233U ond 239, 242,244Pu.
An increosing number of reoctor neutron dosimetry Reference Moteriols  hove
been mode ovoiloble olthough not oll of them hove been officiolly certified.
The first phose of the Si proiect for the redeierminotion of the Avogodro Cons-
tont hos been finolised in colloborotion  with the Physikolisch  Technische
Bundesonstolt, Brounschweig, Germony resulting in the new volue NA :  (6.022
134 + 0.000 006) I 023 mol- 1 , reducing the uncertoiniy  f rom two to one ppm.
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The Institute for
Tronsuronium Elements
The Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements  of Korlsruhe executes the progromme
on nucleor fuels ond octinide reseorch. The oim is to contribute to the sofety
of the nucleor fuel cycle. Under the some oblective the Institute olso contributes
to the execution of the Rodiooctive Woste Monogement Progromme.
Bosic Sofery Reseorch on Nucleor Fuels
A comprehensive investigotion is being performed  on processes  ond mechonisms
occurring in LWR fuels up to very high burn-ups  (i.e. 60 GWd^).  For ihis pur-
pose, well plonned loborotory  experiments to provide bosic fuel doto ore com-
plemented with the results of speciolly designed irrodiotion experiments, ond
the combined  results ore then used to develop ond volidote computer codes
which should predict the fuel behoviour over o wide ronge of operotionol  con-
ditions (normol, tronsient, ond occidentol).
In 1989, fuel somples which hod been bose-irrodioted  to obout 4.570 burn-up
ond then tronsient tested to oround 4 I kWm in the frome of on internotionol
cooperotion (lnternotionol Fission Gos Releose Proiect Risa lll), were subiected
to electron microscopic ond electron  microprobe  onolysis. The some type of
exominotion wos opplied to irrodioted  LWR fuel pins contoining smoll omounts
of plutonium (MOX fuel).
Evidence wos obtoined obout the,mechonisms  of reoctor melt down ond the
core temperoture reoched during the occident from on exominotion of somples
extrocted from the melted-down core of the TMI-2 reoctor.
The thermol conductivity of molten UO, wos remeosured (confirming previous
results obtoined in this loborotory).  An opporotus  for meosuring the specific heot
of ocousticolly levitoted fuel somples up to very high temperotures (in the solid
ond the molten stote) wos further improved. The spectrol  emissivity of UO, wos
meosured  up to 40OO K ond ottempts ore under woy to provide o theoreticol
bosis for the observotions.
The TRANSURANUS  fuel pin code hos been furiher improved  ond opplied to
the interpretotion of the Risz lll experiments ond, in combinotion  with the FUTURE
code developed ot the Institute, to the modelling of fission gos releose.
Figuro  3: Hitachi H700HST  electron  microscope
equipped  for the investigation  of irradiated  luel
samples.
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Figure 4: Radiochemistry:  Preparation  box lor d and
? spectroscopy  carried out in support of
reprocessing  sludies.
Sofety Aspects of Fuel Operotion ond Hondling
The bosic studies on the development of porous nitride fuel with o high thermol
stobility ot o specified moteriol density of 80 to 85%o TD were continued.  By
vorying the consolidotion  procedure, o very promising reoction product wos
obtoined which is being tested between I 825 ond 2400 K both under isother-
mol conditions ond in on opplied rodiol temperoture grodient.
The study of the releose of simuloted rodiooctive  oerosols from o glove box
fire wos continued with the instollotion of o coscode impoctor into the fire test
chomber. The results of these studies will contribute to on evoluotion of the risk
of contominotion  originoting  from o fire in o nucleor instollotion.
The resuspension  mechonisms  of rodiooctive  dust porticles wos investigoted with
uronium-plutonium  oxide porticles in o glove box. Eorlier findings, thot ot most
2o/o of the inventory of rodiooctive  porticles  con be expected to be tronsported
to the ventilotion ducting of o room in which o glove box fire occurs, were con-
firmed.
Actinide Determinotion  ond Recycling
It wos demonstroted thot inductively-coupled  plosmo moss spectrometry is on
oppropriote technique for the onolysis of Np concentrotions in the 100 ppb
ronge. The technique wos used to meosure Np concentrotions  in fuel somples
dischorged from the KNK fost test reoctor prototype of the Germon  Nucleor
Reseorch Centre (Korlsruhe),  on experiment which hos been set up to study
the in-pile behoviour  of minor-octinide contoining fuel.
The fost flux experiment SUPERFACT, designed to study the in-pile behoviour
of minor octinide contoining fuel ond corried out in the PHENIX reoctor, is cur-
rently owoiting onolysis in the Institute's hot cells.
The study of the coupling of light woter reoctors  ond fost reoctors to the tron-
suronium element fuel cycle hos shown thot the quontity of rr-beoring woste
ond consequently its long term hozords con be reduced, by o foctor of ot leost
200, when oll tronsuronium  elements  ore recycled.
Chqrocterisotion of Woste Forms ond High Burn-Up Fuels
(Progromme on Rodioqctive Woste Monogementf
The obiective of studies on the chorocterisotion of nucleor woste forms is to
ossess the thermol ond mechonicol stobility of unprocessed  spent fuels ond of
high levelvitrified  woste under long-term  storoge conditions. Meosurements  of
the rodiooctive nuclide inventory, determinotion  of the redistribution of octinides
ond fission products,  performonce of leoch tests with vorious leochont com-
positions  ond investigotions into the effects of rodiotion  domoge  on the long-
term storoge behoviour  of the woste moteriol ore corried out.
Unirrodioted fuel somples hove been subiected to leoch tests ond the surfoce
of these somples wos onolysed by Rutherford bock scottering  ond chonnelling
techniques. The hydrogen toke up ot the surfoce wos meosured by elostic recoil
detection onolysis. The results indicoted thot ot 200 oC thick loyers of hydroted
UO. hod formed on the surfoce of the somples. Similor meosurements  ore
being performed on UO, fuel somples with simuloted burn-up.
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Figure 5: Installation  for diffusion measurements  in
nuclear  fuel samples.
Figure 6: Instrumentation  for XPS/UPS  facility  used
in photoelectron  spectroscopy  in support 0f basic
actinide research.
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Leoch tests with spent UO, ond MOX fuel specimens hove been conducted
by meons of Soxhlet extroctors  over periods ol 7 , 30 ond I 0O doys. The results
of these experiments  will help in the understonding ond quontificotion  of the
vorious processes  offecting  the stobility of fuel during long-term storoge.
The long-term  storoge behoviour of vitrified wo$e hos been investigote by stu-
dying the effects of olpho rodiqtion domoge in 244Cm doped glosses; it hos
been observed thot rodiotion domoge significontly increosed the frocture
toughness  of the glosses. This is thus o positive effect of irrodiotion which will
render the gloss more robust towords olterotion with time.
Actinide Reseorch
The centrol obiective of octinide reseorch ot the Institute, os well os in its
numerous  colloborotions,  is the elucidotion of the electronic  structure of octinide
metols ond octinide compounds,  in porticulor of the behoviour of the 5f elec-
trons. The duolism between locolised ond itineroni chorocteristics  which is por-
ticulorly cleor for the octinide series, is o key problem in these studies.
These gools ore opprooched  by both experiment ond theory. An importont  bosis
for the experimentol  study is the preporotion of polycrystolline ond single crystol
somples of octinides  of hlgh specific  octivity,  ond their coreful chorocterisotion.
As in previous yeors, the preporotion of chemicolly pure, single phose, ond
well chorocterised compounds of octinides  of high specific octivity wos o bosis
for solid stote ohvsics work ot the Institute ond in o wide vorietv of colloboro-
tions with externol  loborotories. The occent in I 989 wos on ternory compounos
of neptunium  or plutonium with silicon or germonium, with o tronsition metol
os the third component. Twenty eight of these compounds were prepored  ond
crystollogrophicolly chorocterised  for the first time.
Theoreticol colculotions hove been oerformed which demonstrote  thot the oro-
perties o{ the lost element in the octinide  series (lowrencium) ore not those o{
o simple metol, os expected, but thot this moteriol behoves like o tronsition metol.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I9B9
New hlgh-pressure phoses were found for PuSe,
ond PuOr.
U(P,S) ond the dioxides ThO,
wos completed  bY o
metol which hod not
The Institute for
Advonced Moteriols
Figure 7: SurJace modification  by laser treatment:  a
close-up view of the 5 kW C0, laser beam  line exit
with welding adaptor.
The phose relotions diogrom for the lonthonide  metols
high-pressure  study of piomethium, the only rore eorth
been studied under pressure.
Work continued on the complex low-temperoture  phose tronsitions  in olpho
uronium.
A new technique employing highly energetic x-rodiotion from synchrotrons  (ot
Oorlrbrry, Uk, ond'Brookh]ovJn, USA) wos used {or the firsi tlme to study the
mognetic properties of UOr.
I 989 hos been o yeor of consolidotion  of the specific reseorch octivities of
the Institute for Advonced Moteriols, which executes  the progromme on Ad-
vonced Moteriols olong the vectors defined eorlier ond represented in the work
of the operotionol uniis' Functionol Moteriols; Moteriols Processing ond En-
gineering; Chorocterisotion;  Performonce  ond Rellobility;  Non-Destructive
Evoluotion  ond Testing. The lost two of these units ore olso contributing to the
reolisotion of the Nucleor Reoctor Sofety progromme ond of the Fusion
Technology  ond Sofety progromme.
The Surfoce Modificotion Loborotory in lspro is now operotionol' with o com-
binotion of o 2OO KEV lon lmplonter,  o 5KW loser, plosmo sproy, sputter sproy,
surfoce onolysis os well os property testing equipment, it now constitutes o uni-
que, highly integroted  ossembly {or the dedicoted study of ion/photon/elec-
tron treotmenis of surioces.
Protective cootings for odvonced moieriols components,  such os those pro-
vided by plosmo ossisted techniques  qnd chemicol vopour deposition hove o
ropidly growing  industriol volue. In recognition of future Europeon interests ond
needs, J Proteltive Cootings Technology  loborotory is being instolled  in Pet-
ten in o Joint Venture with ECN (the Dutch notionol energy reseorch  centre)
ond os port of o progromme to investigote the science of cooting protection
ond olso to suppiy o technologicol service to Europeon industry.
Poriiculor otiention  hos been poid to creoting close proiect coordinotion  bet-
ween the two geogrophicolly seporoted  ports of the lnstitute. Alreody there
ore good signs 6f pLgi"tt in severol specific proiect oreos which benefit  through
complementory  experiise.
New moteriols  hoving specific electricol ond chemicol functions ore o torget-
ied oreo for study in this Institute,  in close colloborotion with externol Associoted
Loborotories, in this cose, with the group "Milono Ricerche".  Here, on interesting
development  hos been the toking out of o poteni for the innovotion of o long
life sensor in which o cermet of noble metols (Pt, Au) ond nonstoichiometric
oxides (CeO" ) forms the electrode of on electromechonicol  solid stote
oxvqen ,"ntoi.-Su.h on electrode hos two odvontoges, o long durotion, (mony
timei greoter thon thot of the conventionol porous  plotinum  electrode), due to
the obsence o{ poisoning effects in complex  goseous otmospheres. In oddi-
tion, it covers in o singlL device continuously the whole ronge of oxygen
pressures detectoble in industry ({rom 1O-20otm  to more thon lotm)'
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Figure  8: Mounting a sample  into the SAM
(Scanning  Auger lVicroscope)  preparation  chamber
for surlace materials  studies.
Figure 9: A dual ion beam sputter device  used in
surface  materials  studies.
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The High Temperoture Moteriols Dotobonk  hos been redeveloped, following
o revision of its field de{inition structure ond vocobulory. The moture system is
now reody for services  for externol users, ond some hove olreody porticipoted
ot troining  sessions. The occess conditions  hove greotly improved through user-
friendlv front-end softwore which is distributed on diskettes  for the oersonol com-
outers of users.
The imporiont feotures of progress in the individuol proiects, moy oe sum-
morized os follow'
o in connection with corrosion  studies, it is now possible to study reoctions
in ogressive environments  using o hot stoge (up to 1500 "C) opticol
microscope with environmentol  chomber. Kinetic ond mechonistic studies
hove been corried out on o ronge of olloys, superolloys ond engineering
ceromics in goseous ond hot solt otmospheres of relevonce to o ronge of
industries. These loborotory studies hove been volidoted by monitoring
in-plont exposures.  The mechonistic undersionding of moteriols degrodotion
forms the bosis for foilure onolysis, lifetime prediction  ond provides recom-
mendotions for new moteriols develooments,JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I9B9
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the study o{ thermomechqnicol  fotigue  is o strong feoture of the work of this
Institute. The effect of diffusion  cootings on the resistonce to thermol ond stroin
cycling of single-crystol superolloys {or turbine opplicotions hos ,been in-
vestiglted. Aleleterious  phenomenon hos been observed,  nomely crocks
in thJ cooting focilitote  crock nucleotion in the bulk of the olloy. A woy of
representing-ihermomechonicol fotigue doto {or design purposes hos been
implemented.
on importont mechonism for degrodotion oi high temperolure olloys is thot
due to corrosion/creep interoctions.  Rore-eorth cootings  offer on economicol
woy of proiecting these olloys from corrosion  in industriol otmospheres.  This
proiect on creep-corrosion  synergisms  hos demonstroted thot this protec-
iion'is compromised by the presence of mechonicol  stress, lood cycling ond
thermol cycling. Observotion  shows thot cerium opplied os on olloying od-
dition retoins protection better ihon surfoce cootings.
in connection with component testing, in-situ meosurements of longtitudinol
crocks propogoting in through-woll  direction under multioxiol  stress in tubes
of olloy BOOFT hove been used to develop  o {rocture prediction procedure.
This enobles li{etime ond rupture stress predictions  to be mode on the bosis
o{ conventionol  creep crock growth test doio.
pre-normotive moteriols reseorch is implicit in mony of the Ins'titute  progrom-
mes: there is on oworeness thot the increosing complexity o{ new
technologies  hos creoted o need for defining new service-relevont  testing
methodoiogies,  os in mechonicol  property ond corrosion testing of olloy
ceromics. PLrticulor developments ore in the {ield of unioxiol tensile testing
o{ ceromics; iotigue ond thermomechonicol  fotigue testing o{ metols; hot cor-
rosion of ."ro.f.r, ond in stondordised  multioxiol stress testing for which
o droft code o{ proctice is being lounched speorheoded by this Institute ond
in colloborotion with other loborotories.
LI}€ STYLE
Figure 10:
spline fits
Creep crack growth curves with model ol
produced by the HT[/-databank.
Figure 11: Window display of an HTI\il-databank
query as generaled  by the PC lront end.
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o for the development of NDE methods for the in-situ study of moteriols defor-
motion processes, the feosibility of on ultro-sonic  technique is being tested.
Here, extended  sound velocity meosurements on oustenitic stoinless steels
looded in the thermol creep regime hove shown thot it is possible  to follow
the formotion  of groin boundory crocks through the modificotion  of the sound
velocity ond supported by metollogrophic onolysis of the crocks. Theoreticol
evoluotions of the creep domoge hove been used to underpin  the
meosurements ond these ore guiding the further development of this poten-
tiolly importont technique.
The Institute is responsible for the technicol  secreioriot  of the two COST proiects,
COST 501 - Advonced Moteriols  for Power Engineering.  This is o lorge con-
certed oction progromme into which 1 3 Europeon countries plus the JRC ore
contributing  o totol of over 500 mon yeors e{fort.
COST 505 - Moteriols  for Steom Turbines.  This is o progromme with 9 Euro-
peon member countries  plus the JRC of obout IOO mon yeor effort. COST 505
concludes its progromme ot the end of 
,l989. 
A Stotus seminor wos held ot
Petien from which o number of ossessment  reports ore currently in preporotion.
Figure 12: Reduction of ultrasonic  velocity owing to
creep  damage  in a ruptural specimen  (lvlaterial
AMCR0033)
Figure 13: Experimental  set-up lor the thermo-
mechanical  fatigue testing of advanced  gas turbine
blade  alloys.
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The Insfitute for
Systems Engineering
Figure 14: ESTI: Solar amorphous  modules under
Light Soaking  Tesl.
The Institute for Systems  Engineering of lspro executes the progrommes on
Reference Methois for Non-Nucleor  Energies ond is leoding ond portly ex-
ecuting the progrommes  on Sofeguords  ond Fissile Moteriols Monogement ond
on FusLn Techrlology  ond Sofetyllt performs  olso reseorches  on risk ond reliobili-
ty of structurrs,  plo"nis, ond sociotechnicol  systems for the progrommes  Nucleor
Reoctor  Sofety, industriol Hozords  ond Reference  Methods  of Reliobility  of Struc-
tures leod by't'he Institute of Sofety Technology ond reseorches on Artificiol In-
telligence opplied io odvonced  diognostici  for the progromme  Advonced
Moieriols leod by the Instiiute for Advonced Moteriols'
The progromme on Reference  Methods for Non Nucleor Energies hos been
focusseJon  performonce evoluotion  ond implementotion. of certificotion P!9
cedures for industriol solor energy (photovoltoic/thermol)  devices using ESTI
6*op"on Solor Test Instollotion)-iocllities ot lspro, ond on stondordisotion of
procedures for energy ouditing.
The moin ochievements concerning  photovoltoic modules ond possive solor
systems ore:
.  Set-up of indoor procedures for testing omorphous silicon degrodotion, to
be proposed os on internotionol stondord;
.  onolvsis of meosurement compoign for silicon solor rodiotion sensors in view
of guidelines for sensor construction ond colibrotion;
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Figure 15: Ultrasonic  reading  - head  used  for the
underwater  verification of Pressurised  Water Reactor
(PWR) fuel analysis.
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experiments on tronsient effects in flosh colibrotions  ond construction of o
new pulsed solor simulotion suitoble for testing high efficiency  crystolline
silicon cells;
o working group wos creoted, the "Thin Film Quolificotion  Tosk Force", in
order to estoblish recommendotions  for meosurements ond ouolificotion oro-
cedures on thin-film photovoltoic products,  e.g. omorphous silicon. Moin
ochievement  is the droft of o quolificotion stondord being presented  to
CENELEC for endorsemenr;
improvement  of test methodologies for solor possive cells through  the
eloborotion of experimentol  doto from the PASSYS test cell with the stoJisticol
progromme sAS, the implementotion of thermol simulotion softwore sucn os
TRNSYS,  ESP, CODYBA ond the quolificotion of humon comfort;
feosibility study of seosonol cold storoge in the ground, which could be of
interest for developing countries;
issue of recommendotions  for Performonce ond Durobilitv Tests of Solor Col-
lectors ond Woter Heoting systems. Ports of this document hove been re-
toined by od hoc ISO (lnternotionol stondord orgonisotion)  committees.
The progromme on Sofeguords  ond Fissile Moteriols Monogement  oddresses
technicol problems  in relotion to development of sofeguording the present ond
future nucleor fuel cycle. The progromme which reliei on o viriety of scientific
disciplines is executed  in five different  Institutes of JRC. The systems onolysis
octivities ond overoll coordinotion  for the progromme  is performed  ot the In-
stitute for Systems Engineering, ossuring o coherent opprooch in the scientific
octivities  in the different Institutes.  The octivity is performed in cooperotion
with the moior R & D orgonisotions in the field within the community (ESARDA
ossociotion) ond in the USA. Close contocts hove recentlv been esioblished
with reseorch orgonisotions in Conodo ond Jopon.
lmportont  milestones in 1989 ore,
'  Becouse of the increosing  role of Contoinment ond Surveillonce  in sofeguor-
ding modern  lorge ond outomoted  nucleor focilities, the need is strongl"y felt
to chorocterise the performonce of Contoinment ond Surveillonce devices
ond complete systems. A number of subiective (efficiency ogoinst diversion
routes) ond obiective (reliobility) stotements hove to be comb]ned  to express
the overoll performonces. A first ottempt hos been mode to formurote on
the bosic of reolistic exomples, the different chorocteristics  of seols ond op-
ticol surveillonce sysrems;
o the generol loyout of o loborotory colled LASCO (Loborotory  for surveillonce
ond contoinment)  hos been studied ond construction  storted end 1989. The
first experimentol set up in o simuloted  storoge oreo hos been designed us-
ing robots ond surveillonce  devices for inventory verificotions. An inteqroted
multisensor  system is olso being studied to be extensively tested in LASCo;
'  o new computer progromme,  which performs  errors evoluotion  in moteriol
bolonces,  hos been tested on reol plont conditions of o Low Enriched  Uronium
fobricotion plont ond o Mixed oxide Fuel foctory. The progromme hos been
documented  ond will be mode ovoiloble to Europeon pTont operorors;JRC ANNUAL REPORT I989
JRC hos porticipoted  in internotionolworking  groups  orgonised by IAEA on
the opplicotion  of sofeguords  to lorge throughput reprocessing focilities ond
to nucleor woste;
the development of on ultrosonic seoling system  for fresh LWR fuel hos con-
tinued ond o prototype  hos been prepored. Furthermore  the seoling identity
reoding  instrument, prepored  in cooperotion with SANDIA  loborotories
(USA), hos been tested ot lspro ond improvements ore now being im-
plemented;
.  the "fingerprinting" of smoll oreos of items (e.g. structure seol, key) hos been
studied using the surfoce topogrophy technique. A loser reoder hos been
tested with different kinds of metollic  surfoces.  lmprovements  ore being studied
for the control of reoding occurocy.
The progromme on Fusion Technology  ond Sofety hos been oriented,in  line
with the Europeon Fusion Technology  Progromme;  in porollel the construction
of the tritium hondling loborotory ot lspro (ETHEL)  hos been pursued in the In-
stitute for Sofety Technology.
The following  steps were reqched in 1989:
.  the design studies hove been focussed  on Internotionol Thermonucleor  Ex-
perimentol Reoctor (ITER) Proiect whose pre-design phose storted ot Gor-
ching ot the stori of 
,l989. 
JRC contribution concerned  omong others the
evoluotion of the electromechonicol  effects of internol components in cose
of o plosmo disruption by 3-D code systems developed ot lspro. Computer
Figure 16: Delormation  shape  on NET first wall
under electromagnelic  forces.
Figure 17: A view of the Remote Handling Laboratory
with the Manipulator  Test Bench  used to simulale
handling procedures  0l internal components  in
support of design studies on ITER.
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Figure 18: Mesh  and spatial distribution  of
temperature  on a divertor plate  for fusion  reaclors
loaded  bv a thermal flux.
Figure 19: Spatial  distribution of equivalent  stresses
(Von Mises) 0n a T-beam  loaded  by bending
moments.
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simulotion  ond engineering onimotion techniques hove olso been set-up in
order to investigote the remote hondling  procedures of the internol com-
ponents of the mochine, such os the blonket ond diver.ior segments. In porollel
the set-up of o focility to simulote the hondling procedure on scole L3 mock-
up hos been storted. First tests by this focility ore scheduled by eorly 1991 ;
the design porometers of o liquid breeder (Li-Pb eutectic), woter cooled
blonket suited for test in NET/ITER  hove been set-uo in colloborotion with
CEA. The moximum operoting breeder temperoture is well below the
ollowoble corrosion limit (450 "C). Experiments on Li-Pb steel compotibility
hove focussed on the effect of breeder imourities.  Kinetics of deuterium
desorption from the breeder  hos been investigoted in o loop operoting ot
lspro which simulotes the blonket tritium recovery system;
sofety onolyses  in cose of o loss-of-flow occident  (LOFA) in the whole Next
Europeon  Torus (NET) reoctor hove shown thot no moior hozord occurs if
the cooling circuits ore designed to ollow noturol cooling (thermosyphon  e{-
fect). 3-D thermomechonicol onolyses  of the loss-of-coolont  (LOCA) of the
ITER divertor  plotes hove enobled  the definition of the best design solution
for the protection  - support structure.  The loss-of-vocuum  occident (LOVA)JRC ANNUAT  REPORT I989
of the NET vocuum woll, previously corried out for the bore woll cose, nos
been extended to the cose with grophite (reoctive woll). lt wos found thot
the occident development  is strongly dependent on the breoch size; com-
bustion gos temperotures up Io 2400 K ond overpressures  of 20 kPo con
be obtoined in the worst cose conditions exomined  (breoch size of obout
0.2 m2 but no stock effects due to odditionol opening).
more generol sofety onolysis work wos conducted for ITER ond NET reloted
to loss of flow ond loss of coolont occidents. The work performed with o
newly developed code colled THERM which ollows o 2-dimensionol  ther-
mol ond thermomechonicol onolysis of moior reoctor components  including
the orooosed diverior plote.
results were obtoined in fusion blonket tests which simulote the interoction
between liquid LlPb ond woter. Experiments  simuloting steom generotor  tube
rupture showed thot the chemicol reoction is self limiting due to hydrogen
ond lithium oxide formotion ond ihot steom explosions  ore unlikely to occur.
In colloborotion  with the Westinghouse  Honford Compony the tronsport  of
potentiolly rodiooctive species in the olloy hos been meosured;
the thermol fotigue focility set-up to investigote  the lifetime of NET/ITER first
woll hos been operoted to test o cleon-geometry ponel for benchmork
evoluotions ond o reol ponel (brozed concept)  supplied by indusiry; Figure 20: Stainless  steel glove  box (equipped with
an electron beam welding device) used  for liquid
metal handling under high vaccuum 0r pure Argon.
Figure 21: lvechanical system  Jor shi{ting a sample
undergoing  electr0n beam  gun treatment for studies
in disruption simulation elfects.
Figure 22: A robot capable  0{ performing fine
different movemenls  used in uniform surlace coaling
by vaccuum plasma  spray o{ complex  components.
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The Institute for the
Environment
Figure  23: Thermostated  room with three chambers,
lwo made 0f glass and one of stainless steel, {or the
measurement  0f 0rganic  emissions  from building
malerials, household  and hobby products.
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.  in-beom  (lspro cyclotron) ond in-pile (HFR) experiments to investigote ihe
mechonicol behoviour  of steel ot low temperoture  (below 200 oC) hove
been pursued os o port of the implementotion of the NET/ITER  structurol
moteriols doto bose. Rodiotion  creep wos observed even ot room
temperoture;
o Further studies of the behoviour of helium in high mongonese  stoinless  steels
showed o rother complex interoction of helium, corbon ond nitrogen;  the
formotion of helium bubbles covered with nitrides hos been observed.
Cootings on stoinless steel hove been developed,  ond oimed to increose
the obsorption  of infro-red rodiotion for the cooling of protective  tiles;
o the off-site Benchmork  colculotions  for occidentol iritium releoses in the frome
of the NET/ITER environmentol impoct onolyses hos been completed;
The contributions  of the Institute for Systems Engineering to the Reference
Methods for Reliobility  of Structures, to the Nucleor Reoctor Sofety ond to the
lndustriol Hozords oroorommes ore described loter.
The Environment  Institute of lspro executes the progromme  on Environmentol
Protection,  ond is leoding ond portly executes  the progromme on Rodiooctive
Woste Monogement.
Environmentql  Proteciion
As in 1988, progress is reported on the Reseorch Areos, Environmentol
Chemicols, Air Pollution, Europeon Monitoring Network, Woter Quolity,
Chemicol Wostes ond Food & Drug Anolysis. The new reseorch oreo En-
vironmentol  Studies  in the Mediterroneon  Bosin is under development while the
likewise new oreo on Geneticolly  Engineered Substonces  is still in o preporotory
onose.
Environmenlol  Chemicols
New ond updoted doto on toxicology, occupotionol heolth ond sofety,
chemicoleconomy,  physico-chemicol  properties ond legislotion were introduced
into the ECDIN  (Environmentol  Chemicols Doto Informotion Network) doto bonk.
Severol working  groups hove been estoblished in the frome of the concerted
oction "lndoor Air Quolity ond its lmpoct on Mon"; they prepored o "proc-
ticol guide for the investigotion  of couses of unspecific comploints  in lorge
buildings", o report on "strotegy  for sompling chemicol substonces  in indoor
oir" , o guideline  for the "determinotion  of the steody stote formoldehyde  con-
centrotion from wood bosed moteriols  in test chombers" ond o document on
"biologicol  effects in mon reloted to indoor oir pollution".
Four non-Community  countries hove now ioined the proiect ond the secretoriot
is hondling  on increosing number of informotion  requests. Stondordisotion  of
meosurement orocedures  ond methods for ihe chorocterisotion of VOC sourceJRC ANNUAL REPORT ]989
Figure 24: Indoor  Air 0uality -  lvlouse embryos at
different development  stages  after 3 days of growth
in the presence  o{ 10'5 M ol lvlethylglyoxal  in order
to detect  their embryotoxicity.
Figure 25: Laboratory  configuration  lor the
introduction of VOC samples  into the gas
chromatograph  by way ol a thermal desorption  cold
trap injector.
Figure 26: A view of the 7 spectrometry  analyser
and GE Detector  used  for trace metal studies.
emissions is still of moior concern for the comporobility of results obtoined ot
different times ond locotions. Therefore the Institute porticipoted  in on interno-
tionol comporison of VOC emitted from severol building/furnishing moteriols.
A strotegy for investigoting the potentiol  influence  of VOC pollution on com-
ploints in office buildings hos been devised ond opplied in six buildings  of the
Eurooeon Porlioment.
The study on the biologicol monitoring of Co, To ond W within the octivity
on "Exposure ond Heolth Effects of Trqce Metols" wos continued in I 989 ond
confirmed eorlier results.  Troce metol determinotions in the pleurol-pulmonory
tissue of molignont mesotheliomo offected potients showed significont vorio-
tions of Zn, Cu, Co ond Cr compored to tissues of heolthy subiects. For the
study of troce metol metobolism  the octivity wos focussed  on the development
ond use of in-vitro bio-ossoys (cell cultures) in order to reduce the use of test
onimols.  In vivo experiments continued  with the study of the distribution of
thollium in rot broin following  exposure to toxic doses.
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Figure 27: Deposition studies:  continuous  stirred
tank  reactor  for fumigation of plants with mixtures ol
atmospheric  oollutants.
Air Pollution
The role of biogenic emissions (e.g. terpenes) in the dry deposition  processes
of O,/NO2/SO2  mixtures on forest trees wos further investigoted  in 1989; it
is confirmed thot biogenic emissions  increose the overoll ocidity when reocting
wiih on O3-SO2-NO,  polluted {orest oir.
Atmospheric reoctions o{ NO. with olkenes were simuloted in the loborotory
ond the formotion  of nitroxy-coibonyl,  nitroxy-olcohol ond dinitrote  species wos
observed. The rotio beiween simple corbonyl ond orgonic nitrote products wos
independent of the NO, concentrotion,  which meons thot on exiropolotion to
reol field conditions  is reolistic. Studies on the reoction of NO., ond DMS
(dimethyl sulphide) hove been storted os DMS occounts for 25o/o-of the totol
otmospheric sulphur bqlonce. lt oppeors thot the formotion of HNO, by the
NO3-DMS  reoction represents on efficient NO" sink in the morine troposphere.
Two processes  ore under study for the development  of o combined  desulphuriso-
tion/denoxing  process: cotolytic reduction with hydrogen ond cothodic elec-
trolytic reduction. Screening tests for condidote  cotolysts were completed ond
o potent opplicotion for the cothodic reduction of NO to N, vio on onodic
ommonio conversion wos filed.
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Europeon  Monitoring  Network
The dif{erentiol opticol obsorption  monitor wos employed  {or the first time, in
o field compoign for continuous O, ond NO, meosurements.  Possive diffusion
tube sompling o{ NO, proved to be on interesting technique for the design o{
new monitoring networks, ond wos employed  for NO, distribution studies in
Athens, Poris, Vorese ond elsewhere. The Institute is employing the perfluor-
corbon trocer technique for otmospheric tronsport ond diffusion studies on o
routine bosis. During the MECAPIP experiment (Costellon, July 1989) {or the
first time the trocer wos sompled by on instrumented oircroft giving thereby o
new opportunity  to modellers to describe flow over complex terroin, os o 3D
wind- ond concentrotion field ond o known source strength ore ovoiloble for
experimenlol volidotion. ln the irome of the TRANSALP pre-experiment (Con-
ton Ticino, October  1 989) the chonnelling of oir mosses wos investigoted in
colloborotion with Swiss ond ltolion loborotories.  The trocer wos detected up
to the top of the St. Gotthord ond Lucomogno  posses, proving thot tronsolpine
pollutont tronsport is possible.
Figure 28: The environmental  mobile laboratory
during field experiments  in alpine terrain carried 0ut
as parl 0f a campaign performed in lhe Jrame 0l lhe
TRANSALP Project.
Figure 29: A view from a helic0pter's cockpit  during
a flight to take atmospheric  samples  and related  data
during trace experiments  t0 study almospheric
disoersion in a comolex  lake-m0untain  area.
Woter Quolity
The present condition of Loke Vorese, used os o model cose, wos chorocteris-
ed, in view of iis recovery by nutrient  concentrotion,  oxygen content, olgol
biomoss, integrol phosphorous  looding ond chemicol  composition  of sediments.
Modelling wos opplied to evoluote the need of doily oxygen supply to predict
loke recovery times. For Loke Orto, one o{ Europe's  most polluted {resh woter
bodies, metol distribution mops for onthropogenic troce elements ond nutrients
were eloboroted. Additionolly onolysed somples of seven contributing rivers,
the outlet river, surfoce run-off ond precipitqtions will ollow to estoblish o totol
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Figure  30: Facilities  for the cultivation of planktonic
algae (freshwater and marine)  with axemic  stock
cultures in screw caooed  flasks.
Figure 31: The Multi Analysis Floating  apparatus  for
Limnological  Data Assessment  (MALFADA)  0n Lake
orta (ltaly), where it is monitoring  a cleaning
ooeration  of the lake.
metol bolonce. A dispersion  model will be volidoted by the experimentol doto.
For the further development of phytoplonkton onolysis o suitoble stoining techni-
que to distinguish olgol species by blue nucleor ond yellow gronulor fluorescence
hos been set up. The opplicotion of flow cytometry  to the bocteriol onolysis
of woter hos been tested. Cultured  stroins os well os fresh woter bocteriol
populotions  were studied by epifluorescense  microscopy  os o reference method
ond compored to flow cytometry with o good ogreement.
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Chemicol Wostes
Work continued in support to o dynomic finite element model for pollutont migro-
tion experiments on inorgonic ond orgonic pollutonts in porous medio. A soil
sompling field stotion wos estoblished ot lspro to provide somples of
homogeneous  ond well defined moteriol from seven different origins. By neutron
octivo-tion onolvsis obout 30 minor ond troce elements were detected'  The od-
sorotion of trivolent ond hexovolent slCr rodiotrocer wos studied in botch ex-
peiiments ond o good lineor relotionship between colculoted  ond meosured
Cr concenirotions  wos obtoined.  Other experiments were deoling with soil ob-
sorption of AS (lll) ond AS (V) ond the determinotion of the distribution  coeffi-
cients of Cr (Vl) in sond. The distribution coefficient between soil ond woter
is on essentiol porometer  for the tronsport  of hydrophobic  polychlorinoted
biphenyls.
ln the frqme o{ the octivity "moleculor dosimetry for the ossessment  of humon
exposure to genotoxic compounds"  o new method  bosed on Constont Neutrol
Loss Moss S"pectroscopy  hos been developed. Modified nucleotides  formed
in DNA ond blood lymphocytes  ofter in-vitro exposure to olkyloted ogents were
isoloted by HPLC ond meosured ot2 to 5 ng levels by moss spectroscopy.
The Chemicol  Emergency  Monogement (ChEM) decision support system hos
been further developed  with modules on occidents by releose of hologenoted
oromotic compounds  ond the monogement of PCB contoined in electricol
equipment.
Figure 32: A detailed  view 0f the plasma  source 0f
the ICP mass  spectrometer  used for inorganic ultra
trace (ppt level)  elemenl  determination.
Figure 33: lsolating metallobiocomplexes  in lhe
laborat0ry  lor in-vitro toxicity testing of chemicals
,i
dl
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Environmentol  Studies on the Mediterroneon  Bosin
As o storting point for the definition of ioint Mediterroneon  proiects  the Institute
orgonised o meeting with experts from ltoly, Fronce, Spoin, Portugol  ond
Greece. At this event reseorch topics on the behoviour  of otmospheric pollutonts,
groundwoter  quolity, microphyte toxins in fresh ond seo woter, hormonisotion
of onolyticol methods ond sompling  techniques  were ogreed subiect to further
definition ond eloborotion by notionol experts ond JRC stoff.
As o substontiol contribution  to ihe Sponish MECAPIP proiect the JRC por-
ticipoted with trocer experiments ond orgonised the porticipotion of on in-
strumented  oircroft for meteorologicol ond oirchemistry  meosurements.
Food & Drug Anolysis
The instrumentotion of the loborotory is now complete ond highly sophisticoted
techniques like Nucleor Mognetic Resononce, lR- ond UV spectroscopy,  HPLC,
GC, lC ond enzymotic/immunologicol  methods ore ovoiloble. First experimen-
tol octivities hove been focussed  on the detection of wine sugoring, the build-
up of o Europeon Dotobonk for Nucleor Mognetic Resononce fingerprints of
wines; the determinotion  of the purity of storches  by different onolyticol methods
ond the detection of plont proteins in meot extrocts.
The loborotory is in contoct with the Commission's  deportments of
Agriculture/Consumer  Protection, Industry ond Customs Union to define ond
complete its progromme.
Figure  34: The 300 MHz Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectrometer  used lo determine  the
history and origin ol the alcoholic  content of wines
and other alcoholic  beverages.
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Figure 35: Migrati0n experiments  in an anoxic box
as part of environmental  research into radioactive
waste disposal in geological  formations.
Figure 36: A view of the laboratory  housing the
Inductively Coupled  Plasma Mass Spectrometer
{lCP-MS)  used in chemical  waste research  activilies
Rodiooctive Woste Monogement
The progromme  is divided in four reseorch  oreos, operotion  of the PETRA focilit'y,
octinide monitoring, chorocterisotion of rodiooctive  woste ond sofety of finol
storoge in geologicol formotions.
The two first reseorch oreos ore treoted by the Insiitute {or Sofety Technology
ond the third by the Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements. They ore described
in the corresponding  sections  of this report.
The obiective of the fourth reseorch oreo, which is treoted by the Environment
lnstitute, with o smoll contribution of the Institute {or Advonced  Moteriols,  is the
ossessment  of the long{erm sofety of woste disposed in geologicol  formotions
under conditions presently studied in the Europeon Communities'
Moin ochievements for theoreticol ossessment octivities were:
.  the preporotion  of o new version of the probobilistic  risk ossessment  code
LISA, especiolly  developed for opplicotion to hord rock formotions;
o the successful porticipotion in intercomporison octivities orgonised  by the
NEA;
.  orgonisotion  of o seminor on techniques of risk onolysis in nucleor woste
monogement.
Regording  experimentol octivites, those on the neor-field, ore executed by the-
Institute for Advonced Moteriols, ond essentiolly  deol with possible  effects of
the thermol grodient on the evolution of the source terms. Rodionuclide  migro-
tion in geologicol medio in generol ore deolt with by the Environment Institute.
They regord'
o the study of the influence of humic ocids present in ground woter on Pu per
migrotion, where on ossociotion  of Pu with mobile humid ocid porticles  (less
thon 600 nonometers in diometed hos been found;
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The Institute for Remole
Sensing Applicotions
Fi0urs 37: GER 63 band multispectral scanner
quicklook of the EISAC Venice  Lagoon test site. The
image  is only roll corrected, no radiometric
conversion  of DNs to radiances  and no atmospheric
conections have  been aoDlied.
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the study of the specific conditions  of groundwoter  obove the Gorleben solt-
dome in relotion to Pu ond Np migrotion;
tronspori processes in fissured medio (in colloborotion  with CIEMAT/Spoin);
development of onolyiicol techniques both for loborotory  studies (loser spec-
troscopic techniques  ond moss spectroscopy)  ond for in-field investigotions
(geophysicol ond geochemicol probes).
The Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions  executes  the progromme on the
Applicotion of Remote Sensing Techniques.
Monitoring of Lond Resources ond their use
The progromme  deols with lond use mopping ond lond cover stotistics over
the Deportment of Arddche (Fronce) by outomotic  processing methods using
moinly Londsot  Themotic Mopper doto (30 m resolution).  A geometric registro-
tion method hos been developed, which includes the use of o digitol elevotion
model to correct for the relief displocement  effect. With this method the overoge
superposition occurocy is within one pixel over the whole imoge. An otmospheric
correction method  storting from scene-bosed torget reflectonces (ond not from
odditionol  on site meosurements)  hos been olso set up in order to derive physicol-
ly colibroted temporol  feotures for the chorocterisotion  of vegetotion cotegories.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I9B9
Figure 38: Flight tracks  covered  lrom the GER
63-Band Airborne Scanner  during the acquisition ol
High Resolution  Spectrometry  data over the
experimental  test site in lhe southern Departement
Ardeche, France  (29-06-1989).  The data availability
is represented  by the overlay  ol Landsat  Themalic
Mapper data (colour) on geocoded  SPoT-1 imagery
(black & white).
Figure 39: The image, obtained  trom the Airborne
Visible and Inlrared  lmaging Spectrometer  (AVlRlS),
displays very well the high radiometric dimensionality
of imaging spectromeler  data, lt is the result of
stacking the colour coded  relative reflectance
spectra, achieved  from the 224 AVIRIS  bands,  of
each  of the pixels along  the top and along  the left
hand edge  of the false colour  top image. (Processed
by the Centre for the Study of Earth from Space,
University  of Colorado,  Boulde0.
A first test of multitemoorol clossificotion wos corried out on o reduced oreo
(512x512 pixels) using multitemporol doto compression  techniques. The overoge
mopping  occurocy  for 9 moin vegetotion  closses, including ogriculture, orchords,
forest ond noturol vegetotion,  is of the order of 8070. This percentoge will pro-
bobly increose when such o technique is opplied to the whole Arddeche
Deoortment.
Work hos begun on developing ortificiol intelligence opprooches to improve
the imoge clossificotion. The overoll gool is to build o knowledge  bosed (or
"expert") system  oble to store ond process focts ond heuristics  obout the oreo
ond to integrote them with the imoge processing  environment. One importont
component  of this "imoge understonding" system is close to completion,  nomely
the evidentiol reosoning system, the purpose of which is to combine in o reolistic
woy oll the ovoiloble evidence  obout o pixel (or segment).
The colloborotive  Progromme, oiming ot the use of remote sensing doto in
Geogrophicol  Systems is described  loter.JRC SPECIFIC  RESEARCH  PROGRAMMES
Figure 40: A SLAR (Sideways  Looking  Airborne
Rada| image 0f an oil spill in the North Sea taken
during the Archimedes  2A Campaign  on the
measuremenl  of oil slick thickness.
Figure 41: Thematic Mapper  data  describing
Chlorophyll  concentrations  in the Gulf 0f Naples,
Italv.
Monitoring of Morine Environment
Seo Pollution Surveillonce, The ARCHIMEDES  proiect wos completed in col-
loborotion with ooerotors ond reseorch institutes. The 90 GHz Possive
Microwove  Rodiometer  succeeded in meosuring  thickness of thin oil spills, the
possibility of discriminoting  between minerol oils ond biogenic films wos
demonstroted. A reoort on the entire ARCHIMEDES  exercise hos been com-
pleted.
The Coostol Zone Colour Sconner - CZCS hos been used to study the coostol
tronsport  of pollution by the onolysis of seo colour doto. Forty nine consecutive
mops of chlorophyll for the North Adriotic bosin hove been correloted with
the Po rivers' run off for the most significont months. Dischorge rotes correlote
well with points for the oreo neor to the estuory.  Peoks of Chlorophyll follow
peoks of run off with o time log of 3-5 doys.
lmplementotion of CZCS doto processing  using new "tronsputer"  technology
on o personol computer wos odopted  in view of providing ropid production
for the numericol modelling group.
Updoting  ond extension  of the onolysis  of the Themotic Mopper performonce
versus in-situ experiment hos continued in the Gulf of Noples, yielding on im-
provement in the olgorithms  for Chlorophyll  ond sediment retrievol ond o new
olgorithm for otmospheric correction-occounting  for horizontol oerosol voriotion.
Advonced Technology
Microwove  Remole Sensing  Activity
Emphosis  is ploced on the development  of oll-weother remote sensing techni-
QUes; in both operotionol  opplicotions ond scientific  investigotions  reloted
to lond ond seo. Significont developments in 1989 ore summorised  below'
.  Microwove Signoture Loborotory' This proposed focility received o
fovouroble  recommendotion of on internotionol group of experls in October
HfiPLE5  THEI.I.I,IAPFEE
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1988 ond in turn, the Boord of Governors  odvised  the JRC to implement
the proiect.  After o coll for tender o controct hos been ploced to construct
the ioborotory by December  1990. In the meontime  on Interim loborotory
hos been designed ond constructed in order to test components ond meosure-
ment techniques.
In August 
'l989 
on oirborne microwove compoign wos undertoken over four
forestry ond ogriculturol Europeon  Test Sites using the NASA/JPL three fre-
quency (C-, L- ond P-bond  ) polorimetric SAR. This wos the first opportunity
for Europeon scientists to evoluote  this new technology.
During 1989 the Europeon Rodor Cross Section Dotobose  (EURACS)  wos
designed ond implemented, ond is currently in its volidotion  phose. 
.ln oddi-
tion ihe scope of EURACS  hos been extended from ogriculturol opplicotions
into the field of forestry.
A Microwove  Signol processing  system under the UNIX operoting  system
hos been instolled in 1989. This links the vorious elements of the microwove
progromme,  ond olso incorporotes significont developments in the field of
softwore development  for rodor doto onolysis.
EARSEF' In September  1989 JRC/ESA orgonised  o meeting of Europeon
groups interested  in providing on input into the definition of o possible Euro-
[eon Airborne  Remote Sensing Focility  (EARSEF).  Five g_roups^ottended  this
meeting (from the Netherlonds, Spoin, Denmork  ond FRG (2)).
Figure 42: Tesling components  and measuring
techniques in the l\ilicrowave  Signature Laboratory
seen here in its temporary location.
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Loserf  I uorosensor Activity
r  o control ond support octivity for the construction by the CISE, Milon (l) of
the oirborne "Time Resolved Lidor Fluorosensor"  ond the preporotion of the
volidotion compoigns;
o equipping the support ground loborotory with the some type of instruments
os those used in the oirborne  system with the moin obiective of improving
the time resolution ond the extension of the woter column simulotion
cooobilities.
Figure  43: The excitation  laser  and recieving
telesc0pe  used  for fluorescence  light collection  which
forms a part of the LIDAR Fluorosensor  Facility's
analysis  of remote targets in environmental
investioations.
Figure  44: A 7 metre high tank used  to simulate
LIDAR measurements  on a water collum.
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The Institute for Sofety
Technology
Figure 45: An experiment under way in the central
ro0m of lhe Large Dynamic  Test Facility (LDTF).
The Institute for Sofety Technology, ot lspro, is leoding ond portly executes
the progrommes  on Reference Methods, Reliobility  ond Structures, on Nucleor
Reoctor Sofety ond on Industriol  Hozords; it operotes the PERLA  nucleor focili-
ty ond is responsible  for the construction of the ETHEL Loborotory on beholf
of the Institute for Systems Engineering; it olso operotes the PEIRA nucleor focility
on beholf of the Environment  Institute.
For the soke of unity, the contributions of the Institute for Systems Engineering
to the Progrommes  on Reference Methods, Reliobility  ond Structures, on Nucleor
Reoctor Sofety ond on Industriol Hozords ore reported here; the contribuiion
of the Institute for Advonced Moteriols (PISC proiect)  is olso reported here.
Reference Methods, Reliobility ond Structures
Reference  Methods for the Evoluotion  of Structure Reliobility - Reoction
Woll Proiect
The obiectives of this octivity ore to improve the modelling of non lineor struc-
turol mechonics  problems in both tronsient  dynomic  ond quosi stotic regimes
includino the behoviour of moteriols under these conditions. The Institute hos
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mony yeors of experience in this oreo with steel structures  ond cooperotes with
o lorge number of orgonisotions  in the Member Stotes which most recently hove
decided to combine their efforts in on ossociotion  of loborotories. When enlorg-
ing the scope of this reseorch including e.g. structures mode of concrete,  ex-
perience hod to be goined quickly by testing reinforced concrete elements ond
developing globol physicol  models.  Unioxiol  cyclic bending tests were perform-
ed ond bioxiol bending tests in the presence of oxiol compressive loods ore
being prepored.  Reseorch  olso continued on steel specimens to determine
dynomic  moteriol response  under bioxiol looding conditions showing thot the
von Mises criterion is reolly volid only for the initiol yield surfoce.
The Institute olreody possesses  smoll ond lorge testing mochines to determine
moteriol properties. To those o lorge reoction woll with o height of l6 m ond
o width ol2l m will be odded, the construction  storting end 1989. This focility
is designed for lorge ond full scole testing of sub-ossemblies  ond full structurol
systems. lt will be ovoiloble to industry for testing innovotive design concepts
ond prototypes.
In the oreo of computotionol  mechonics the development  of Plexis-3C,  o finite
element computer  progromme  developed in colloborotion with CEA for the
onolysis  of nonlineor tronsient dynomic problems involving compressible  fluids
hos been completed.  Modelling of noturol convection hos been extended from
2D to 3D situotions.
Reliobility Modelling of Structures
(performed by the Inslilute for Sysfems  Engineering)
In this proiect three moin octivities ore corried out,
o Tests on l'5 Scoled Pressure Vessel Models
The experimentotion on vessel model R2 (A) hos been completed  with the
unexpected oppeoronce  of o leok in the lower dome. Some 875000 cycles
hove been oerformed  before this foilure.
The prediction  of domoge occumulotion ond of the residuol lifetime,  per-
formed by JRC teom ond by four externol loborotories  ond the comporison
with the exoerimentol evidence ollowed conclusions  obout the moin source
of uncertointies, the origin of the crock nucleotion,  the clodding  residuol
stresses effect ond behoviour  ond the relevonce of non olgorithmic  knowledge
(heuristic ond domoin expert experience)  in prediction possibility.
Vessel R2 is now to be inspected by X-Roy ond Ultrosonic iestings before
its destructive exominotion. The destructive testing ond the froctogrophic  ex-
ominotion,  by electronic microscope, of the lower dome through crock will
be performed by CISE-Milono,  in the frome of the existing colloborotion con-
troct JRC lspro-CISE  Milono-EPRI  USA, oimed ot exploiting experimentol
results on environmentolly  ossisted fotigue in pressure  vessels ond ot im-
plementing,  in the COVASTOL code, o new model for FCG in PWR en-
vironment.
r  Pressurised  Thermol Shock Experiment (PTS)
The moin porometers hove been onolysed  from the point of view of their
uncertointies.
A knowledge  engineering tool for monogement of the PTS experiment hos
been imolemented.
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Figure 46: Laboratory  set up for strain analysis using
optical fibres lor Laser  holographic interferometry.
Following  the conclusions of o preliminory  reseorch phose, o new onolyticol
tool for the heot conduction, stress ond Frocture Mechonics onolysis  (Study
controct with MPA Stuttgort), hos been developed
.  Develooment of new dioonostic  technioues
The possibility  to perform Jccurote stroin onolysis on non directly occessible
regions by loser hologrophic  interferometry  vio opticol fibres hos been pro-
ved. Single-mode fibres turned out to be the most suitoble  for corrying the
reference light; in porticulor those mointoining the light wove polorisotion
would ollow for o beiter quolity interference. A smoll, versotile  endoscopic
orobe hos been developed.
Nucleor Reoclor Sofety
Reliobility ond Risk Evoluolion
(performed by the Inilitute for Systems  Engineering)
In this proiect three moin octivities ore corried out:
r  Europeon Reliobility Doto System
Component  Event Doto Bonk hos increosed its size with doto coming from
Spoin, ltoly ond Sweden; furthermore  on informotics tronscoding  system  hos
been set up for tronsferring  doto from our clossificotion  to onother; onolysis
of the pump foilure doto set hos ollowed finolisotion of univoriote onolysis
methods. The Abnormol  Occurrences Reporting  System {AORS) hos been
used for severol investigotions  such os on common couse foilure; the feosibility
of seiting up on incident doto bonk bosed on the know-how occumuloted
with AORS ond supported  from now by publicly ovoiloble records, hos been
oscertoined.
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Progress is continued on the more theoreticol investigotion on Iuzzy infor-.
rot''on processing,  from one side o fuzzy dotobose  systems  is being studied
for deoiing with the estimotion of component reliobility porometers,  from the
other sidelhe  use ol fuzzy theory to represent ond combine expert iudgments
hos been investigoted.
System  Response Anolyser
The structure  of the operotor model hos been up-doted on o Blockboord
Architecture  skeleton which enobles o more odoptive representotion  to
vorious cognitive mechonisms; furthermore  o first modelling of operotor
behoviour under stress hos been studied. A fost simulotion code for Chemicol
Volume Control System hos been developed.
Probobilistic Risk Assessment
The Event Seouence Reliobilitv  Benchmork  Exercise hos been terminoted.
The finol results of this exercise ore still under study, it con be onticipoted
thot problems will moinly orise becouse of system interdependency  in the
onolyses of complex systems. This Exercise wos the lost of o series of four
Benchmork Exercises; the previous  ones hove been devoted to systems
reliobility, common foilures ond humon reliobility.
The Benchmork  Exercises hove suggested guidelines for Probobility  Study
Anolysis Studies  moinly in the oreo of common foilures ond dependence
omong sequences.  They hove olso given suggestions  for foilure developments
in the dynomicol Probobility Study Anolysis Studies models oble to toke in
occount, in o more sotisfoctory woy/ mon-mochine interoctions.
The pre-proiect  phose of Softwore  Tools for Reliobility of Sofety hos been
terminoted ond the proiect hos been officiolly storted, o prototype version
of the foult tree construction module hos been developed; o grophicol in-
teroctive interfoce is olmost completed.
Figum 47: The SALP - PC program  lor fault tree
anatysls.
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Figuro 48: PISC lll: Radiographic  examination  of an
assembly  using a 2HeV  linear  accelerator.
Figurs 49: Examples  of a transducers array with 64
eldments. Each ultrasonic transducer has a nominal
trequency of 5 MHz.
PISC (Proiect for the lntegrity of Structurol €omponents)
(perfoimed by the Inslifute for Advonced Moteriols)
This internotionol  progromme iointly sponsored by the OECD (NEA) ond the
CEC, on the ossessment  of the effectiveness of inspection  techniques  ond pro-
cedures ond of their reliobility when opplied to structurol components, is now
in iis tnird phose (PISC lll) wlih on emphosis on the in-service inspection  of the
primory circuit of nucleor Light Woter Reoctors.
The work hos been executed through o number of octions'
Action 1 inspection  of octuol contominoted reoctorstructure  pieces, Action 2'
full scole vessel outomoted inspection,  Action 3: nozzles ond sofe-ends inspec-
tion copobility,  Action 4: oustenitic steel round robin tests, Action 5: steom
generotors integrity tests, Action 6: mothemoticol models volidotion,  Action 7'
reliobility exercises.
Furthermore, two new octions ore in preporotion:  Action 8' PISC method-ology
for NDT evoluotion in non - nucleor industries, ond Action 9, Support to Codes
ond Stondords bodies.
Among the moin ochievements  this yeor, one notes the effective coordinotion
of thisTnternotionol  proiect concerning  I 4 countries ond obout 100 institutions;
the monufocturing ond certificotion  of numerous test ossemblies-by.1h.e reference
io6orotori"s, thJexecution of Round Robin Tests on full scole PWR/BWR  weld
nor.l"t ond sofe-ends (the onolysis  of rodiooctive  components  were perform-
ed in the hot cell focilities of the lnstitute for Sofety Technology); the volidotion
of mothemoticol models on the simulotion of ultrosonic  equipment  foilures ond
of the ultrosonic  response from porticulor defects. We note olso thot this octivi-
tv undertokes the very sensitive  role of "invigilotor".
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Figure 50: FABo-U02  collected  upon release from the
Iurnace after interaction  with a stainless steel plate.
Abnormol Behoviour of Reoctor cooling systems ond Accident  Modelling
The_LoBl focility, o l'700 volume-scoled  model of o four loop 1300 MWe
PWR wos recommissioned  following modificotions ond hos since performed  3
tests in which o steom generotor tube rupture, o 5% cold leg breok ond byposs
behoviour, in the upper plenum/upper downcomer  were investigoted. Thii ex-
perimentol progromme pro-vides  the necessory doto for on extensive code op-
plicotion ond ossessment  effort. Extensions  of this progromme to solve occident
monogement problems ore being studied.
Six tests were performed  with the FARo focility in which up to 125 Kg of molten
U0, ot obout 3OOO oC were releosed  from the furnoce in vorious  test sections
in which fuel freezing ond plugging  phenomeno ond the potentiol of o fuel iet to perforote o steel plote were investigoted for boundory  ond initiol conditions
of o sodium cooled reoctor.
The study,of these phenomeno  is highly relevont to the understonding of in-
vessel ond ex-vessel phenomeno during o core melt down. Test results ore us-
ed to verity models ond codes which should predict very low probobility  events
in o nucleor power stotion.
The built in flexibility  of the FARo focility meons thot it con probobly be used
next to solve light woter reoctor severe occident problems. plonning for this
proiect is odvonced.
The development of the Europeon Accident Code (EAC) for the onolvsis of the
initiotion  phose of low probobility whole core occidents in LMFFBR's  continued
in 
,l989. 
The second version of the code is being releosed; compored  to the
first version., it presents odvonced modelling in thJ oreos of iuel pin behoviour,
molten fuel motion inside the pin ond fuJl motion in the coolont  chonnels.
Moreover the code now simulotes correctly the hexcon geometry  ond hos o
new, detoiled neutronics  colculotion.
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Fioure 51: An exterior view of the wall of the FIRES
nrint<er  which will house  a 100 | Chemical  Reactor
lor Runaway  Reaction  Studies.
Source Term
Alwoys in the frome of unlikely but severe events, o lorge effort wos continued
in coooerotion with Member Stotes on the potentiol releose of rodiooctive pro-
ducts into the outer contoinment during o fuel melt down occident.
This proiect hos its focol point in the execution of in-pile tests in the Phebus PF
focility ot cEA codoroche  which ore plonned to commencein 1992. The In-
stitute for Sofety Technology  provides o deputy proiect monoger ond o smoll
teom which is integroted in the proiect work on site. Shored cost octivities  ore
being conied outLy loboroiories in Member Stotes to help in the choice of
instruimentotion, definition of the test motrix, execution of out-of-pile tests e'g'
on fission produci  chemistry  ond onolysis  of detoiled loyout of the experimen-
iol rig. Existing  colculotion tools of the Institute ore widely used in this preporotory
phoJe but o"more generol ond wider ronging octivity for o Europeon  Source
Term Suite hos beei lounched which is intended to integrote Europeon models
ond codes.
Industriol Hozords:  The FIRES Proiect ond Emergency veniing of chemicol
reoctors
The Institute broodens the spectrum of those octivities which ore not solely op-
olicoble to the nucleor oreo ond in which experience goined  in the post, por-
iiculorlv in thermodynomics  ond structurol onolysis, find chollenging new
opplicotions.
Reseorch  on chemicol  ond fluid dynomic phenomeno  ossocioted  with runowoy
reoctions continued os port of the Industriol  Hozords progromme. The focility
colled FIRES (Focility for Investigoting Runowoy Events Sofety) whose centrol
port is o IOO litre copocity stondord chemicol reoctor,  is plonned to be com-
!l"t"d in 
.|990. Moit of ih" tq8q resources were dedicoted to this instollo-
iion. In oddition l,l  scole model tests were performed  in o gloss reoctor to
determine the stirrer performonce on the reoction mixture. The 2 litre reoction
.olorin.}"t"|. purchosed in 
,l989, 
wos used to goin_bosic  knowledge of the
chemicql  processes  prior to their investigotion in FIRES'JRC SPECIFIC  RESEARCH  PROGRAMMES
Sotisfoctory ogreement between  experimentol  doto ond the results of the
mothemoticol simulotor were obtoined. This indicotes thot interoctive reol time
computer  simulotion of botch-type  chemicol reoctors could olso become o pro-
mising control ond operotion tool for indusiry.
Investigotions  on multiphose  flow phenomeno in reoctor relief systems during
venting were continued  with meosurements  of the influence of viscositv ond sui-
foce tension on vented moss froctions ond reloted flow ootterns.
Anolyticol studies performed in porollel with the experimentol work moke use
of existing US codes but concentrote on the development  of o new computer
progromme colled VESSEL which models one-dimensionollv the tronsient
behoviour of multicomponent mixtures of chemicols during o venting process.
The nucleor reoctor sofety code RELAPSS/Mod I hos been used to describe
the behoviour  of o petrochemicol  plont under off-normol  conditions.
The contribution  of the Insiitute  of Systems  Engineering to the Industriol Hozords
progromme,  consists of the execution of 4 proiects.
.  Sofety ond reliobility ossessment
Phoses  I ond ll of the Benchmork  Exercise on Moior Hozords Anolvsis oim-
ed ot comporing the opprooches  to risk onolysis for chemicol instollotions
in Europe hove been completed. 20 teoms porticipoted os representing
outhorities,  reseorch orgonisotions ond industry.
In working  phose | (completed in 1988) the overoll risk figures obtoined by
porticiponts teoms hove been compored  ond the reosons of the significont
_ spreod found on the risk figures hos been investigoted.
The content  of Working Phose ll hos been designed in such o woy thot insteod
of performing on overoll risk ossessment, spec-ific  exercises, bosed on rother
well defined boundory conditions,  hove been repeoted on porticulor  topics.
Atthe finol meeting held in october 
,l989, 
the results hove'been comporeo
ond elements  for specific recommendotions  for consistent procedures  hove been
orown up.
o Risk monogement
A theoreticol study identifying  potentiol  porodoxicol situotions  in risk com-
municotion wos corried out. Work on o model of decision-moking,  risk
communicotion  ond orgonisotionol  culture wos begun, for the eventuol use
in generotion  of decision support systems.
A decision support system (PURPLE) wos developed for study of siting pro-
blems reloted to woste disposol, ond the use of petri Nets for modelfing of
complex decision processes  hos olso been investigoted.  Further improvements
were mode in the the PC bosed system for digitising themotic doto for risk
monogement mops (MAKE MAP Computer Progromme).
.  Humon foctors in high risk prevention ond monogement
The feosibility study on the structure of o doto bose for storing ond onolysis
of humon behoviour doto in vorious phoses of the occidents h]os been com-
pleted. The doto bose is structured oround the new humon error clossifico-
tion in which porometeres derived from cognitive  engineering ond foctors
concerning sociol ond orgonisotionol  psychologies  ore included. rhe possibili-
ty of opplying the cognitive  model of the operotor to oeroplone pilot tosks
hos been studied.  A proiect for modelling  novigotion 
"rror 
oi on oiicroft pilot
hos been set uo.
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Figure 52: The lspra Risk Management  Support
System  (lRl[/S)  displaying a simulalion of an
accident scenario.
Figure 53: An aulomatic sampling system designed
to remotely  take samples  by means  of a masler slave
from the various sampling points installed in the
PETRA  l00p housed  in hol cell conditions.
o Risk of tronsportotion  o{ dongerous  products on ihe Europeon  scole
Historicol doto for tronsportotion occidenis from open sources wos studied
ond on empiricol  frequency-consequence relotionship for tronsportotion  wos
developed.
The first doto wos integroted in o Tronsportotion Risk Monogement  System
(TRIM),  including demogrophic, geogrophic (Mop of Denmork), occident
frequency ond consequence models.
Ooerotion of PETRA - Nucleor Wosle ond Actinide
Mbnitoring (contribution  to fhe progromme on Rodiooctive
Woste Monogement)
The Institute's  moin tosk in the nucleor woste progromme is the construction,
commissioning  ond operotion  of PETRA, o focility which hos the copobility of
performing tylicol high octivity processing  steps in fuel re.processing, including
verificotioi, optimisoi'ron ond demonstrotion  of woste confinement ond disposol
concepts. ihe construction  wos completed in Jonuory 1989 ond wos followed
by cold commissioning  tests which ore expected to be completed  in eorly 1990.
The construction of o fully outomoted woste borrel monitor,  bosed on triple cor-
relotion onolysis, wos virtuolly completed.  This work drows from experience
gothered  in meosuring compoigns executed on beholf of externol controctors.
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Figure 54: An overall  view ol the non-deslructive
Plutonium  waste monitoring system  developed  at
I spra.
Figure 5F: The PHoNID 4 facitity - tighrer  than its
predecess0rs,  this apparatus  is particularly adapted
for Plutonium  samples. With new software and
inserted  in the Safeguards  Headquarters  system it is
the new proposal  from the JRC - lspra tor bulk
sample  measuremenls.
Figure 56: The ETHEL Laboratory  in an advanced
stage  of construction.
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Opero_tion of PRE-PERIA - (contribution  to the progrqmme
on Sofeguords ond Fissile Moteriols Monogementf-
The Institute is involved  in the development  of non destructive ossoy methods
needed for nucleor  sofeguords ond it runs the Performonce Loborotorv  PRE-PERLA
which constitutes o volid point of contoct beiween  instrument develooment ond
opplicotion. This loborotory is now functioning with Pu ond U test somples of
known isotopic composition ond weight which ore representotive for in{ield
compoigns.  The construction of the moin PERLA Colibrotion LobororoTy con-
tinued ond civil engineering works hove been completed.  The instrument
development work concentroted  moinly on improving the occurocy  of existing
meosuring methods such os high resolution  gommo spectroscopy, octive neutron
interrogotion  ond others vio the development  of better doto ocquisition,  eroooro-
tion ond interpretotion  systems.
Conslruction of ETHET - (contribution to the progromme  on
Fusion Technology ond Sofety|
The ETHEL proiect mode significont progress:
.  The building  is completed up to the roof level;
.  o 350 m3 double skinned  steel contoiner  is reody for instollotion;
.  experimentol glove box suites were successfully  tested.
The construction  will be completed  in 
,l990 
in occordonce  with the plonning.
While construction is in progress, tests ond onolysis ore being corried out in
SUCh OIEAS OS:
r  Assessment studies of tritioted woste;
o tritium recovery from liquid LiPb eutectic,;
recycling of hydrogen ond deuterium from first woll moteriols;
hydrogen interoction with fusion relevont  moteriols, etc.
a
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Figure 57: Pre-PERLA  activities: The PER{ormance
LAboratory  (PERLA) during  a training  exercise  for
Euratom  and IAEA  Inspeclors.
Centre for Informotion
Technologies ond
Electronics
The Centre for Informotion Technologies ond Electronics ond the Institute for
Prospective Technologicol  Studles ore moinly performing support  cctivities for
the JRC ond for other services of the Commission.  An increosing  shore of their
octivities will be dedicoted to work for externol customers.
Cenlre for Informotion Technologies ond Elecironics (ClTEf
The Centre consists of two divisions,
The Informotics  Division, which consists of the Computing Centre ond Softwore
Services. The Division provides services in informotics to in-house users ond to
externol  customers.
The Division  of Advonced  Applicotions  of Informotion Technologies  ond Elec-
lronics, which is o reseorch unit concentroting  on odvonced computing,  op-
plled ortificiol intelligence,  visionics, process control ond signol processing.
lnformotics Division
o Computing  Centre
The Comp-uting Center hos improved its {ocilities ond the quolity o{ the ser-
vices offered. Sin." the beginning of 1989, two operoting systems ore work-
ing in porollel on the AMDAHL moinfrome  one of which is bosed on UNIX
ond is comolementorv  to the UNIX environment now ovoiloble on micro,
mini ond moinfrome mochines.
The outomotic control of the work of the moinfrome  is in the finol phose of
develooment.
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Figure 58: A 'Juke Box' optical disk archive syslem
(W0RM) possessing  300 Gigabytes  of data - an
integral part of the automated  tape cartridge library.
The use of on externol CRAY hos been mointoined,  under service bureou
ogreements, ot o somewhot  lower level (2OO Kecus/o)  thon in 'l988, 
cor-
responding to the user demond.
Two TELMAT T-NODE scientific computers  will be instolled  os port of o col-
loborotion ogreement  ond will be occessible io JRC users through o network.
In order to connect the vorious Ethernet  LANS olreody  spreod over the lspro
site, on opticol fiber bockbone network with professionol  communicotion
nodes  is currently  being instolled, os o second generotion of the experimen-
tol Duol network.
Office outomotion  hos developed consistently ond, by now, obout 'l80 
users
(on the five JRC sites) ore connected ond con communicote through
heterogeneous systems using the X. 400 protocols.
lnter-site telecommunicotions hove been improved bv the introduction  of com-
pression tools to compensote  for the scorse copociiy of current internotionol
X 25 oublic networrs.
o Softwore Service
Under the new JRC structure, the softwore section hos ioined the computing
centre within the Informotics Division.  This should ollow for better comoremen-
tority ond integrotion of efforis ond tronslote into on improved service for
eno users.
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To improve the SIBECA  service  (on-line budgeiing ond reoltime  occounting
system), o help-desk is now ovoiloble to the end user.
Continuing support for the J RC Doto Boses hos been provided,  ossuring  the
correct pioduction ond mointenonce, ond providing oll necessory  im-
DrovemenTS.
Division for Advonced Applicotions of Informoiion
Technologies ond Electronics
The octivities of this new Division hove developed ropidly. The Division  por-
ticipotes in ond hos mode significont  contribution to severol proiects within the
{ollowing specific progrommes:
.  Sofeguords'
- Des'1gn ond implementotion  of on innovotive so{eguords informotion system;
- the f|llowing moin ochievements moy be reported  in the field of surveillonce
techniques,
o) development of methods bosed on imoge processing  systems with in-
' 
creosed level of intelligence  for the outomotic review or on line reduc-
tion of surveillonce video doto
b) design of multisensor systems, integroting  surveillonce pictures with other
' ,"nio,. informotion foi ochieving-o  higher degree o{ ossuronce ond
reliobillty in sofeguords  meosures
Figure 59: A detail ol an integrated workstation
performing Computer  Aided Video Surveillance
{cAVts).
Figure 60: A compuler  room where researcn  is
carried out in support 0f Hypermedia  and knowledge
engineering  studies.
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Figure 61: A tele-operated  vehicle at work - parl of a
collaborative  project between  the JRC and CERN
regarding  the development  ol image data bases  for
inspection  purposes.
c) feosibility  study of computer ossisted tele-operotions  including remore
vehicle guidonce  ond obiect hondling in inoccessible oreos Jf o pilot
storoge focility to be implemented in LASCO.
Sofety/lndustriol Risk' set up of o generol system for storing ond monipuloting
doto from experiments ond their visuolizotion.
Environmentol Protection' Development of o toxic woste monoqement  deci-
sion support system (CheM).
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Inslitute for Prospective
Technologicol  Studies
Figure 62: A chart describing the lunctions  of the
European  Science  and Technology  Observalory
( ESTO).
The Institute for Prospective  Technologicol  Studies,  wos creoted only ot the
beginning of 1989. Consequently, thiJfirst yeor hos been lorgely.devoted  to
priling iX ploce the tools ond structures necessory for the fulfilment of its
designoted  tosks.
To this end the Institute is engoged in building up o Science ond Technology
Observotory which, it is ho[eJ, will eventuolly provide Europeon decision-
mokers with o unique ond reodily occessible source of informotion  on the stote-
of-the-ort of key technologies, the moior ployers involved in their development
ond Europe' s stote of pieporedness  relotive to our moior troding portners.
The Observotory represents not only o technicol but olso o humon chollenge
since it will depend, ior its informotion inputs, on o complex structure  of sources
onJ ru.h skilled evoluotion.  The intention  is to rely heovily on networks of ex-
fets (including ihe JRC' s own scientists) to.supplement  such troditionol sources
os iournols, newsletiers,  press reports ond doto boses'
The other moin tosk entrusied to the Institute is ihe conduct of strotegic onolyses
of new oreos of science ond technology. Bosed on the JRC' s existing exper-
tise, but drowing olso on the skills ond-knowledge  of reseorch fel,lows, visiting
scientists ond ei'perts on secondment from other institutions,  such studies ore
performed on the request of vorious  clients,  moinly,{rom  within the Community
institutions but olso including notionol ond regionol outhorities ond privote in-
dustry.
Clients con include other JRC Institutes.  Among  the studies injtioted during I 989
were two for the Institute of Advonced Moieriols  ond one tor the tnvironment
Instituie. Preliminory  work olso commenced on three studies for DG Xll: one,
". 
tn" underlying itructure  ond dynomics of the technologicol  system, ot the
Lquest of the'Diiector-Generol;  the other two, on R&D strotegies for tronsport-
r"ill"J environmentol problems ond on reseorch  ospects of norms ond ston-
dords, os port of the MONITOR  progromme'
Other work in support of Commission  services  is pro_viding  ossistonce to the
"Forword Studies Unit", newly estoblished by the Commission'
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Figure 63: Coagulation  of a water aerosol  by an
ultrasonic  field.
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The Boord of Governors exomined the JRC Explorotory reseorch ot its meetings
on 3rd Februory  1989 ond on 2nd Moy 1989.
In ogreement with its odvice, eight explorotory reseorch proiects olreody funded
in 
.l988 
were continued,  six proiects were tronsfrerred into specific reseorch
progrommes  ond the others pro[ects were terminoted; the funding of four new
proposols wos olso decided.
Moin ochievements  orising from explorotory  reseorch proiects which were con-
tinued in 1989 were os follows,
Study of Tronsition  Rodiotion (CBNM, Geel) is concentroting  on the
meosurements of both opticol ond X-roy rodiotions
An opticol system for observotion  of the visible light emitted from thin foil rodiotors
hos been instolled using o sensitive  CCD comero  set up outside the torger room.
The X-roy spectro emitted by vorious stocks of foils hove been colculoted. In
view of reducing some non relevont Bremsstrohlung  the mognetic deviotions
hove been modified.
Developmenl of lsotope Dilution Moss Spectromefry  (CBNM, Geel)
The development  of isotope dilution  moss spectrometry  {IDMS) for rubidium con-
centrotion meosurements  hos been pursued. 85Rb/87Rb isotope rotio
meosurements in the presence of o 
'l06 fold excess of coesium  were opplied
to determine  rubidium troces. For the first time IDMS of silicon on qor"orr rili.on
compounds  hos been performed  using SiF..
Acoustic Aerosol Scovenging  (TUl Korlsruhe)
The feosibility of the use of high intensity  ocoustic woves to combot oirborne
spreoding of occidentolly releosed rodiooctive or toxic moteriol hos been in-
vestigoted for the post two yeors. During l9B9 the ocoustic ogglomerotion  of
submicron  combustion oerosols produ-ed by burning rubbei in o l5 m3
chomber wos studied ond compored to eorlier results-obtoined  in o 4.5 m3
chomber. The results hove shown thot increosing the sound pressure levelJRC ANNUAL  REPORT I989
Figur0 64: l\/arangoni Convection  in a Laser lilelted
Pool.
Figure 65: View ol a part ot 3-D image processing
laboratory.
drosticolly increoses the ogglomerotion rote. However,  their sedimentotion
velocity increoses  only slightly due to the foct thot smoke ogglomerotes  ore
open structures with modest oerodynomic  diometers.
Future experiments  will concentrote on ocoustic  ogglomerotion  of well defined
oerosols  under dynomic flow conditions. A potentiol opplicotion  is the ocoustic
pretreotment  of fine porticles in gos streoms to increose porticle  sizes ond hence
the efficiency  of electrostotic filter or cyclone precipitotors.  The necessory  equip-
ment is being instolled.
Micro-hydrodynomics of Loser Melted Metollic Pools (Advonced Moteriols)
The two - dimensionol  computer model developed  in the Institute con mop out
the current  flows driven by surfoce tension grodients  (Morongoni flow) ond ther-
mol grodients.
The model hos been extended to onother urgent problem  encouniered in proc-
tice, nomely, rippling of the solidified surfoce. During loser surfoce melting, o
shorp temperoture grodient extends  rodiolly owoy from the centre of the loser
beom. This results in-o motion of liquid owoy from the centre, cousing o locolis-
ed deoression in the surfoce of the molten substrote  which ofter solidificotion
oppeors os o "ripple".
This generic modelling which is being published in severol popers, is finding
poteitiol opplicotion io vorious phenomeno,  some of which hove immediotq
interest in moteriols science ond technology, for exomple;
.  problems in erosion in smelting furnoces due to chemicol dissolution  of the
irrnoc" wolls, believed to be due to o form of Morongoni flow.
o microgrovity  ond growth of perfect crystols.
.  plosmo disruptions  experienced  on the first woll of o thermonucleor fusion
reoctor.
lmoge Processing ond Synthesis for Diognoslics (lnstilute for Sysfems
Engineering ond CITE, lspro)
Ano/ysis  ond synfhesis  of hologroms
A study corried out in colloborotion with the University of Milon hos shown
thot the hologrophic synthesis is possible vio the use of proper onolyticol il-
luminotion models.
As for os the onolysis  of interferometric  fringes  is concerned, it hos been prov-
ed thot the use of o multi resolution,  multi orientotion  procedure using o pyromid
(wovelet  tronsform)  scheme ollows to obtoin o smoothed ond enhonced ver-
sion of the odginol imoge, with non lineor noise-reiection, ond consequently
to ochieve o robust fringe detection.
Beside this, o more powerful ond generol opprooch, olthough  more difficult,
is being developed. lt is bosed on modelling omplitude ond phose voriotions
by stochostic  processes ond on the ossumption thot the Poley-Wiener  relotion-
ship opplies, ossuring thot the process is o non-deterministic  regulor one ond
enobling the opplicotion of the theory of irreversible dynomic processes.
Anolysis of lhe topologicol  shuclure of turbulent flows
lmoges obtoined from the visuolizotion of the turbulent flow under porticulor
lighting conditions (coherent light) hove been onolysed by imoge processing
technioues.
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Figure 66: A simulation  facility developed  at the JRC
lspra for remote  spectral  and time characterisation  of
laser induced  fluorescence.
Figure  67: A spectro-temporal  image  showing the
fluorescence  signal intensity as a funclion  of
wavelength  and time.
The possibility to explore froctql structure of turbulent phenomeno relevont for
environmentol impoct evoluotion (growth of o plume in otmospheris flow).
Applicofion of Loser spectroscopy (lnstitute for Remote sensing Applicotions,
lspro)
The 1989 obiectives were to perform  vitolity tests on vegetotion  using clossicol
instrumentotion  for plont physiology work ond to build up o system for time
resolved  fluorescence meosurements.  Initiol results on green leoves show, thot
ot room temperoture, time resolved meosurements  of the chlorophyll
fluorescence decoy con be onolysed  using o four exponentiol kinetic model.
The overoll decoy is chorocterized  by lifetimes of opprox. 1O-40 ps, 80-l 40
ps, 400-450 ps ond 200-900 ps. By blocking the photosynthetic  electron
tronsport system with herbicides, the lifetimes of the two slowest componenrs
increose by o foctor of 4. To correlote  these results with physiologicol
porometers, o biologicol loborotory with the possibility to monitor net-
photosynthesis, tronspirotion,  stomoto conductonce,  the potentiol photosynthetic
octivity ond the woter potentiol of the plonts hos been developed.
Neuronol  Neiworks Applicotion (CITE)
ldentificotion of opplicotions  in the processing of remote sensing imoges ond
in econometric time series forecosting.
A multiloyer feedforword  neurol network with sigmoid octivotion functions, troin-
ed by the on-line bock-propogotion olgorithm hos been set-up. This orchitec-
ture hos been successfully  used to forecost the behoviour of two time series
from the cRoNos  domoin obout industriol coniuncture covering  the period
Jonuory 1971 - August 1 988.
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H/D Exlroction, Purificotion ond Seporotion (lnstitute for Sofety
Technology, lspro)
Gos-solid seporotion processes were onorysed to resolve problems of purifico-
tion ond extroction of goses. Gos chromotogrophic techniques were employed
to chorocterize Bo-, Co-, ond Ni-modernites os odsorbent  moteriols.
The finol oim of these studies is to develop  o model which con predict the od-
sorptive properties of moteriols  ond hence moy give guidonce in the produc-
tion of odsorbonts for given seporotion  or purificotion  processes.
Reseorch Proiect 1989
Figure 68: A cut away of the Boron  Neutron Capture
Therapy  (BNCT)  Inslallation at Petten. First clinical
trials are due to begin in 1991/92.
Moin ochievements orising from explorotory reseorch initioted in 'l989 
ore,
Boron Neulron Copture Theropy (,Advonced  Moteriols,  Petten ond Sofety
Technology, lspro)
New moior developments in tumour - seeking  boron compounds hove led to
o renewed interest in use the highly locolised  energy releose following the
nucleor fission of the boron-10 to destroy the tumor. Becouse the High Flux
Reoctor ot Petten provides fovouroble conditions, o progromme hos been in-
itioted to set up o clinicol focility ot one of the lorge cross-section  beom tubes'
The neutron ond gommo field chorocteristics hove been ossessed ond meosured
ond optimisotion colculotions for neutron filters ore underwoy.  The work is ex-
ecuted in cooperotion with fhe JRC Institute of Sofety Technology,  the
Netherlonds  Concer Institute, ond the Netherlonds  Energy  Reseorch Foundo-
tion, Petten. The work is supported by o Europeon Working Group on Boron
Neutron Copture Theropy orgonised os o Concerted Action under the Medicol
ond Heolth Progromme  of the Europeon Communities.
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Figuro 69/70: Plant  Classilication  using an
hypermedia  expert system  developed  at lspra (detail
a0ove).
Ceromics/Metols ioining (Advonced Moleriols, Petten-lspro)
The obilitv to ioin ceromics to metols or other ceromics is o prerequisite  for their
future industriol  occeptonce.  This proiect  is oimed ot exploring new routes for
the ioining of ceromics through coreful design of the microchemicol feotures
of the ioint interfoce.
A technique hos been developed for toiloring ioint interfoces in silicon nitride
by use of tronsition metol interloyers  os well os ion implontotion which focilitotes
diffusion  bonding. Averoge  joint strengths con now be obtoined  which ore oc-
ceptoble for certoin industriol  opplicotions, but the scotter in strength, due lorgely
to ioint porosity, is being improved.
Artificiql Intelligence Techniques  for the Integrotion of softwore systems (Kwick)
(Systems Engineeering,  CITE, lspro)
Study, design ond implementotion  of on intelligent ogents sysiem for the integro-
tion of multi-medio  engines with operotion  sysiem functions  ond other opplico-
tion softwore.
The specific tosks developed during 1989 were,
o Functionol  definition of the envisoged  Supervisor
.  Acquisition  of on existing multimedio engine for the first phose of prototyping
.  Definition  of the softwore  environment  for softwore  design ond experimen-
totion
o Experimentol  study of some Agent's properties.
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Mon-mochine  interoction  wilh o cooperoting ogenls worlds (Archon)
(CITE, lspro)
Study, design ond implementotion of the mon mochine interfoce of the soft-
wore environment supporting  cooperotion between semi-outonomous intelligent
ogents.
The specific tosks developed during 1989 were'
.  Studies of the conceot reloted with the interoction of o humon user with o
Cooperoting Agent's world;
o First prototyping  of o testbed of ogents by using some existing softwore en-
vironments;
The specific ogents used hove been developed within the specific reseorch pro-
gromme on environemtonl protection (CheM octivity).
6lFigure  71: Support distribution t0 the various
Communitv  Dolicies.
JRC STT SUPPORT TO
COMMUNITY POLICIES
JRC scientific ond technicolexoeriise is mode ovoiloble to vorious  Commission
deportments for the formulotion  ond implementotion  of Community  policies.  This
support covers severol types of octivity:
o theoreticol studies or loborotory work;
o ossistonce  in monogement of proiects or controcts;
o scientific ond technicol  exoertise ond eloborotion of elements for Council
directives or recommendotions.
During 1989 support to Community  policies occounted for 130/o of the JRC
budget,  on increose from l07o in 1988 ond from 3% in 1987; this shore  is ex-
oected to increose furiher occordinq to the demonds of the Commission  ser-
vices. An illustrotion  of the distributio-n  of this support  to the vorious Community
policies is given in the f igure below.
Support to Internqtionol Cooperotion
IAEA Sofeguords (CBNM, Cenlre for Informotion Technologies ond
Electronics, lnstitute for Environment,  Sofef Technology, Systems  Engineering,
Tronsuronium  Elements ond Administrolion  Directorote)
Technicol support is provided to the IAEA sofeguords inspectors  in o lorge voriety
of disciplines such os nucleor  meosurement techniques,  seoling ond surveillonce
technioues ond occountoncv methods.
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Figure 72: An example  of polyline method  for
videotaoe  review.
The moin ochievements ore the following'
.  on engineered prototype of the loser surveillonce  system hos been instolled
ot o spent fuel storoge pond for field tests in oir; two other systems hove
been produced for further investigotion in underwoter  operotion;
o in the fromework of support  progrommes  between severol countries ond the
IAEA, JRC hos presently provided  on outomotic system  for video reviewing
to IAEA heodquorters,  Lo Hogue reprocessing plont ond AECB (Conodo)
for CANDU reoctors;
.  o knowledge bosed system for the outomotic  tronsit motching of nucleor
moteriol movements  hos been developed ond instolled  ot IAEA heodquorters;
extension  of this evoluotion  system is now being undertoken  for both inter-
notionol ond domestic  (EC countries) tronsfer;
o simulotion of reprocessing  input meosurements ore performed (in colloboro-
tion with ENEA). The computer simulotor  hos been odopted to o prototype
of o lorge throughput  reprocessing plont tonk;
.  well corocterized metollic spikes of U-Pu olloys for reprocessing  input onolysis
hove been prepored ond interloborotory  meosurement evoluotion progrom-
mes ore conducted on U ond Pu moteriols;
.  the Tronsuronium  Institute {Korlsruhe) hos contributed to the evoluotion ond
the outomotion of onolyticol techniques in support to the Sofeguords
Anolyticol Loborotory  of Seibersdorf. The tosks which ore currently being
corried out cover the development  of softwore for quolity control of onolyticol
results on input somples, field-testing of o K-edge densitometer for reprocess-
ing plont somples ond the outomotic conditioning of somples by robots. A
ioint evoluotion  ond exchonge  of experience mode with the robot will be
done shortly. A cooperotive field test of on-site somple conditioning  by robots
will be executed ot the pilot plont ot Gotchino neor Leningrod.  The scope
of the experiment ond the design of the robot ore ot present  under discussion;
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Figurs 73: The PHoNID 3 facilily  (top right) in use
during training exercises  in the Pre PERLA
Laboratory.
.  o compoct  octive neutron interrogotion  system hos been designed  ond o
loborotory prototype is now reody to be tested ot PERLA;
.  procurement  schemes  for Non Destructive Anolysis (NDA) PERLA stondords
ore being developed  with IAEA experts, to ossure their occeptobility for in-
ternotionol sofeguords;
o three compoigns hove been performed ot PERLA with IAEA stoff in view of
the colibrotion of NDA instruments  for Plutonium  isotopic meosurements ond
U ossoy in Moteriol Testing Reoctor's fuel elements by gommo roy spec-
trometry  ond U onolysis with on octive neutron ossoy system;
o on intercomporison exercise of colorimeters for the meosurement  of lorge
Pu somples is now being set up ond will be conducted in 1990.
o the second physicol inventory exercise on highly enriched uronium somples
hos been held ot PERLA for IAEA inspectors.
Progromme of Assistonce ond Technicol Cooperotion  in fovour of Developing
countries (PACT)
According  to the ogreemnet with the IAEA (Vienno) ten troinees from develop-
ing countries were troined in odvonced onolyticol  techniques such os neutron
octivotion onolysis, X-roy diffroction, rodiotrocer techniques,  X-roy fluorescence
spectrometry ond otomic obsorption spectroscopy.
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Figure 74: M0nthly maximum  value composites  0f
sea surface  temperature  derived from NoAA/AVHRR
satellite  data for spring-summer  1984. (Area 0-40"N,
6-30"W). The images  show the strong heating of the
surlace walers off NW Alrica and the upwelling
phenomenon  along the coast that was persistent
during June 1984.  Results 0l pr0cessing  0t the
N0AA/GAC  archive during  1989.
Study of the Northwest Africon upwelling oreo
The study, performed by the Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions,  of coosiol
upwelling olong the North Adriotic coost of Morocco relies on remote sensing
of seo colour, ond surfoce temperoture doto. The obiective  is to demonstrote
how knowledge of upwelling dynomics obtoined  by remote sensing ond com-
plemented with other types of doto con be used to evoluote resources ond
thus to identify stock conservotion  requirements.
A descriptive study of the Northwest  Africon upwelling oreo hos been corried
out using o series of NOAA AVHRR imoges. They hove been processed  into
mops of seo surfoce temperoture (where Seo Surfoce Temperoture  is used os
on indicotor of upwelling)  ond ore interpreted with respect  to upwelling  voriobili-
ty ond eostern boundory circulotion. Anolysis of doily wlnd fields ore consis-
ient with the lorge scole spotiol ond temporol voriobility of coostol upwelling
os seen in the Seo Surfoce Temperoture imoges.
Voriobility ospects hove been further investigoted in o study of simulioneously
ocquired CZCS ond AVHRR imoges, which hove been processed into mops
of chlorophyll ond Seo Surfoce  Temperoture. The spotiol ond temporol  relo-
tionship between these porometers  is highly vorioble in the upwelling oreo. lm-
oges ocquired during o well developed upwelling  eveni demonstrote  o
consistent degree of reloiionship  while imoges ocquired ofter reloxotion of
upwelling show very different distributions of chlorophyll ond Seo Surfoce
Temperoture.
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JRC Support for Industriol Policy
World Shipbuilding Dolo Bonk (Systems Engineering)
The operotion  of the Bonk hos been improved  using o new method for distributing
the stotistics. A computer progrom is now ovoiloble to obtoin the stotisticol  tobles
on {loppy disks from the moin frome. The work for UNCTAD ond EUROSTAT
wos continued to obtoin on internotionolly  ogreed ship clossificotion.
Sfondords  for ceromics (Advonced Moteriols)
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols hos initioted o number of octions ond
orgonised severol industriol  workshops in order io promote  Europeon prenor-
motive reseorch  for ceromics stondords {ollowing which the Europeon Stondords
Orgonisotion CEN/CENELEC  hos identified o number of prolects ond work pro-
grommes to be conducted through R&D cooperotive schemes
Phormqceuticol  Dotobonk
A prototype dotobonk wos developed ond presented to representotives  from
Member Stotes. Seorch progrommes for the interrogotion of the dotobonk
olreody looded with selecied  somple doto were olso tested.
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Figure 75: Fractionalion  of intercellular compounds
from mamalian  tissues in a cold room (+4oC).
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Figure 76: A lypical  c0nfiguration 0{ an analylical
laboratory  for food analysis.
JRC Support for Sociol Policy
Biologicol Monitoring  ond Occupotionol  Exposure to Chemicols (Environment)
A first volume on "Corcinogenity of Industriol Chemicol Substonces" hos been
compiled ond disseminoted. The doto collection on toxicology  of industriol
chemicols continued ond the doto ore ovqiloble  through  the ECDIN dotobonk.
Renql Insufficiencies  ond Troce Metols (Environment)
The trocemetol contominotion of potients by diolysis  equipment  wos further in-
vestigoted ond o work in the globol "moss bolonce" of troce metol during
hemodiolvsis concluded. Other studies concerned the ossessment of troce metol
exposure of uremic poiients during CoCO, treotment ond biochemicol
mechonism  of the Al toxicitv.
JRC Support for ihe Common Agriculturol  Policy
Loborotory for food onolysis  (Environment)
For the creotion of o dotobonk on Europeon wine bosed on the Nucleor
Mognetic Resononce technique proposed  by Prof. Mortin, Nontes,  on outomotic
meosurement  device for the routine interocmpoirson of olcohol somples wos
implemented  on the nucleor mognetic  resononce spectrometer.  A colloborotive
reseorch on wine onolvsis  from selected sites wos storted with the Stote
Loborotory  o{ Bovorio ot W0rzburg.
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lflh
TTERATTVE  POST
CLASSIFICATION BASED ON
CONTEXTUAL  ANALYSIS
Figure  77: Textural  and Contextual  Features  related
to satellite  imagery  have been  used  for modelling
pixel labelling  errors in a GIS environment. The
iterative  post classification  approach  which has been
carried out using this m0del  resulted in high
statistical  and thematic accuracies.
Scientific support to the monogemenl  of inlegroted  plont protedion
(Environmenl)
In the frome of this octivity expert group meetings  ond symposio on subiects
like "fruit flies of economic importonce", "control  of cereol pests ond diseoses",
"weed control in oerenniol croos/r were oroonised.
Moreover, the proceedings of scientific r""iingr, lectures of troining courses
ond finol reports of study controcts were edited ond o troining course on "in-
tegroted control in viticulture" wos orgonised.
Applicotion  of remote sensing to ogriculturol slotisfics
(Remote  Sensing)
This proiect consist of seven octions, the first four moking up the moior themes
ond the lotter three being in support of these moin octions; the first four ociions
progressed porticulorly in 1989.
Regiono/ invenfories
The inventories of the five regions hove been followed up with the some con-
troctors os lost yeor. The ground  surveys ond the outomotic  clossificotions  of
sotellite  doto were onolysed;  SPOT ond LANDSAT  provided olmost complete
coveroge  of 
,l00,000 
km2 ond ollowed to increose significontly the occurocy
of the ground survey. An effort hos been mode to improve the ropidity with
which results ore releosed. We ore testing the possibility of estimoting yield.
Internol  reseorch  is oimed ot improving the registrotion ond digitisotion of the
segments recorded by enumerotors,  in order to occelerote the outomotic
clossificotion of sotellite imoges.
Vegefolion condifions  ond yield indicofors
Seven controctors ore studying methods to monitor vegetotion  with low-
resolution (AVHRR)  sotellite doto. Intermediote Reports for oll the studies hove
been received ond finol reoorts from three of the controctors will be ovoiloble
by ihe end of the yeor. In porollel with these themotic studies, the Institute for
Remote Sensing Applicotions  is colloboroting with the Europeon  Spoce Agen-
cy (ESA) to provide o user service for AVHRR doto.
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Mode/s of yield predtctton
Currently the work involves setiing up o relioble doto bose contoining historicol
ogronomic climote ond ogro-meteorologicol  informotion. Intermediote reports
hove been obtoined on,
- ogro-meteorologicol chorocteristics of the moin crops
- stondord  estimotion of evopo-ironspirotion  of o Europeon scole
- onolysis of otmospheric pollen loodings for yield prediction  of gropes ond
olives ond deierminotion  of flowering stoges.
All of this informotion is necessory  for the creotion of Europeon  scole yield predic-
tion models.
Ropid estimofes of chonges in ocreoges ond potentiol yield
A iingle consortium is executing o three-yeor  controct to interpret high-resolution
imogery of somple sites. Softwore  specificolly designed for imoge interpreto-
tion of croo chqrocterisotion hos olmost been finolised ond in porollel o
methodology for estimotion of chonges in oreqs is reody for initiol testing.
Olive tree cultivqtton regisler
Technicol ossistonce foi the reolizotion of olive tree registers in Spoin, Greece
ond Portugol  wos provided. Reports submiiled by these countries concerning
or.litinori meqsurements  to be corried  out for setting up suitoble methods hove
been exomined  ond suggestions  mode.
Figure 78: An example  ot a high resolution SPOT
image suitable for carrying out inventories  of crop
acreages  and potential  yield, but too detailed  for
regional  monitoring.
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{ Figure 79: The objective  of the Advanced  Agricultural
Informati0n  System is to process  results ot the
lV.A.R.S.  proiect with the aim to improve  agricultural
statistics in the Community.
Figuro 80: Major  lire event (large red area in the
centre = 10000 km2) as seen  by the AVHRR sensor
in Southern Guinee - West Africa.
Figurs 81: Man made fire in a tropical rain forest  ol
the Amazon  Basin.
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JRC Support for Development Policy
Monitoring of vegelotion in tropicol ond subtropicol  oreos: crop production,
wotersheJ condit'rons ond tropicol deforestolion (Remote  Sensing)
The current doto set consists moinly of orchives of low resolution sotellite doto
(AVHRR) obtoined doily since \982, over the whole continent of Africo ond
of the current production  by the Mospolomos  stotion covering  most of West
Africo.
Three moin fields of opplicotion hove been investigoted;  they relote to o specific
ospect, role or functioning of the tropicol ecosystems.
Technicol developments in the use of LANDSAT doto for the eloborotion  of o
sompling frome odopted to roinfed crops hove been compleled. The results
ore being used by the notionol stotisticol  services. The yield of the moin crops
(millet, sorghum) hos been estimoted  using time series of vegetotion index
r"orrr"r"nts by the NOAA sotellite. lt hos been shown thot, empiricolly, two
thirds of the vield voriobility con be described using such sotellite doto. A deter-
ministic yield model linking the primory productivity  process to the vegetotion
index meosurement  hos olso been tested ond evoluoted.
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Figure 82: Comparison  between  SPOT  colour
composite  (bottom) and a mosaic  made with false
Colour infrared phot0graphs  taken lrom ultra-light
aircraft (top) - in Mali, West  Africa.
The study of the vegetotion conditions in the lorge wotersheds is bosed on the
onolysis  of time series of sotellite doto ot low resolution. These were ossembl-
ed for eoch moior bosin of the reqion ond then chorocterized in terms of
dvnomics of lond cover. Two pororieters were used to chorocterize  surfoce
porometers: the vegetotion  index ond the surfoce temperoture.  An interpreto-
tion of fire potterns  is included in the methodology. The insertion of such infor-
motion in existing hydrologicol  models is currently investigoted.  This work is
guiding the selection of priority bosins for intervention by the FED regionol
progromme.
Tropicol deforestotion  hos first focussed on West Africo where it hos been shown
thot the regionol views provided by the NOAA sotellite con be used to study
the dynomics of vegetotion  ot the interfoce between the tropicol forest ond other
vegetotion types. Biomoss burning which is o moior biosphere otmosphere
linkoge is being intensively  studied using thermol doto of the AVHRR. A
preliminory  investigotion,  using o similor methodology,  hos olso shown ihe
possibility of chorocterizing tropicol deforestotion ot the regionol level in
Southeost Asio.
The investigotions corried out provide new informotion on the use of remote
sensing for chorocterizing dynomic phenomeno over lorge regions. The results
ore increosingly interpreted in the fromework  of the study of globol chonges
in terrestriol ecosvstems.
JRC Suppod for Environmentol  Policy
JRC is providing DG Xl with technicolossistonce ond supporfing  implemento-
tion of EC-directives  in the field of Chemicols,  ,Aimospheric Pollution, Woter
Quolity, Chemicol Woste ond Moior Accidenfs.
Chemicqls (Environment)
For the publicotion of the EINECS inventory the finol moster version wos
prepored, toking into occount  the comments  of tronslotion services, notionol
outhorities ond the Chemicol  Abstroct Service.
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Figuro 83: Intercomparison  monitoring ol total
suspended  particulates  at lVarghera  Station (ltaly),
during lhe Second  Ouality Assurance Programme.
Work on risk ossessment  of existing chemicols  wos focussing on high produc-
tion (1OOOt/y)  chemicols.  To check doto ovoilobility ond develop ossessment
criterio, o colloborotive study with GFS, Neuherberg, ond the Donish Woter
Quolitv Instiiute  wos storted.
For the implementotion  of the EC79l83l directive  on "testing requirements  ond
testing guidelines  for chemicols" JRC occepted the technicol/scientific respon-
.t  .t.,
stoiltTV.
Atmospheric  Pollution  (Environment)
The Centrol Loborotory for Air Pollution Meosurements completed  its second
Quolity Assuronce  progrqmme with the quolity control of network instruments
ot 27 selected  Member Stotes stotions.  A finol report with o chopter  on "Recom-
mendotions to the Member Stotes" is in preporotion. Moin results ore, 8O7o
of SO, instruments  ore within + 200/o of the Centrol Loborotory instrument  ond
BO0/o oJ the totol supended  poriiculote  ombient  meosurements  ore within + I5o/o
of stondord methods.
For the preporotion  of o possible  directive on volotile orgonic compounds  (VOC)
o meeting with Europeon  experis wos convened ot lspro discussing o priority
list of 25 VOCs on which obotement  strotegies  should be focussed, stote-of-
the-ort of sompling ond meosuring techniques ond the orgonisotion  of intercom-
porison compoigns.
Woter Quolity (Environment)
The study on the odoptotion of the EC-DirecIiveB0|TTB  on drinking woter quolity
to technicol ond scientific  progress  wos concluded  ond o finol report is ovoiloble.
A study on ihe input quontificotion  of non-point sources of troce elements to
the oquotic environment  hos been storted  for elements such os Mo, B, Hg, Se
ond completed  for the elements  As, Ni, Zn, Cr ond Cu.
Other studies  ore concerning  the ecologicol  impoct of the troce metols Cu, Cd,
Zn, Ni ond the presentotion  of eco-toxicologicol  reports for selected pesticides.
Chemicol Woste (Environment)
The development  ond ossessment of onolyticol methods  for PCBs in sewoge
sludges ond oil hos been completed  with speciol emphosis on the seporotion
of the most toxic isomers.
Fost screening  methods for in-field determinotion of PCBs in used oil hove been
improved.
Support for the implementoiion  of the EC Directive on Moior Accident Hozords
(Systems Engineering)
The oction on mojor occidents onolysis hos been continued olong the direc-
tions estoblished  in the previous leorS: i.e. onolysis of occident topologies ond
couses ond preventive  meosures.
In oddition,  o Community Documentotion  Centre on Industriol Risk (CDCIR) hos
been creoted to collect, clossify ond disseminote informotion  on Sofety regulo-
tions, technicol rules ond occidents relevont for the implemeniotion  of the
Directive.
A comporison study on the notionol opprooches to the sofety reports hos been
completed  ond is now the subiect of discussion omong the Notionol Compe-
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Figure  84: REM activity:  Sampling locations  showing
Cs-137  concentrations  in the air during the period
1984-1985.
O 1.0E+1 < C(Bq/m3)
O 3.2E+0 < C (Bq/m3) < 
.l .0E+ 1
O 1.0E+0 < C (Bq/m3) < 3.2E+0
a 3.2E 1 < C(Bq/m3) < 1.0E+0
a1.0E 1<C(Bq/m3)  <3.2E  1
a3.2E 2 <C(Bq/ms) <1.0E  1
a1.0E 2<C(Bq/m3) <3.2E 2
O  C (Bq/m3) < 1.0E 2
tent Authorities.  A Conference on Communicoting  with the Public on Moior Ac-
cidents Hozords wos held ond the oim wos to confront ond homogenise no-
tionol proctices  ond to drow conclusions for further guidonce of the Competent
Authorities.
Support to Cooperotion ond Mutuol Assistonce  in Cose of Disoster
The Centre for Informotion  Technologies ond Electronics is developing o pilot
informotion svstem in order to link the notionol civil orotection  services ond to
offer eosy occess to informotion of common interest.
Rodiqtion Environmentol Monitoring
Rodiotion  Environmentol  Monitoring  is o support progromme  for DG Xl/A1
(Rodiotion Protection),  in line with the strengthening  of the Commission octivities
on rodiotion protection ofter the occident ot Chernobyl.  Three dotobonks hove
been set up collecting doto on 1 ) rodiooctivity levels in the environment  of the
EC for the period 1984-1986,2lrrodiooctivity  emissions  to oir ond woter from
nucleor instollotions for the period 1977 - 
,l986 
ond 3) occupotionor exposure
of personnel of nucleor instollotion for thot period.
The bonks ore utilized for the preporotion of summory reports on the motter.
The bonk on rodiooctivity levels in the environment, in porticulor, is open to
externol  interrogotions,  ond it is utilized for proiects on volidotion of models
of rodionuclide  distribution in the environment following nucleor occidents.
Experimentol octivities on hormonizotion  of sompling methods for oirborne
rodiooctive  porticulotes ond to study the interoction of goseous rodionuclides
ond roin droplets hove olso been initioted.
Cs-137 AIR CONC.
th 03/5 to th 04/5
CEC-JRC ISPRA REM
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JRC Suppori to the Community Burequ of Reference
The CBNM hos intensified  its support to the Community Bureou of Reference
(CBR) with respect to the storoge, sole ond distribution  of Reference  Moteriols.
About 30.000  new reference somptes were received, 4775 Reference Moteriols
hove been sold ond 1 162 somples hove been dispotched for onolyticol  inter-
comporisons. Non-ferrous metol Reference Moteriols (titonium) ond biologicol
moteriols (fish, fruit iuice) hove been prepored. The fish is to be certified for
iron, zinc, codmium, leod ond mercury troces ond fruit iuice somples hove been
sent to 30 loborotories  for interloborotorv comporison  to determine omino ocids
ond sugor contents.
JRC Suppori for Telecommunicqlions,  Informqtion Industriol
ond Innovqtion Policy
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols is implementing o number of pre-normotive
tosks in order to encouroge morket penetrotion  ond integrotion of Europeon
moteriols doto services.  This involve cooperotion with internotionol orgoniso-
tions ond stondords bodies, in porticulor VAMAS, CODATA, ISO ond ASTM.
Moior octivities hove oddressed stondordisotion ospects of Moteriols Doto ln-
terchonge,  the Integrotion of Moteriols Informotion into the Computer-Aided
Enginee-ring  Environhent, ond the conclusion  ond evoluotion of the Moteriols
Do'iobonks-Demonstrotor  Progromme operoted by DGX|ll; the concluding
workshop of this progromme  wos orgonised  in December  1989 ot Peften.
Technicol ossistonce to DG XllI-COSINE  network prolects wos given by the
Centre for Informotion Technologies ond Electronics.  Coordinotion  of the ER-
COFIAC ond AERONAUTICAL users wos mode os regords  the use of lXl, Y-
NET, IES networks ond services  ocross the notionol ocodemic networks.  In por-
ticulor the onolvsis  of the notionol network chorocteristics  in l, CH, F, UK, D,
P, E wos corried out.
Figure 85: Preparatory  step lor cryogenic milling  in
lhe course  ol processing biological  material.
Figure  86: Fatigue  hysteresis loops as stored in the
HTM-Databank.
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Figure  87: The 50 kW PV plant at Aghia Roumeli
(Crete)  is followed by ESTI using on-site power
measurements  and data from monitorino.
Figure  88: Solar terrace - greenh0use  in the south of
France,  part 0f a project to revitalise  existing
terraced land which would otherwise have  been
abandoned.
lnft,
JRC Support for Energy Policy
Rotionol use of energy ond new energies (Systems  Engineering)
The Institute for System Engineering  collects ond disseminotes  technicol  infor-
motion ond provides technicol odvice to the Community  Energy Bus Progromme'
3 doto boses of the Europeon Doto System for Energies Soving (EDSES) im-
olemented bv the Institute ore now in full operotion  ond contoin obout 
,l6000
oudits. In 1989 the oudits of the sectoriol octivities were looded. 39 new pro-
posols for demonstrotion proiects concerning the Energy Conservotion in
Buildings  hove ben evoluoted.
The development of o methodology  to ossess ond promote demonstrotion pro-
iects replicotion hos been storted. In suppori to Building Energy Certificotion,
o promising experimentol procedure for the energy certificotion (or lobelling)
of buildings is being studied. This procedure is bosed on the technique of
Porometer  ldentificotion.  In order to test the opplicobility ond reliobility  of this
method to occupied buildings, o monitoring  compoign  hos been set up on four
oportment  buildings.
A study begon on woys of improving the Degree-doys volues contoined in the
EUROSTAI Energy Stotisticol Yeor Books.
Ooerotionol doto from more thon 20 Photovoltoic Demonstrotion  Proiects  hove
been onolysed,29 new proposols  hove been evoluoted. The SESAME doto
bonk is continuously updoted.
The "Europeon Working Group on Photovoltoic  Plon Monitoring"  hos con-
tinued its octivity to improve monitoring  techniques  ond is issuing o Newsletier.
The ossessment octivity of Solor Thermol Demonstrotion Projects is following
the some lines os for the photovoltoic demonstrotion  proiects. A "Europeon
Monitoring Working Group" hos been set up ond is deoling principolly  with
the preporotion of uniform monitoring guidelines for solor thermol systems.
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Figure 89: Even the solar boals participating at the
1989 race Angera-Locarno  were measured  by ESTI
Review ond iudgement of new proposols of Demonstrotion Proiects for Tronsport
hove been performed under the specific ospects  of energy soving ond pollu-
tion obotment.
Nucleor Sofeguords
(Sysfems  Engineering,  Sofefy Technology,  Centre for lnformotion  Techno/ogies  ond
E/ecfronics,  Tronsuronium  E/emenfs, CBNM, Adninistrotion)
The moin ochievements  in the octivities  in support to the EURATOM Sofeguords
Directorote  ore os follows,
.  o computer oided video surveillonce system hos been instolled ot Luxem-
bourg heodquorters  for long term tests ond inspectors troining;  full documen-
totion hos been provided ond functionol specificotions for next generotion
^.o  hoi.^.lo{i^o.l. |:,  vv|  ||  |vv'
.  o bock-up system  {or imoge orchive of E metol seols with increosed  copoci-
ty ond improved doto retrievol hos been implemented. Automoiic  recogni-
tion of seols is under development;
r  o moteriol occountoncy  doto evoluotion  system, insiolled ot heodquoriers
hos been extended {or porollel treotment of different  moteriol bolonce oreos
ond/or different cotegories  of nucleor moteriols;
.  since 1986, o number of JRC MARK-Il ultrosonic seoling-bolts  for spent fuel
contoiners undergo o long term underwoter  test in o storoge pond in Sellofleld
(UK). Vorious demonstrotion compoigns hove indicoted thot the seols ond
the portoble reoding equipment work properly. In 1989, o porticulor effort
hos been devoted to simplify the reoding technique by merging the "identi-
ty" ond "integrity" feotures of o seol so thot only one reoding would be
U SEO;
.  the know-how  for the fobricotion  of multipurpose  ultrosonic  coble seols on
on industriol bosis hos been tronsferred to o French compony ond o technicol
support is being given os well. The seol embodies o built-in tronsducer  ond
could simplify lorgely the reoding of ultrosonic seols;
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Figure 90: JRC Sealing  bolts system  for BNFL  (MEB)
containers  being tested in actual scale  conditions at
lspra prior t0 shipping t0 Sellafield.
ofier the redesign of the octive neutron interrogoiion  system olreody used
routinely by inspectors, three such meosurement  devices were ordered by
the Sofeguords Directorote  ond ore now being constructed. They will be
delivered during 1990;
o new PC bosed neutron correlotion  instrument hos been demonstroted to
the Directorote  ond is now being tested in Horwell  (UK). Furihermore o gom-
mo sconning  system for Moteriol Testing Reoctor's  fuel, hos been designed
ond constructed ond will be mode ovoiloble to inspectors in l99O;
extensive Monte Corlo colculotions  hove been performed to ossess the
possibility  of meosuring underwoter  LWR spent fuel in Multi-Element-Boitles;
in the fromework of the Eurotom network of onolyticol loborotories,  o rorge
number of destructive onolysies hos been performed on somples token 6y
inspectors  in different ports of the EC fuel cycle. Also severol meosurement
compoigns  hove been performed  in bulk hondling  focilities with tronspor-
toble onolyticol  chemistry instrumentotionr  quolity control exercises  hove been
performed with well chorocterized reference moteriols;
severol development  octivities hove been conducted to outomotise some
onolyticol methods (using on-line computers for controlling  the onolyticor  pro-
cedures, identificotion  of somples ond doto evoluotion);
o new method is being studied for the onolysis of solid residues in highly
octive wostesor input solutions using inductively coupled plosmo/moss spec-
trometry employing the technique  of loser oblotion directly on the solid
moteriol;
o conceptuol  design is being conducted for the instollotion of on on site
onolyticol  loborotory  to be situoted  ot o nucleor fuel reprocessing  plont ond
copoble of onolyzing the input ond output moteriol;
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troining courses for sofeguords inspectors hove been orgonized on NDA
techniques (gommo  spectrometry-neutron counting), on the physicol inven-
tory toking in highly enriched  uronium  plont ond on rodioprotection;
support to Sofeguords inspectors  in Rodiotion Protection ond Conventionol
Work Sofetv.
JRC Support to the Customs Union (Environment ond
Sofety Technologies!
This octivity deols with the verificotion of scientific instruments for the correct
opplicotion of custom torifs; 50 coses were exomined.  A similor octivity is deoling
with the identificotion  of chemicol ond biologicol products.
JRC Supporl to the "Forwqrd Studies Unit"
The Institute for Prospective Technologicol Studies is currently  engoged  in
feosibility studies, reloted to the impoct of scientific ond technicol development
on the Community, for the "Forword  Studies Unit", o newly estoblished unit
of the Commission.
79JRC WORK FOR THIRD
PARTIES
Work for third porties will constitute  in the future o growing source of revenues
for the JRC. Torget volues os set out ot the time of the decisions on JRC oc-
tivities 1988-1991 ore indicoted in line 2.1 of Toble l.
To ochieve  such ombitious gools, the JRC lounched on ogressive policy towords
the commerciolisoiion of its services ond o heolthy response  throughout  most
of the JRC Institutes hos been given to this urgent requirement to otiroct con-
trocts for the Europeon industry.
Line 2.2 of Toble 1 ond Figure 2 - which gives the monthly evolution of the
ordered  controctuol work ond their revenues  - indicote thot the totol ordered
controctuol work is opprooching the torget. On the other hond, execution of
the work, which is reflected by the omounts invoiced (line 2.3) ond the poyments
received (line 2.41, is logging behind - deloys in implementing  eorly retirement
meosures ond slow recruitment orocedures could be identified  os one of the
moin couses for this slow stori -. Meosures  will be ioken to ensure o more ropid
execution of such work.
Table 1: Work for Third Parties (MioEcu)
Year  1988  1988-1983 1988-1990 1988-1991
'1. Exploitation  of HFR  17.2  36.6
(annual credits)
2. Other third parg work
2.1 Target value  2.9
2.2 }rder book actual  5.79
2.3 Amounts  invoiced
2.4 Payments  received
56.7  78.0
17.5  33.4  52.0
1s.71 (1)
2.67  6.67
1.93  4.74
Exploirotion of the High
Flux Reoclor
Institute for Advonced
Moteriols, Petten
( I ) including 3 Mioecus  for o controct to be signed eody in 1 990 {o letter o{ intent  is signed for this sum)
During I 989 the reoctor operoted  undisturbed  ond occording to schedule.  The
ovoilobility wos neor to lO00/o of the scheduled operotion  time. The occupo-
tion of the irrodiotion positions wos between ZO ond 800/0.
Moior upgroding proiecis for the reoctor instollotion ond its oncilliory equip-
ment were executed. The Beryllium reflector elements were reploced by new
ones ofter more thon 25 yeors operotion. A new emergency power supply
system wos instolled. The originol pool heot exchonger,  designed for reoctor
power of 20MW wos reploced by o new one which hos o higher cooling
copocity in view of the present nominol power of 45MW. The doio ocquisi-
tion system, for reoctor ond experiment doto processing wos upgroded ond
equipped with quicker doto logging equipment.
The exploitotion progromme comprised  fuel ond structurol moteriols irrodiotions
under steody stote os well os tronsient ond specified lood conditions  for LWR's,
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Figure  91: A view of the quality control laboralory  at
lhe High Flux Reactor (HFR), Petten where quality
control and quality assurance  of inadiation devices is
carried out.
Figure 92: The reactor pool of the HFR, Petten
HTR's ond LMFBR's;  rodiotion domoge investigotions  for prospective first woll
moteriols ond tritium behoviour in proipective 6lonket breeder moteriols for fu-
sion reoctors;  the extensive use of beom tubes for nucleor physics  ond moteriols
reseorch; production of rodiooctive  isotopes for medicol ond industriol uses os
well os ih" ,r" of neutrons for chonging properties of moteriols;  neutron
rodiogrophy ond octivotion  onolysis for internol ond externol customers.
Prepo"rotory work for designing o clinicol focility for Boron Neutron copture
Theropy wos continued.
The following  ochievements deserve to be mentioned seporotely'
o completion of on irrodioiion focility for investigoting  iodine releose from LWR
{uel under severe occident conditions,
.  grophite investigotions under irrodiotion  to volidote creep model,
.  studies of fission product releose from HTR fuel ot elevoted  woter vopour
concentrotion  in cooling gos,
o studies on fission gos bubble growth ond migrotion in fost breeder reoctor
fuel ot elevoted lineor heot generotion  rotes,
o controct  signed with o commerciol compony on lorge scole irrodiotion  of
minerols to olter their physicol properties.
The present ond future HFR exploitotion wos reviewed in o "HFR Colloquium",
held ln Petten in April 1989.
8',|JRC WORK  FOR THIRD  PARTIES
Prospective
Technologicol Srudies
Nucleor Meosuremenls
Figure 93: Equipment  for the preparation  0f deposits
by eleclrospraying.
6t
The Institute for Prospective Technologicol  Studies hos been controcted  by the
Germon  Federol Ministry for Reseorch ond Technology (BMFT) to undertoke
two studies' o review of current literoture on fusion ond o feosibility survey on
strotegies for deoling with solid industriol woste.
In the frome of the possibilities ovoiloble ot the centrol Bureou of Nucleor
Meosurements o series of controct work hos been oerformed,
o ot the von de Grooff neutron  irrodiotions of mice for rodiobiology studies,
o the finol evoluotion of results from the 57Co comporison for clinicol physics
studies,
o rodiooctive  woste borrels checks by non destructive gommo-roy  sconning
for environmentol monitoring,
o preporotion control by REIMEP  (Regulor Europeon Interloborotory Meosure-
ment Evoluotion  Progromme) for o lorge number of loborotories from mony
EC ond non-EC  countries,
o preporotion  ond chorocterizotion  of somples ond torgets upon request for
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Tronsuronium Elements
The lnstitute for Tronsuronium  Elements hod in 1989 obout 20 controcts with
third poriies under execution. In severol coses however efforts hod to be limited
to preporotory work, if the investigotion on rodiooctive moteriol, in porliculor
irrodioied fuel specimens  from outside portners were involved, due to tronspor-
totion oroblems bevond our control.
Activities for third porties concerned
.  the execution of boron onolysis on somples from nucleor power stotions,
o the purificotion  ond storoge of enriched U02,
o Plutonium determinotions ond the chemicol onolysis of MOX fuer,
.  o design siudy for o robotized rodio-onolyticol loborotory,
.  the preporotion  ond chorqcterisotion of olloys contoining the "minor" oc-
tinides (Np, Am, ond Cm),
ono
.  the preporotion of olpho-emiiters for rodiotheropeuiicol  opplicotions.
Moior controcts deoling with the onolysis o{ reprocessing, residues ond with
the post-irrodiotion  exominotion  of LWR fuel rods ore under preporotion.
The iotol volume of oll controcts under study ond under preporotion  (some o{
them extending  over severol yeors) is of the order of 3 MECU'
Figure 94: Crystals  deposited  from lhe vapour phase
after  heating  a sample by radiation  from a 220W C0,
laser  (measurement  of thermal conductivity of mollen
nuclear  fuel).
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Advonced Moteriols
The Institute of Advonced Moteriols  signed on increosing number of controcts
during the lost two yeors ond the expected revenues  for the 4 yeors progromme
ore generolly  on torget. 25 controcis totolling o volume of 
,l.5 
Mioecus  hove
been signed for reseorch  work in odvonced moteriols moinly for Aeronoutics,
Energy, Petrochemicol, Automobile ond Moteriols industries.
:::t::
Figure 95: A power plant turbine blade made of a
nickel alloy  and plasma  spray surlace coated  with
corrosion  and erosion  resistant layers.
Figure 96: A microscopic  study o{ the surface of the
alloy ([/iC0C2Hly)  which is resistant to heat
corrosion.
B4
';r:'
The equivolent situotion  exist for HFR where in oddition io the Supplementory
Progromme  budget, revenues  in the order of I .7 Mioecus hove'been found
in sole of irrodiotion  services, moinly for isotope production, minerols irrodio-
tion ond oeronoutics ooolicotions.
$dl
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System Engineering
Figure  97: The Climatic  Simulation Chamber  (ESTI)
and related  instrumentation used  for studies in the
determination  ol a given module's ability to withstand
a variety of stresses  caused by repeated  changes  0f
IemDeralure.
ln 1989 the Institute for Systems Engineering hod l5 controcts  for third porties
under execution.  The work performed  concerned,
Quolificotion  of photovoltoic  modules on ESTI including  certificotion of eight
new products;  ossessment of prototype devices; ond on site power
meosurements of Europe's first photovoltoic  power plont for hydrogen
generotion.
Energy onolysis  of regionol building stock, with opplicotion  to the Regione
Lombordio.
Risk ossessment of tronsportotion  of dongerous  substonces'
Development of expert systems for the inspection ond mointenonce of in-
dustriol structures  (BRITE Proiecl P. 124]r.
a
aJRC WORK FOR THIRD  PARTIES
Figure 98: The simulated  elfects of the impact of
hailstones  on a solar  module  achieved  with the use
0l a pneumatic  gun designed  and realised  by the
JRC.
Figure  99: Training exercises  which form part of a
course  on Civil Protection  organised  in collaboration
with the Regione Lombardia,  ttaly.
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o consultoncy  work for the ARIPAR Proiect oiming ot ossessing the risk of the
Rovenno Industriol Horbour oreo.
'  optimisotlo1_sldy  of the cooling of the tronsformer  coil of the fusion experi-
ment IGNITOR.
'  Orgcnisotion  of o pilot course ior 40 students of civil protection for Regione
Lombordio.
'  Development of o decision  support system for the monogement of industriol
wostes (moinly toxic) on o regionol scole.
.  Development of o decision support system for the monogement of the po
River Moster Plon.
o Reseorch  on stress fotigue offecting humon behoviour when controlling com-
plex plonts (cooperotive proiect with CNR's FAIMA proiect).
o Porlicipotion os subcontroctor to the Esprit 2 Bosic Reseorch,  oction 3l05
MOHAWC (Models of Humon Action in Work Conrext).
o Anolysis of operotionol doto stored in the GEDB (component Event Doto
Bonk) collected in two of ENEL's power plonts.
The totol volume of controcts signed in 1989 is obout 2 MECU. Controcts for
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Sofety Technology
Work for Third Porties,conducted by the Institute for Sofety Technology,  con
be subdlvided  into 3 grouPs:
o octivities in progress since 
.l988
o octivities which storted in I 989
o octivities which ore being prepored
In the first group extensive use is mode of existing  nucleor  instollotions  ond reloted
competenies.'lt  includes o controct for increoiing the copobilities of the LOBI
instoilotion, the delivery of speciol sofeguords  equipments,  experiments for the
incinerotion of low o.iiuity resins ond decontominotion  studies of LWR com-
oonents.
In the second group o controct wos signed which foresees the use of o nucleor
instollotion und-er construction ond ,.oli"r octivities were ogreed in the develop-
ment of finite elements  codes.
Controcts which ore being prepored concern both nucleor ond non nucleor
octivities. lt is envisoged to"lounch lorger prolects with porticipotion of severol
controctors for one forticulor tosk in irhi.h th" multidisciplinory noture of the
lnstitute could be volorized.
Work for Third Porties conducted by the Institute for the Environment  ore reloted
to
.  on Atmospheric  Tronsport  Models Evoluotion Study initioted.lointly with the
Internotionol Atomic Energy Agency ond the World Meteorologicol
Orgonizotion,
ond to
o two co-operotion  ogreements  signed with the Sponish Agency for Rodiooc-
tive Wosie Monoge-ment (ENRESA), one focussed on probobilistic  risk ossess-
ment for the site-siecific disposol of rodiooctive wostes, the second  on the
experimentol  study of the migrotion of rodionuclides'
Environment
R7Systems Engineering
Environmenl
JRC PARTICIPATION IN
EUREKA PROJECTS
JRC porticipotion  in EUREKA proiects hos been increosing in 1989. Todoy the
JRC. is porticipoting in EUROTRAC ond FoRMENTOR;  it envisoges ro porticipote
'rn LASFLEUR, ALPSOLAR, Vibrotion Meosurements  using LoserTechnology ond
EUROENVIRON.
The Institute for systems Engineering is porticipoting  in FORMENTOR;  the
preliminory  definition  stoge of FoRMENToR  originollylounched by French ond
Norwegion portners, hos beencompleted.  The Institute for Systems Engineer-
ing entered cs o full member of the consortium  ot the beginning of 19i9, ot
the onset of the proiect phose. The obiective of this EUREKA 
-proiect 
is the
development  of on on-line expert system to provide odvice to opeiotors of com-
plex mon-mode systems in potentiolly  hozordous situotions. Severol work
pockoges hove been initioted especiolly concerning the so-colled
methodologicol  streom. A first opplicotion hos been identifiJd  concerninq the
Airbus A32O.
Th9 !^stltyte_for Systems Engineering  is exploring  the possibility to porticipote
in ALPSoLAR oimed ot the development  of electriC generotors  using photovoltoic
solor coptors speciolly  designed to function in the meteorologi-ol  conditions
of the Alpine environment.
The lnstitute is olso exomining the possibility to porticipote in the EUREKA pro-
iect Nr. 383 on vibrotion,meosurements using loser technology, o sector in ilhich
it hos ocquired o weolth of experience.
The Institute for the Environment  is porticipoting  in EUROTRAC  oimed ot the study
of the consequence of humon octivities on iontinentol (Europe)  tropospheric
chemistry. As on interdisciplinory  progromme, it involves field meosuremenr  com-
poigns ond loborotory studies os well os the development of odvonced  in-
strumentotion  ond model simulotions, in view of studying the tronsport,
tronsformotion ond deposition  of troce constituents  -of noturoi ond onthropogenic
noture - closely connected with tropospheric ozone formotion ond olidic
deposition.
The Institute is octively porticipoting  in the following EURoTRAC  sub-proiecis,
.  TRACT specificolly  oddresses  the study of the tronsport of troce pollutonts
from extended industriol oreos over complex terroin such os the south-
Western port of Germony from Moin river to the northern  edqe of the Alos
ond from the swiss ploteou to the North-Western port of the po-volley in ltoly.
Meosurement compoigns designed in 1989-1990 ore scheduled to be cor-
ried out in 1990, 1991 ond 1992;
r  BIATEX  is focussed on the quontificotion  of pollutonts fluxes between ot-
mosphere ond biosphere, on the identificotion  ond understonding of the
mechonisms responsible for these processes. Two field intercomoorison
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Remole Sensing
Applicotions
meosuring  compoigns hove been performed  in the Bovorion Forest on the
emission of terpenes ond on the determinotion of their tronsformotion
products;
.  JETDLAG is oimed ot the develooment of soeciol instrumentotion  bosed on
Tunoble Diode Loser Absorption  Spectrometry for the meosurement  of ot-
mospheric troce gos in view of meeting one of the moior requirements  of
the EUROTRAC obiectives.
The Institute  is porticulorly involved in the evoluotion of high resolution spec-
trol porometers, individuol lines intensity ond broodening  coefficients.
For the optimisotion  of the operotionol chorocteristics of lR spectroscopy  oos-
ed ombient oir monitors ond for the onolysis of experimentol doto to derive
spectrol porometers,  o PC bosed computer  progromme  hos been prepored.
The progromme, to be used in connection with compiled  boses of spectrol
doto of otmospheric molecules, generotes otmospheric spectro in different
physicol  ond instrumentol  conditions;
.  LACTOZ is intended to provide o proper description of the complex chemicol
processes which leod to ozone formotion ond deoletion in the trooosonere.
The moin obiective  is to gother doto for input in mothemoticol  models describ-
ing the ozone budget.
The Institute is porticulorly involved in the reoctions of the NO. rodicol with
olkenes, terpenes ond dimethylsulfides.
Furthermore, the Institute  together with interested  portners  in Denmork ond lto-
ly is developing  o proiect on twin mobile onolyticol unit for in-field onolysis  of
toxic woste proposed under the EUREKA  EUROENVIRON  umbrello proiect..This
mobile unit should provide sompling  ond somple treotment  copobilities on one
side ond instrumentol  onolysis ond onolyticol doto hondling on the other.
The Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions  is proposing to estoblish o coopero-
tion with French (CNRS, LURE), ltolion ond Germon groups, within the fromework
of the EUREKA LASFLEUR proiect. The obiective of this octivity is to investigote
the potentiolities of loser spectroscopy to perform vitolity tests on vegetotion
(see section Explorotory  Reseorch' Loser Spectroscopy).
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols is in negotiotion  with other portners on
the opplicotion  of ion implontotion for processing strong joints in ceromic/metol
components  (Eureko Proiect Nr. 332). Advonced MqteriolsNucleor Meosurements
Tronsurqnium Elements
Advonced Moteriols
JRC AND ASSOCIATED
LABORATORIES
The JRC federoting  role, in grouping scientific  resources occording  to schemes
such os Associoted Loborotories  in well specified scientific topics, is increosing.
A globol cooperotion  ogreement hos been signed on 5 December 'l989, bet-
ween the Higher Council of Scientific Reseorch  (CSIC), Spoin ond the Joint
Reseorch Centre. Another globol ogreement  hos been signed with the Energetic
ond Environmentol  Technologicol Reseorch  Centre (CIEMAT),  Spoin on 20
December I 989.
The Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements follows for its nucleor
meosurements  o series of close reseorch colloborotions with e.g. SCI(CEN Mol
(B), University of Gent (B) ond ILL Grenoble  (F) ond for its moteriols octivity
the very intense colloborotion in the silicon study with the PTB Brounschweig
(FRG).
Furthermore, the Centrol Bureou for Nucleor  Meosurements hos initioted since
mony yeors on interloborotory comporison exercise (Regulor Europeon  In-
terloborotory  Meosurement  Evoluotion Progromme {REIMEP))  on onolysis of
nucleor fuel. In o recent cose os on exomple 24 loborotories ('l5 from EC coun-
tries, 3 from EFTA, 5 from US ond I from Jopon) hove porticipoted in such on
exercise.
The Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements is closely colloboroting with on interno-
tionol group of loborotories  in the Riss fission gos releose study proiect. The
obiective of this undertoking  is to investigote,  in o cooperotive effort, possibilities
of on extended  use of LWR fuel by studying fuel structures ond fission gos releose
mechonisms in commerciol oower reoctor fuel rods which hove been subiected
to vorioble loods (romps)  ofter high burn-up.
Severol  tosks reloted to the Europeon PHEBUS  PF proiect (development of in-
pile temperoture  meosuring  devices ond fission product releose studies)  hove
been or will be ossigned to the Institute.
In the field of bosic octinide  reseorch,  the Institute mointoins  its centrol role on
the internotionol reseorch scene. In 1989, 32 Europeon  ond 8 US loborotories
hove octively  colloboroted  with the Tronsuronium Institute. In most coses,
somples  (mostly single crystols), of octinides ond octinide compounds produc-
ed in our loborotories  hove been subiected to solid-stote investigotions in out-
side loborotories (synchrotron  rodiotion focilities, neutron diffroction equipment,
mognetic properiies meosuring opporotus),  ond the results thus obtoined were
onolysed (ond in most coses published)  in o ioint effort by ITU ond externol stoff.
Porticulor effort wos dedicoted bv the Institute for Advonced Moteriols to creote
o cooperotive  spirit omong reseorchers ond to estoblish ossocioted loborotory
ogreemenTs.
The PISC proiect, which storted fifteen yeors ogo, is one of the best JRC in-
itiotive to ossociote  loborotories ond industries  on o specific reseorch oreo. Dur-
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Figure 100: N0n destructive Evaluation  Laboratories
PISC lll, this assembly  (N0.20)  is a piece  ol a real
PWR  vessel  with nozzles.
Figure 101: Cooperative tnitiatives and work carried
out in ass0ciation  with other laboratories  by the
lnstitute lor Advanced  Materials.
ing the lost two yeors, the Institute hos creote five new cooperotive  proiects,
which ore open to new portners:
.  cooperotion with o consortium of ltolion University Deporiments on bosic
studies on moteriols structure;
o consortium of moteriols reseorch operotors to iointly morket R&D lwith TNO
(NL), NEL (UK), CISE (l)l;
.  cooperotion  with Milono Ricerche (l) ond CSIC (E) on sensors development
(in preporotion);
.  cooperotion with CIEMAI  (E) for moteriols ond structure integrity;
r  ioint venture on prospective  cooting with ECN (NL);
conlracts
calried
out jointly
JRC
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NEL-(Un
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Syslems Engineering
Figure 102: A selection  ol well established
documents  regularly published by the various
associations.
The Institute  for Systems  Engineering  hos been the initiotor ond is octuolly  sup-
plying the Generol Secretoriot for three ossociotions.
ESARDA'  The Europeon Sofeguords Reseorch ond Development Associotion,
founded  in 1969, is presently composed of eleven poriies, covering oll the R
ond D loborotories  of EC countries involved in sofeguords  R ond D.
Exchonge  of informotion on R ond D octivities ond the execution of common
proiects ore performed  in seven working groups.
Two common octions hove been promoted with o very strong involvement of
JRC stoff. One is the onolysis of the results of the Korlsruhe generol meeting
on the EC nucleor fuel cycle ond its impoct on R ond D. The second concerns
the domoin of the technology  tronsfer  in the field of nucleor sofeguords, which
will be topic of the next generol meeting to be held ot Como in Moy 1990.
EuReDotA, The Europeon  Rellobility Doto Bonk Associotion, founded in 1979,
is presently composed  of 46 members, representing outhorities,  consultonts,
monufocturers,  reseorch  institutes, universities ond utilities from the EC ond EF-
TA countries, involved in Reliobility Doto Collection ond Anolysis.
The Associotion octivities ore orgonised  in Proiect Groups.
This yeor they hove been held on the following topics:  Benchmork Exercise  on
Component  Reliobility Doto Anolysis, Reliobility  chorocteristics of Mechonicol
volves, Doto Bonk on Electronic  components,  Humon Foctors.
Two seminors  were held, one on "Mointenonce" ond the other on "Reliobility
of Sofety Systems in the Process Industry".
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ESRRDA, The Associotion  founded in 1986, is octuolly composed of 36
reseorch  loborotories  ond Universities.  The oims ore to encouroge  ond hormonise
reseorch  ond development for sofety ond reliobility of technologicol  systems.
Moreover the Institute hos orgonised  two consortio of loborotories  ond industry:
The "lnstitute Club" is o consortium which embroces  o reseorch octivity in the
field of experl system technology opplied to life extension  of power genero-
tion plont components. The Interest Club hos been set up by the Institute for
Systems Engineering ot lspro ond the Institute for Advonced Moteriols ot Pet-
ten, in colloborotion with some Europeon  electric Utilities (CEDB (UK), ENEL
(l), LABORELEC  (B)) ond the University Institute MPA (University of Stuttgort (D)).
The consoriium "STARS"  is o group of reseorch loborotories ond industriol of-
filiotes which storted  o ioint venture for developing  o homogeneous  set of soft-
wore tools for ossisting the vorious phoses of sofety ond reliobility  onolysis.
The founding poriiciponts ore the Institute for Systems  Engineering ot lspro, the-
RISZ Notionol Loborotory of Denmork ond the Technicol Reseorch Centre of
Finlond. The TECSA SpA compony  ioined os o lote porticipont.  Up to now the
NESTE compony ond ASEA Brown Boveri ossocioted os industriol offiliotes.
The Institute  for Remote Sensing Applicotions is octively integroting its octivities
with other initiotives
Lond Use Colloborqtive  Progromme
The Colloborotive  Progromme consists of o network of different opplicotion
oriented reseorch proiects involving oround 30 porticipoting institutions ond
loborotories.  lt is oimed ot the promotion of opplicotion of Remote  Sensing ond
integrotion of Remote  Sensing  doto in Geogrophicol Informotion  Systems in the
monogement of lond use in Europeon morginol qreos.
Following the decision ogreed on during the plenory meeting  in July 1988 six
controctJhove been given in 'l989 concerning themes ronging  from estoblish-
ment of Lond Informotion Svstems to evoluotion of noturol risks ond disosters
Remole Sensing
Applicotions
Figure 103: l\ilultispectral  satellite images  0f a section
of the northern margin of the Alps. A colour
composile  ol Landsal TM bands 3-5-4  enables  an
improved  separalion  of general  types oJ land-use
(left); Colour  composites  using the l-H-S approach
gives more details on water bodies  and the state of
the art of grasslands  and paslures.
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Fiqure 104: Chlorophyll  concentration  in the
mediterranean  Sea, information  considered  to be vital
lor understanding  bio-geo-chemical  and physical
processes  in the sea 0n a large  scale/long  term
basis.
Sofety Technology
Informotion Technologies
ond Elechonics
in mountoinous  oreos. Newsletter no. 5 of the Progromme  wos distributed  (April).
A brochure describing the proiects hos been produced ond o Workshop  on
Integrotion  of Remote Sensing ond Personnel Computer bosed Geogrophic in-
formotion  Systems wos held ot lspro (September).
Oceon Colour Europeon Archive Network
A ioint JRC/ESA initiotive hos been proposed to orchive sofely Lorge scole, long
term oceon colour doto such os those of CZCS 1978-86lr. The proiect would
produce generol  scientific ond operotionol  benefits to other Europeon progrom-
mes ond is oimed
.  to compile o generol cotologue  ond on eosily occessible ond ovoiloble or-
chive on opticol disrs,
o to estoblish proper sets of methodologies  ond the reloted softwore ond
o to identify ond corry on o demonstrotion  progromme  to exploit historicol  series
of CZCS doto.
Cooperotion with the Europeon  Spoce Agency (ESA)
In occordonce  with the outcome of the meeting between President Delors ond
the Director-Generol of ESA, Prof. Lust in Februory 1989, on ESA/CEC Environ-
ment ond Eorth Observotion  Working Group hos been set up. The obiective
is to prepore ioint initiotives to cover o wide ronge of ospects reloted to the
field of environmentol reseorch ond monitoring ond the Eorth observotion.  The
working  group is co-choired by the Director Generol of JRC ond the ESA's Direc-
tor of Eorth Observotion. Two meetings of the working group were held in Poris
(April) ond ot lspro (October).
The Institute for Sofety Technology hos set up on Europeon Associotion  of
Structurol  Mechonics Loborotories; the obiective of this ossociotion  is to ennonce
the competitive position of the Community's construction  industry by improving
the scientific ond technicol  bosis needed to better onolyse the behoviour  of
lorge structures subiect to severe dynomic looding, ond henceforth ollowing
the set up of improved construction codes ond stondords. A detoiled  col-
loborotive reseorch  progromme is under development  which will moke use of
existing scientific resources ond high performonce  testing focilities.
The setting-up of o Europeon  Associotion of loborotories, universities ond in-
dustries for the onolvsis of chemicol  processes  is under discussion.
The Centre for Informotion Technologies  ond Electronics  is orgonising  o Mediter-
roneon Club for new informotion Technologies ond Communicotion  with Institutes
from Fronce, Greece, ltoly, Portugol  ond Spoin. The obiective  is to excnonge
informotion  on respective  octivities  in order to identify oreo oppropriote  for col-
loborotion,  to enhonce innovotion ond technology  tronsfer,  to exchonge scien-
tists in order to increose internol efficiency ond ultimotely  to pool skills to tockle,
in cooperotion, reseorch proiects.
94Urilisorion of
Lorge Instollotions
Figure 105: A view of lhe acceleration  sections in
the target room  of the LINAC.
Figurs 106: A general  view ol the LoBl installation.
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In the reporting  period
.  the Linoc electron beom wos ovoiloble during 2930 h for physicol ex-
periments;  600/o ol this time wos devoted to meosurements with short pulse
(  1 ns). Combined  neutron filters hove been developed to produce beoms
of intense monoenergetic  neutrons  of the Linoc.
c Ihe 7 MV Von de Grooff mochine wos running during 2418 h ond
o the 3.7 MV Von de Grooff mochine hos been used durinq 565 h.
ISPRA
toBl
LOBI is o lorge test loop for the study of off-normol  behoviour  in light woter
primory cooling circuits.
The LOBI focility wos recommissioned  ofter the execution of modificotions ond
hos performed 3 tests in 1989. A steom generotor tube rupture, o 5% cold
leg breok ond byposs behoviour in the upper plenum/upper downcomer  were
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FARO
FARO is o multipurpose  focility to investigote post occident heot removol ond
interoctions between fuel ond coolont in nucleor reoctors.
ln 1989 six tests were performed  in the FARO focility in which up to 125 Kg
of molten UO" ot obout 30OO oC were releosed from the furnoce in vorious
test sections  in- which fuel freezing ond plugging phenomeno os well os the
potentiol of o fuel iet to perforote o steel plote were investigoted.
LDTF (Lorge Dynomic Test Focility)
The Lorge Dynomic Test Focility (LDTF) hos unique feotures  for testing under
reolistic aeometricol  ond looding  conditions the influence of weldings ond defects
in moteriols on the dynomic behoviour  of structures.
The focility is ovoiloble  for externol customers ond there hos been preliminory
contocts with representotives of the outomobile  industry.
ESTI (Europeon  Solor Test Instollotion)
The focilities of ESTI ore used to develop equipment ond methods for tests on
photovoltoic devices. These tests ore executed to o lorge extent on request
by industry ond other loborotories.  In 
,l989, 
moin efforts went into ossessment,
colibrotion ond quolificotion  of both prototype ond commerciol photovoltoic
oroducts.
Output in 1989,
.  Colibrotion of 37 rodiotion  sensors by indoor ond outdoor methods  ond issue
of certificotes.
o lssue of quolificotion  certificotes occording to EUR Spec. 502 for 8 types
of ohotovoltoic modules.
.  Electricol Performonce  tests of 2ZO devices.
o Assessment of prototypes  by speciol meosurement  procedures ond stress-
test seouences.
New focilities,
.  Upgroding of existing lorge focilities  for the implementotion of the light sooking
test for omorphous devices, developed ot ESTI (LS-1/o);
.  lnstollotion  of o new climotic  simulotion system for humidity-freeze ond ther-
mol cycle tests in line with proposed IEC Stondords (lnternotionol  Elec-
trotechnicol  Commission).
MATNFRAME  COMPUTER (ClrE)
The centre is equipped with o moinfrome computer bocked up by extensive
ouxiliory equipment ond highly developed networks  linking computers ond ter-
minols ot the centre, with occess to public doto tronsmission networks. In 1989
the old 5 868-s AMDAHL moinfrome hos been upgroded in the new 5 890-300
E AMDAHL (two processors,  44 MIPS). An outomotic cortridge "robot" ond
on opticol disk "1uke box" system hove been instolled,  roising the storoge
copocity to over 1.4 Terobytes.
During the first ten months of 1989 the utilisotion  wos 19.000 mochine units
ogoinst on utilisotion in 1988 of 18.000 mochine units.
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Figure 107: Positioning  the 'Puller' within  the
acceleration  chamber in the central part of the
cyclotron.
CYCLOTRON
The Cyclotron hos been operoted on o one ond two shift bosis ond olso oround
the clock, occording to the requirements  of the experimentol  progromme. In
I 989, the net effective time for experimentol  irrodiotions  hos been oround I .660
hours, olthough  the Cyclotron operoted during neorly 2.OOO hours.
The breokdown between the moior cotegories  of experiments omounts to
Fusion Moteriols
Environmentol  Troce Anolysis
Third Porty Controcts
Moteriols
77o/o
4o/o
3o/o
I60/o
PETTEN
HIGH FLUX REACTOR
The High Flux Reoctor  wos operoted in I 989 during 234 doys, ond the overoge
occupotion  of the irrodiotion positions in HFR hos been 73o/o. The breok-down
into the vorious cotegories  of irrodiotion experiments is os follows,
LWR  3o/o  Rodionuclides production  180/o
FBR  l2o/o  Nucleor Phvsics  11o/o
HTR  l2o/o  Solid Stote Phvsics  Bo/o
Fusion  220/o  Miscelloneous  I4o/o
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Construction of
New Instollotions
Figure 108: An interior view of the ETHEL laboratory
under construclion on the ESS0R Complex, lspra.
PETRA
(Focility for Treotment of Rodiooctive Woste)
The construction  of the PETRA focility ot lspro hos been terminoted in Jonuory
'l989, with the successful performonce of the components ond systems  func-
tionol tests; cold commissioning tests ore expected to be finished in eorly 1990.
PERIA
(Performonce  ond Troining Loborotory  - Nucleor Sofeguords)
The civil engineering work of the Perlo focility wos completed in 1988 ond the
further equipping of the loborotory continued  in I 989. Meonwhile the Pre-Pedo
loborotory  hos operoted fully for the development  of non destructive techni-
ques, the execution of o physicol  inventory verificotion exercise by teoms of
sofeguords inspectors ond for troining  courses for inspectors.
ETHET
(Europeon Tritium Hondling Experimentol Loborotory)
The ETHEL proiect mode significont progress e.g. the building is cost up to the
roof, o 350 m3 double skinned steel contoiner  is reody for instollotion,  ex-
perimentol glove box suites were successfully tested. According to plonning
the construction will be terminoted in 1990.
REACTION WAtt
The design study of the reoction-woll  focility wos storted in Jonuory 1988 ond
wos terminoted in 1989; the construction storted end 
,l989.TARGE  INSTALLATIONS
THE MICROWAVE SIGNATURE TABORATORY
The technicol soecificotions of this instollotion hove been drown on the bosis
of the results of the Feosibility Study which wos concluded by the end of 1988.
According to these specificotions o "Coll for Tender"  hos been lounched for
the detoiled design,  the construction ond the instollotion  of the Loborotory. The
selection  process wos concluded by August ond the controct hos been oword-
ed in November 1989. The insiollotion should be completed  by the end of 1990.
THE TASER AND ION BEAM FACITITY
The Surfoce Modificotion  Loborotory,  which includes  the Loser foundry hos been
comoleted in 1989.
Figure 109: Remote operation  panel  for the High
Current lon implanter (10m Amps/2o0kw).
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Figure 110: A group ol visiting scientists/scientific
fellows  at the JRC - lspra.
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The JRC outhorized stoff omounts to 2l 80, including  both the scientific-technicol
ond the odministrotive cotegories. The detoiled orgonigromme  is given in An-
nex C.
Employees  ore governed by the stoff regulotions for employees  of the Euro-
peon Communities. For mony yeors the JRC hos only recruited stoff os tem-
porory ogents; ot present 54o/o o[ the totol stoff ore temporory ogents ond 460/o
ore officiols  in the scientific+echnicol ond odministrotive cotegories.
During 1989,  1 15 ogents left the JRC, 87 people hove been recruited  os tem-
porory ogents ond 9 individuols were tronsferred from other services of the Com-
mission.
The current policy of recruiting  temporory  ogents hos been continued.  For the
scientific-technicol ogents the need for possible controct  prolongotion is ossessed
ot the end of the period (up to five yeors).
On21 June 1989, the Council opproved  Regulotion (EEC) Nr. 1857189 in-
troducing speciol ond temporory  meosures  to terminote  the services of officiols
of the Europeon  Communities.  These meosures opply to officiols who ore og-
ed ot leost 50 ond hove completed  ot leost l5 yeors of service. The number
of officiols to whom these meosures moy be opplied is 100.
These meosures hove been token to increose the scientific vitolity ond flexiblity
of the JRC; to the some end, more flexible regulotions  for scientific visitors ond
secondment  of scientific-technicol  stoff from notionol, public ond privote bodies
hove been introduced.  These new regulotions together with those for gront
holders (young reseorch  fellows) hove olreody been put into use; they stimuloted
on increosed flow of people from these coieoories into the JRC.JRC ANNUAL REPORT ]989
Visiting Scientists qnd
Scientific Fellows
Iable 2: Visiting Scientists,  Seconded Experts and Grant Holders
By Institute and by categories (EC and non EC citizen)
The JRC troins high-level  speciolists through o progromme  of fellowships,  which
is opplicoble to lhree different cotegories  of condidotes'
.  undergroduote  students;
o postgroduote  students  preporing o moster's or o doctor's degree
o post-doctorol  fellows.
Fellows ore given o gront losting from one to three yeors.
Besides this type of fellowship, the JRC hosts visiting  scientists, mg;tly professors
on sobboticol leove ond senior scientists; they ore oppointed for one yeor.
Furihermore,  experts belonging to notionol orgonisotions moy be seconded to
the JRC in order to porticipote to selected scientific octivities'
Finolly, the JRC is hosting  non EC citizens hoving received o gront in the frome
of on externol ogreement of the Commission.
Toble 2 show where these persons were working  in the vorious  JRC Institutes'
lnstitutos Visiting Seconded  Post-doctoral  Graduate Under'graduate  Non'EG.ttant Tohl
scisntisis expert  sectorial  grants soct0risl grants sectorlal grant$ Holders
Central Bureau for 
1 1  1
Nuclear Measurements
lnstitute  for
Transuranium Elements  4  4
lnstitute  for Advanced
Materials  6  4
lnstitute  for Systems  g  z
Engineering
Inst'rtute for the  11 
.l
Environment
lnstitute  for Remote
Sensing Applications  1  4
Institute lor Safety  6  1
Technology
Centre  for Information
Technologies and 
'l
Electronics
Total  49  13  4
Furthermore  one visiting scientist  wos working ot the Directorote-Generol
20
12
22 37
28
39
19
23
22
12
15
16 109 192
r03Expenditures committed
in 1989
The commitment  credits decided by the Budgetory Authority in the 1989 EC
budget for the execution by the JRC of the Specific Reseorch Progrommes ond
of the S/T Support Activities to the Commission, ore os follows,
-  Specific Reseorch  174.6* Mioecus
Progrommes
(including up to 5olo for
Explorotory  Reseorch)
-  Sfi Support to the  30.8 Mioecus
Commission
Totol 205.4 Mioecus
Other resources for the operotion of HFR ond for work for third oorties ore:
-  HFR Reoctor  21.2* Mioecus (Supplementory  progromme)
-  Work for Third Porties 14.6 Mioecus (Estimotion)
35.8 Mioecus
The totol omount  of the ovoiloble  credits is therefore 241 .2 MioEcus (tronsfers
from previous ;zeofs: 0.9 Mioecus for Specific Reseorch Progrommes ond 2.9
Mioecus for HFR).
Detoils obout 1989 commitments  ore gliven in the following toble occording
to the Specific Reseorch progrommes,  Explorotory  Reseorch,  S/T Support to
the Commission  ond Work for Third Porties (HFR Reoctor ond others).
Table 3: Commitments  for programme execution 1989 (Rounded figures,  Mioecu)
Personnd E*!jHr*  Toht 1989 Burrger
Specific research programrrrcs 105.2 70.4  175.6  165.9'
Exploratory Rsseafch
'Subtolal
S/T$upport'to,theCommissioo  16.2
subtotal  16.2
Wotr, m"niiu:.ianies,r: .'
2.9  2.4
'f 08.1  72.8
5.3  8.7
180.9  174.6
HFR Reactor
61lrrr" "t "" 
'
$uffotal
iotat' .
4,9
| 
'2..2
7,1
131.4
17,5
105.1
24.6
236.5
14.8
14.8
31.0
31.0
30.8
30.8
35.8
241.2
14.6  19.5  21.2"
2.5  5.1  14.6**
*)  Including the tronsfer from previous yeors.
* * 
) Estimotion
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A sum of I Mioecus hos been odded by the Budgetory Authority in 1989 for
"Reseorch octivities in Community interest" for controctuol  work to be performed
by the Europeon industry.
The difference between ovoiloble credits ond commitments will be reimbursed
to the Generol Budget.
Toble 4 show commitments in 1988 ond in 1989, the budget figures of 1990
ond o proiection of the expenditures  expected during 1991 (Progromme
r988/r99r  ).
Table 4: Annual expenditures  1988-1991  (Rounded figures, Mioecu)
cbmmitmonls  Gommitmonls Budgot
in 1988  in 1989  1990
124.8
124.8
66.1
131.4
131.4
70.4
135.5
135.5
67.8
3.9
71.7
17.6
't7.6
P$eclhn
1991
143.0
143.0
66.0
3.7
69.7
20
20
Personnel  Credits
Subtotal
Specific  research
pr0grammes
Exploratory Research
Subtotal
S/T Support to the
Commission
Subtotal
Work for Third
Padies
HFR Reactor
0thers
Subtotal
Total
2.3  2,4
68.4  72.8
12.2  14.8
14.8 12.2
10.8  14.6
2.5 2.9
1 3.3 
'1 7.5
218,7  236.5
14.3*
5.8
20.1
244.9
14.9*'
5.4
24.2
252.9
*)  Of which 2.6 Mioecu :  contribuiion  in kind from ECN
**) Of which 2.8 Mioecu :  contribution  in kind from ECN
r05Publicotions
In 1989 the JRC published 259 popers. The following Toble gives the distribu-
tion of these publicotions omong reseorch progrommes
Table 5: Distribution of JRC publications  among research programmes in 1989
Gonreronco ll,T'fu|' PaPors 
lournals
36  21 Nuclear Measurements and
Reference  Materials
Advanced  Materials
Fusion Technology and Safety
Reactor  Satety
Hadioactive  waste  Management
Safoguards and Fissile Malerials
Management
Nuclear Fuels and Actinide
Research
Reference  Methods non-Nuclear
Energies
Environmenul  Protection
Applieation ol Remote  Sensing
Techniques
lndustrial Hazards
Radiation  Evaluation  Monitoring
0ther Publicalions
TOTAL
EUN
Roporls
18
3
4
15
I
35
5
J
2
4
56
44
52
25
18
76
6
18
I
8
18
3
26
2
Total
64
89
62
95
48
24
104
12
33
12
79
759
6
6
7
117
105
32
27
I
6
1
14
164
60
21
21
5
58
478
Euro Courses
During 'l989, 8 Euro Courses hove been orgonized. The courses ore linked
with the CEC reseorch progromme ond reflect the expertise ovoiloble within
the JRC Institutes. The courses treoted the following  ospects:
Remofe sensing  opp/icofionsr
.  Vegetotion Monitoring by Remote  Sensing
.  lmoging  Spectroscopy:  Fundomentols  ond Prospected Applicotions
lnformotion Science,
.  Porollel Processing with Personol  Compuiers,
r  Selected Topics of Monte Codo Applicotions  in Science ond Technology
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Heolth Physics ond Rodioproleclion
.  Fundomentols  of Rodioprotection  (in ltolion)
.  Advonced Seminor  on Selected Tooics in Rodiotion Protection
Re/iobility  ond Risk Ano/ysis
e Structurol Reliobility
Energy Conservofion
.  Porometer ldentificotion  Techniques  for the Thermol Anolysis of Buildings.
Four more courses onnounced on the 1989 progromme hod to be postponed
to o loter dote, becouse of internol movements of scientific  personnel ond the
reorgonizotions  of the services involved in the preporotion  of the courses.
Six of the 8 courses were held ot the JRC lspro, two in Lisbon upon request
of the locol outhorities. The "Advonced  Seminor on Selected  Topics in Rodio-
tion Protection" wos orgonized with the colloborotion of DG Xll (Directorote
D) ond the Loborotorio Nocionol  de Ingenhorio  e Tecnologio Industriol, Depor-
tomento de Protecoo e Seguronco  Rodiologico  (SACAVEM) of Lisbon.
The course on "Structurol Reliobility", olso held in Lisbon, wos orgonized in
colloborotion  with the Instituto Suoerior Tecnico, Universidode  Tecnico  de
Lisboo.
The courses were ottended  by 300 poriiciponts from industries,  public odministro-
tions ond universities.  They involved obout 80 lecturers,  two thirds being engog-
ed from outside, the bolonce coming from the JRC Institutes ond vorious  CEC
Directorotes.
Remorkobly  high wos the ottendonce of the courses in the field of Remote  Sen-
sing ond Informotion Science.
An ogreement hos been reoched with KLUWER Acodemic Publishers  on the
publicotion of the Euro Courses which will be published os volumes describing
the stote of the ort in soecific fields.
The utilisotion of the results stemming from reseorch  octivities of the JRC ore
very diffused  ond outmost difficult  to quontify os it is the cose for other reseorch
orgonisotions.  Indeed, there is no woy to meosure precisely the effects of the
flow of knowledge  from the Joint Reseorch Centre to other orgonisotions  ond
to the Europeon industry; nevertheless Chopter  reloted to the Support to Com-
munity Policies  gives on ideo of how JRC scientific copobilities con be fruitfully
utilised for the estoblishment  of Community policies ond in porticulor for the
estoblishment ond the implementotion  of regulotions,  moinly in the environmentol
protection field; furthermore  the Chopter  Third Porty Work highlights how In-
dustry con olso benefit from the scientific resources of the JRC.
Furthermore,  o continuing but growing loborotory octivity hos been devoted
to the promotion  of innovotion  tronsfer to industrv ond other potentiol  users.
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This octivity deolt in poriiculor with'
o support of exploitotion of new potents,
o further development of inventions ond verificotion of the technicol
specificotions,
.  the omeliorotion  of the informotion through the construction of prototypes
ond demonstrotion.
l3 selected proiects ore being supported by DG Xlll (lnnovotion Progromme)
ond by o JRC contribution of 10 mon-yeor ond o finonciol ollocotion of 300
Kecu. The fields of opplicotion ore: Energy, Environment, Moteriols ond Remote
Sensing.  This projects ore'
o Electronic  soeed voriotor
o Possive downword heot tronsport
.  Heot pipe furnoce
.  Obiect identificotion  by surfoce texture
o lspro MARK l34 process for the flue gos desulfurotion
o Oxygen  sensors
o Gos incoosuloted  in Zeolites
.  Morine technology
o Antioxidont for plostics
o Automotic  sompling
r  Ultrosonic seoling ond identificotion  techniques
.  TITUS ultrosonic seols - Reference  tronsducers
.  Amorohous  metols ond ceromics
The pilot plont for the demonstrotion of the ISPRA MARK 1 3A desulphurisotion
process ot the SARAS refinery, Sorroch (Sordinio)  storted to operote ot the begin-
ning of 1989. JRC stoff surveyed the technicol occeptonce of the plont ond
followed the first operotion phoses, during which o totol of 2.000 operoticin
hours in l0 months wos ochieved.
The proiect "Amorphous metols ond ceromics" hos given rise, ofter o coreful
morket ond industriolisotion study, to o new proiect, worthy for volorisotion,
colled "Pyrometer  ot six wove lengths for high temperoture  meosurements".
This equipment would be oble to meosure temperoture ot very short intervols
{milliseconds) under the extreme conditions of lorge heoting ond cooling  rotes,
required  for thermophysicol property  studies  of refroctory  moteriols under tron-
sient loser pulse heoting  conditions up to 5.000 Ko.
During the course of the yeor, o new proiect emerged os o voluoble condidote
for commerciolisotion;  it relotes to the development of new ocoustic techniques
(olreody tested ot the Institute of Tronsuronium  Elements) to scovenge oirborne
toxic or rodiooctive moteriols, in oerosol or gos form. The Europeon industry
hos shown  interest to check the efficiency  of the system  in coniunction  with elec-
trostotic filters.
During I 989, l5 new potent proposols hove been put forword ond22 potents
hove been gronted.
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JRC porticipotions  is given in the toble below.
First European  Innovation Exhibitions "EURISKo 89",  Institutes for Advanced  Materials, for Systems  Engineering, 19 - 23 January
Invention and New Products,  Research,  Technological  and for the Environment, for Remote Sensing Applications,  for
know-how Transfers  Safety Technology, for Transuranium  Elements, Central
Paris, France  Bureau for Nuclear Measurements
Second International Exhibition of Technologies for  lnstitute  for the Environment  and Institute for Systems 7 - 11 March
Environmental  and Human Protection "TAU"  Engineering
Milan, ltaly
Hannover Fair, Hannover, Fed. Rep. of Germany  Institute  for Transuranium Elements  5 - 12 April
"ENVITEC" Exhibition  Institute  for the Environment (ECDIN)  10 - 14 April
DUsseldorl, Fed. Rep. ol Germany
Grande  Fiera d'Aprile  Institute for the Environment  15 - 23 April
Milan, ltaly
8th International Exhibition of Construction and Public lnstitute  tor Advanced Materials (Spontaneous Downward 9 - 14 May
Works "SIMAC"  Heat TransPort)
Lisbon, Portugal
Valencia Seminar  Institute for Remote Sensing Applications  29 - 30 May
Valencia, Spain
La Baule Exhibition  Institute for the Environment (MARK 13A)  21 - 23 September
La Baule, France
KEM-TEK  Conference  and Fair.  Institute  for Transuranium Elements  7 - 10 November
Copenhagen, Denmark
"ECOEXPo, ECoLOGY-EC0N0MY" Exhibition  Institute for the Environment  13 - 18 November
Pescara, ltaly
Table 6: JRC Participation  in fairs and exhibitions during 1989
Exhibition
Press ond Public
Relotions
Visits
Meetings
Date
The JRC hosts numerous visitors ond meetings ot its sites; on overview  is given
in the toble below.
Table 7: Visits and meetings
No.  No. ol days No. ol persons
186  279  1356
113  200  2700
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Most significont events included visits'
.  Visit of Mr Leinen, Minister for Environment, ond Mr Hohn, Minister for
Economy, from the Soorlond (19 Jonuory) - lspro
r  Visit of Mr. F.M. Pondolfi, Vice-President  of the Commission of the Europeon
Communities (30 Jonuory) - lspro
.  The opening of the Civil Protection School, in the presence  of Mr V. Lotton-
zio, Minister for the Coordinotion of the Civil Protection,  ltolion Government
(14 Februory) - lspro
.  Visit of Mr M. von de Kerkhove, Belgion Ambossodor  to ltoly, ond Mr L.
Fobe, Belgion Consul in Milon (21 Februory) - lspro
.  Visit of Mrs D.R. Theoto, Member  of the Budget Control Committee of the
Europeon Porlioment (22-24 Februory) - lspro
o Visit of Mr Yu Ying, odvisor to the Ambossodor from the People's Republic
of Chino to the EC (lspro) (27 Februory) - lspro
e Visit of o Sponish  scientists delegotion from the Communidod  Volenciono
(April27lr- Geel
e Visit of Mr J. Solono Modoriogo,  Minister for Science ond Educotion  (Spoin)
President of Office of the Communitv's  Reseorch Council, Mr A. Ruberti,
Minister for Reseorch ond University  of the ltolion Government,  ond Mr M.
Dido', Vice President of the Europeon Porlioment (15 Moy) - lspro
o Visit of o Delegotion  of Jopon Atomic Industriol Forvm (24 Moy) - lspro
r  Visit Dr. S. Corpenter, NIST, Woshington  DC (718112 June) - Korlsruhe,  Geel
o Visit of Ambossodors from the Permonent  Missions  to the OECD (26-27 June\
.  Visit of o Delegotion from the Soviet Stote Committee for Use of Nucleor
Energy (29 June) - lspro
o Visit of Mr.H. Norito,  President of CRlEPl, Jopon, in compony of Mr. T. Noko-
iimo (Vice President) ond T. Inoue (6 July) - Korlsruhe
r  Visit of Mr K. Morris, British Consul Generol from Milon (19 July)
o Visit of o Working Porl-y of the Western  Europeon  Union (1 8-1 9 September)
- tsDro
o Visit of o group of Belgion  Senotors occomponied  by Mr W. Lion, Belgion
Generol Consul in Milon (3 October) - lspro
o Visit of Dr. H. Meincke, Generolkonsul  der Bundesrepublik Deutschlond,  Ant-
werp (October 9) - Geel
.  UCLAF Seminor (l 8-20 October)
o Visit of 50 porticiponts  in the "Europeon Community  Contesi for Young Scien-
tists" (October 201- Geel
o Meeting  of the Generol  ond Preporotory Cooperotion Sub-Committee EC-
Conodo (26-27 October) - lspro
o Visit of the lrish Minister for Industry ond Commerce, Mr D.J. O'Molley (27
October)
o Visit of o teom of the Koreon Broodcosting System (KBS) (November  15)
- Geel
o Visit Drs K. Shibo, JAERI, ond T. Mishimo, PNC, Jopon (1 December)  -
Korlsruhe
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ond seminors ond conferences:
o Seminor Dr. M. Kuboto "Portitionino of Minor Actinitides ot JAERI"
(21 Februory) - Korslruhe
In occosion of the l25th Anniversory of Milon Polytechnic  o presentotion
octivity of the Joint Reseorch Centre ond their development,  Security  ond
Technology (Polytechnic of Milon, 22 FebruoryJ
Seminor "Moteriols for Steom Turbines" (COST 505 Progromme results) (Z/8
Morch 1989) - Petten
Seminor of EURACHEM  on coordinotion  of chemicol onolyticol work within
the EC (April 18/19) - Geel
Discussion Meeting with Europeon Federotion of Ceromic Producers
(GROUPISOL)  (19 April 1989) - Petten
In occosion of the I 25th Anniversory of Milon Polytechnic, o presentotion
of the Remote Sensing Applicotions ond Environment {Polytechnic of Milon,
18 Moy)
Working group "Reference  Moteriols for Elementol Anolysis  of Plutonium"
(July11)-Geel
lnternotionol  Workshop  "Actinides under Pressu re" 124 - 25 Julyl - Korlsruhe
Europeon Colloquim' HT Corrosion of Technicol Ceromics (26128 June 1989)
- Petten
Communicotion  with the Public obout Moior Accident Hozords, o Europeon
Conference  (Vorese, Poloce Hotel, 3O-31 Moy/l June)
Internotionol Union of Pure ond Applied  Chemistry  (IUPAC) sub-committees
meetings (July 3l -August 5) - Geel
Fifth Europeon  Symposium  on Physico-Chemicol Behoviour  of Atmospheric
Pollutonts (Vorese, Villo Ponti, 25-28 September)
Internotionol  Working Group "Hot Loborotories  ond Telemonipulotion"
(27-28 September) - Korlsruhe
Seminor  of the "studiengruppe  firr Elektronische  Instrumentierung"  (October
2-41 - Geel
Applicotion  of Remote  Sensing to Agriculturol Stotistics Conference (Vorese,
Villo Ponti, 1O-11 October)
Eurooolio '89,
-  Joponese  ond Europeon Approoches  to Technologicol  Innovotion (9-10
October,  Toulouse)
- 
Perception  of the Notion of Risk in Humon  Activities in Jopon ond in Europe
(Vorese, Villo Ponti, l2-13 Octobed
-  Joponse ond Europeon  Approoches  to Bosic Science (16-17 October,
Berlin)
-  Joponese  ond Europeon Approoches to the Troining of Scientists  (19-20
October, Lisbon)
Workshop ond Portitioning ond Tronsmutotion of Minor Actinides (l 6-1 8 Oc-
tober) - Korlsruhe
Seminor Dr. L. Morss, Argonne Notionol Loborotory,  USA (2-3 November)
- Korlsruhe
Seminor on the Commission  Contribution  to Reoctor  Sofety Reseorch (Vorese,
Villo Ponti, 20-24 November)
Workshop - Moteriols  Dotobose  Demonstrotor  Progromme  (6/8 December
1989) - Petten
lt3Two tobles ore provided in order to
show in more detoils the commitments
mode in 1989.
Toble 8,  this toble compores the
commitments  mode by
eocn reseorch obiective
with the budget, the
personnel expenses be-
ing kept oport.
Toble 9,  this toble is similor to
toble 8 but the person-
nel cost hos been odd-
ed to the cost of eoch
reseorch  obiective.
Year
Relorence
1. Personnel
- Framework Programme
- out ol Framework Programme
2. Ouality of lilfe
2.1. Radiation Protection
- Evaluation  and Monitoring of Radioactivity
2.2. Environment
- Environmental Protection
- Application of Remote Sensing  Techniques
- lndustrial Hazards
3. Modernisation of industrial  sectors
3.1. Science and technology of Advanced
Materials
- Advanced  Materials
3.2. Technical Standards,  Measurement
Methods and Relerence Materials
- Nuclear Measurements and Reference
Materials
- Reference Methods, reliability ot structures
- Reference  Methods for Non-Nuclear
Energies
4. Energy
4.1. Fission:  Nuclear Safety
- Reactor  Safety
- Radioactive  Waste Management
- Safeguards and Fissile Materials
Management
- Nuclear Fuels and Actinide Research
4.2. Controlled  Thermonuclear Fusion
- Fusion Technology Safety
5. Exploratory research
Sub-total  Framework Programme (incl. Prep.
Res.) (2 to 5)
6. S/T Support to Commission
7. HFR
8. 0ther work for third parties
GRAND TOTAL
*)  Including tronsfer from previous yeors
1989  1989
Commitmonls  Budget
131.4  132.0
Table 8: Detailed  breakdown  Commitments 1989, Budget'1989 (Mioecus)  (Rounded Figures)
1 08.1
23.3
101.5
30.5
12.7
6.3
3.4
3.0
4.8
4.8
13.9
13.4
7
3.5
2.9
5.1
14.5
8.5
5.5'
0.5
8.1
5.3
0.5
3't.5 32.7
16.5
4.3
3.6
8.3
7.4  7.4
p.m.  p.m.
73.1
14.8
15.6*
5.7
241.2
16.4
4.3
3.2
7.6
7.5  7.5
2.4  2.4
72.8
14.8
14.6
2.9
236.5
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Table 9: Detailed  breakdown  Commitments 1989, Budget 1989 (Mioecus)  (Rounded Figures)
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t  30.8
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*)  Including o tronsfer from previous yeors
* * )  Figures computed  for eoch progromme  obiective, by odding personnel credits to specific credits
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il5BOARD OF GOVERNORS
AND ORGANIZATION CHART
Sir John KENDREW
Choirmon
The Old Guildholl
4 Church  Lone
Linion
GB-CAMBRIDGE CBl 6JX
Monsieur  Jeon-Pol  PONCELET
Cobinet de Modome Miet Smet
Secr6toire d'Etot d l'Environnement
Rue de lo Loi, 56
B-IO4O BRUXELLES
Professor Flemming  WOLDBYE
Donish Reseorch  Administrotion
H.C. Andersens boulevord 40
DK-I553 COPENHAGEN V
Dr. Gtinter LEHR-
Ministerioldirektor
Bundesministerium  fLlr Forschung  und
Technologie
D-5300 BONN 2
Professor A.J. KARABELAS
Deportment of Chemicol Engineering
School of Engineering
University of Thessoloniki
GR-THESSALONIKI
Dr. Monuel MONTES  PONCE
DE LEON
Director de Tecnologio Nucleor
CIEMAT
Avdo Complutense 22
E.28044 MADRID
Dr. Jules HOROWITZ
Conseiller Scientifique du CEA
3l-33, rue de lo F6d6rotion
F-75752 PARIS CEDEX I5
Professor Gerord T. WRIXON
Director
Notionol Micro Electronics  Reseorch
Centre
Lee Moltings
University College Cork
IRL-CORK
Boord of Governors
Joint Reseorch Centre
Ing. Corlo MANCINI
Direttore
ENEA
Viole Regino Morgherito  125
t-00198 ROMA
Monsieur  Jeon HOFFMANN
Commissoire du Gouvernement  d l'Energie
Ministdre de I'Energie
l9-21 Bd. Royol
T-2449 LUXEMBOURG
Dr. J.J. DE JONG
Deputy Director of Electricity ond Nucleor
Energy
Ministerie  von Economische  Zoken
Bezuidenhoutseweg  6
Postbus 201 0l
NL.2sOO EC DEN HAAG
Prof. Jos6 Moriono GAGO
Presidente  de JNICT
(outgoing member in July 1989)
substituted by
Prof. Fernondo  Monuel RAMOA
RIBEIRO
Vice-Presidente JNICT
Junto Nocionol de Investigogoo
Cientifico e Technologico
Av. D. Corlos l, 126 - 2o
P-I2OO LISBOA
Sir John FAIRCTOUGH
Chief Scientific Adviser
Cobinet Office
z0 whfteholl
GB-LONDON SW IA 2AS
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Direclorole-Generol Brussels
Jeon-Pierre CONTZEN
George  Robert BISHOP
WiIIem F. GUINEE
Piedod GARCIA DE LA RASILLA
Somuel LLOYD
Gisdle VANWERT
Orgonizqtion Chqrt  Director-Generol
Joint Reseorch Centre  Adviser hors closse
April 1990 Principol Adviser
Adviser
Secretoriot of Boqrd of Governors
Assistont  to Director-Generol
Progrommes Directorqte  Brussels
Director  Hons Jorgen HELMS
Sofety engineer  Morcello  BRESESTI
-  Coordinotion of scienti{ic octivities  Frongois TAFONTAINE
-  Relotions with the Europeon Porlioment
-  Generol plonning (*)  Roberto CUNIBERTI
Administrotion  Directorote for  lspro
the JRC
Director  Henri HANNAERT
Adviser  Gilles NULLENS
-  Humon resources  Bernord CHAMBAUD
-  Finonciol monogement, forecosts ond  Michel GRIN
execution
-  Controcis  Michele ACTIS-DATO
-  lnfrostructure, lspro site  Alberto AGAZZI
-  Rodiotion Protection, lspro site  Argeo BENCO
-  Press, public relotions, exhibitions,  lspro (*)
-  Documentotion ond Publicotions (*)  Mory CONNOLLY
-  Centrol workshop, lspro (*)  Leorco Dl PIAZZA
-  Vocotion troining school, lspro (*)  Michel  LE DET
Centrol Bureou for Nucleor  Geel
Meosurements
lnslitute Director  Werner  MULLER
-  Nucleor physics ond meosurements  Achiel DERUYTIER
-  Reference moteriols  Richord LESSER
-  Personnel,  odministrotion ond infrostructure
units morked (*) ore speciolized  deportments
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Institute for Tronsuronium Elements
Institute Director
Adviser (Scientific  coordinotion)
Adviser (Progrommes)
-  Scientific  proiecis directly ottoched  to Direcior
. Technologicol  physics (*)
. Applied physics (*)
r Nucleor technology (*)
r Nucleor chemistry (*)
. Actinides  (*)
-  Personnel ond Administrotion
-  Rodioiion protection (*)
-  Technicol services (*)
lnstitute for Advonced Moteriols
Insfitute Director
Adviser
-  HighJlux Reoctor
-  Chorocterizotion  of moteriols
-  Moteriols engineering
-  Moteriols reliobility  ond performonce
-  Non-destructive  testing ond
instrumentotion (* )
-  Functionol  moteriols ond Cyclotron (*)
-  Personnel ond odministrotion of the
Institute,  ond infrostructure  o{ the Petten site
Instilute for Systems Engineering
ond lnformotics
Institute Director
Adviser (Thermonucleor  fusion)
-  Systems Engineering ond reliobility
-  Reference  methods ond meosurements  for
non-nucleor energy sources (*)
-  Control of fissile moteriols (*)
-  Informotics  Centre
-  Advonced in{ormotion technology
opplicotions  ond knowledge processing
Institute for the Environmenl
Institute Director
Adviser (Sofety of nucleor fuel cycle)
Adviser  ( Environmentol  protection)
-  Chemistrv
-  Rodiotion chemisiry ond nucleor chemistry
Korlsruhe
Jocobus VAN GEEL
Jeon FUGER
Hons Eberhord SCHMIDT
Michel COQUERELLE
Hons Joochim MATZKE
Korl Ernst RICHTER
Lothor KOCH
Ulrich G. BENEDICT
Poul BLAES
Kloos BUIJS
G6rord  SAMSEL
Petten et lspro
Ernest Demetrios
HONDROS
Wolter KLEY
Jijrgen  AHLF
Morcel VAN DE VOORDE
Hermonn KROCKET (octing)
Perer SCHILLER
Pierre JEHENSON
Livio MANES
Abrohom BAHBOUT
lspro
Robert A. WITTY
Giompoolo  CASINI
Giuseppe VOLTA
Eric ARANOVITCH
Morc CUYPERS
Jeon-Pierre AUBINEAU
lspro
Friedrich GEISS
Froncesco  GIRARDI
Bruno VERSINO
Friedrich  GEISS
Sergio FACCHETTI
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Instilute for Remote Sensing
Applicotions
lnstitute Director
-  AdvoncedTechnologies
. Loser fluorescence,  high-resolution
spectrometry
. Microwoves
. Applicotions  to the morine environment
-  Proiects  reloting to themotic opplicotions
directlv ottoched to Director
. Agriculture  (*)
. Lond utilizotion  (*)
. Development oid (*)
-  lmoge processing (*)
Institute for Sofety Technology
lnstilute Director
-  Thermodvnomics
-  Process engineering
-  Applied  mechonics
-  ln-oile exoeriments
-  Nucleor {uel cvcle
-  Nucleor experiments
Institute for Prospective
Technologicol Studies
lnstilute Direcior
-  Studies  ond reviews, network
coordinotion
lspro
Roymond KTERSY
Gioncorlo BERTOLINI
Gioncorlo BERTOLINI
Alois SIEBER
Jeon MEYER-ROUX
Jocques MEGIER  (ociing)
Jeon-Poul  MALINGREAL
Jocques MEGIER
lspro
Helmut HOITBECKER
Pqolo FASOLI
Clous  BUSSE
Jeon Michel DONEA
Peter VON DER HARDT
Heinz DWORSCHAK
Giuseppe BARBERA
lspro
Pierre BONNAURE
Codo RINALDINI
I 
',tgGLOI
AND
SSARY OF ACRONYMS
ABBREVIATIONS
AECB
AERE
ALPSOTAR
AMDAHT
AORS
ASTM
ATMES
AVHRR
BIPM
BWR
CANDU
CBNM
CHEM
CEA
CEDB
CENELEC
CIEMAT
CISE
CODATA
COSI
CRAY
CRONOS
CSIC
CZCS
EAC
EAEC
EARSEF
ECDIN
ECN
EDSES
EINECS
ENRESA
EPRI
ESA
ESARDA
ESTI
ETHEL
EURACS
EURATOM
EUREKA
EUROENVIRON
EUROSTAT
EUROTRAC
FARO
FED
Atomic Energy Control Boord
Atomic Energy Reseorch  Estoblishment
EUREKA  Proiect to develop photovoltoic solor devices
Moin Frome Computer
Abnormol Occurrencies  Reporting System
Americon  Society for Testing ond Moteriols
Atmospheric Tronsport Models Evoluotion Study
Advonced Very High Resolution  Rodiometer
Bureou Internotionol des Poids et Mesures
Boiling Woter Reoctor
Heovy Woter Power Reoctor (Conodien)
Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurement
Chemicol  Emergency Monogement
Commissoriot d l'Energie Atomique
Component Event Doto Bonk
Comit6 Europ6en de Normolisotion Electrotechnique
Centre for Energy, Environmentol  ond Technologicol
Reseorch
Centro  I nformozioni Studi Esoerienze
Committee on doto of the lnternotionol  Council of
Scientific Unions
Scientific ond Technicol Coooerotion
Moin Frome Computer
Doto Bonk of Mocroeconomic Time Seriol
Conseio  Superior de Investigociones Cientificos
Coostol Zone Color Sconner
Eurooeon Accident Code
Europeon Atomic Energy Community
Europeon Airborne Remote Sensing Focility
Environmentol  Chemicol Doto Informotion Network
Energie Centrum Nederlond  (Dutch notionol energy
reseorch centre)
Europeon Doto System for Energy Soving
Europeon Inventory of Existing Chemicol  substonces
Emoreso Nocionol de Residuos Rodiooctivos
Electric Power Reseorch  Institute (USA)
Europeon Spoce Agency
Europeon Sofeguords  Reseorch ond Development
Associotion
Eurooeon Solor Test Instollotion
Europeon Tritium Hondling Experimentol Loborotory
Eurooeon Rodor Cross Section Dotobose
Europeon Atomic Energy Community
Europeon co-operotion on odvonced technology
EUREKA  Environmentol  Umbrello Proiect
Eurooeon Stotisticol Office
Europeon Experiment  on Tronsport ond Tronsformotion
of Environmentollv Relevont Troce Constituents in the
Troposphere (EUREKA  proiect)
Experimentol Focility for Fuel Melting
Fonds Europ6en de D6veloppement
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FEDERCHIMICA
PHENIX
FIRES
Associotion of ltolien Chemicol  Industry
Fost Flux Reoctor
Focility for Investigoting Runowoy  Events  Sofety
FORMENTOR EUREKA proiect to develop expert system to help
decision in hozordous  situotions (complex mon mode
systems)
Gemeinsome Forschungsstelle  (JRC)
High Flux Reoctor (Petten Estoblishment)
Internotionol Atomic Energy Agency
Internotionol Stondord  Orgonisotion
I 3 A Flue Gos Desulphurisotion Process developed ot the
JRC lsoro
Internotionol Thermonucleor Experimentol Reoctor
Jopon Atomic Energy Reseorch  Institute
Loborotory  for Surveillonce ond Contoinment
Loser Induced Chlorophyll-Fluorescence
Lorge Dynomic Test Focility
Long term lsolotion Sofety Assessment
Liouid Metol Fost Breeder Reoctor
LWR off Normol Behoviour Investigotion (instollotion)
Loborotoire  pour les Utilisotions  de Royonnements
Electromogn6tiques (University Poris Xl)
Light Woter Reoctor
Mesoscole  Cycles of Air Pollution  on the lberien
Peninsulo
Community octivities in the field of Reseorch ond
Technology Development  (SAST-FAST-SPEAR)
Mixed Oxide Fuels (Nucleor Fuel)
Moteriol  PrOf Anstolt - Stuttgort (FRG)
Notionol Aeronoutic ond Spoce Administrotion/Jet
Propulsion  Loborotory
Non Destructive  Anolysis
Non destructive Exominotion
Nucleor Energy Agency (of the OECD)
Nucleor Energy Agency's Nucleor Doto Committee
Next Eurooeon Torus
Notionol Oceonic ond Atmospheric Administrotion  (US)
Ook Ridge Notionol Loborotoy
Progromme  of Assistonce  ond Technicol Cooperotion
Possive Solor Energy Systems
Polichlorinoted biphenyl
Performonce  ond Troining Loborotory (Nucleor
Sofeguords)
Focility for Treotment of Rodiooctive Woste
French in pile Progromme (severe fuel demoge)
Progromme  for Inspection of Steel Components
Pressurised  Thermol Shock Experiment
Pressurised  Woter Reoctor
Reliobilitv Assessment for Mointenonce  of Inspective
Ootimizotion
GFS
HFR
IAEA
rso
ISPRA MARK
ITER
JAERI
LASCO
LASFLEUR
LDTF
LISA
LMFBR
LOBI
LURE
LWR
MECAPIP
MONITOR
MOX
MPA
NASA/JPL
NDA
NDE
NEA
NEANDC
NET
NOAA
ORNL
PACT
PASSYS
PCB
PERLA
PETRA
PHEBUS
PISC
PTS
PWR
RAMINO
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REIMEP  Regulor Europeon Interloborotory Meosurement
Evolution Progromme
RELAPSS  Lorge System Thermohydroulic  US Code, Version 55
REM  Rodiooctivity  Environmentol  Monitoring
SANDIA  Sondio Notionol Loborotories
SESAME  Dotobonk on Europeon Community's  Energy Reseorch
ond Development  Proiects
SIBECA  Code for finonciol occounting
SME  Smol ond Medium Enterprise
SNEA  Soci6t6 Notionole  Elf-Aouitoine
STARS  Consortium of Loborotories ond Industries octive in
Sofety ond Reliobility Anolysis
TNO  Technische Nederlondse Onderzoek Centrum
TRANSALP Tronsolpine Tronsport of Air Pollution
TRANSURANUS  NucleorCode
UNCTAD  UN Conference  on Trode ond Develooment
SUPERFACT  Nucleor Exoeriment  corried out in the PHENIX reoctor
VAMAS  Versoilles Proiect on Advonced Moteriols ond
Stondords
VOC  Volotile Orgonic Compounds
tzzFURTHER INFORMATION
Enquiries for fuiher informotion ore we/come  ond shou/d
be oddressed  lo
Commission  of the Europeon Communities
Directorqte-Genersl of rhe Joinr Reseorch  Centre
200, Rue de lo Loi
B-1049 Brussels
Phone, + 32-2-235 85 27
Telex' 2l 877 COMEU  B
Fox, + 32-2-235 85 3l
or directly lo the JRC lnstilules
Commission of the Europeon Communities
Joint Reseqrch  Centre
Cenlrol  Bureou of Nucleor Meosurements  InstifutE  for Sofety Technology
Steenweg  op Retie  l-21020  ISPRA (VA)
8-2240 GEEL  phone, + 39-332-7897  43
Phone' + 32-14-571 292  Telex,  380042 or 380058  EUR
Telex, 33 589 EURAT B  Fox, + 39-332-7899 03
Fox, + 32-14-584273
Institufe for Systems Engineering  ond
Institute for Tronsuronium ElemEnfs  Informotics
Postfoch 2340  |-21020ISPRA (VA)
D-7500 KARLSRUHE  phone: + 39-332-78  99 47
Phone' + 49-7247-84350  Telex,  380042 or 380058  EUR I
Telex,  2825483 EU  Fox, + 39-332-7899 23
Fox, + 49-7247 4046
Instiiute for Advonced Moteriols
Institute for the Environment  P.O. Box 2
I-21020ISPRA (VA)  NL-I255 ZG PETTEN
Phone, + 39-332-789601  Phone, + 31-2246 - S4O1
Telex, 380042 or 380058  EUR I  Telex: 5Z2l REACP
Fox' + 39-332-789222  Fox, + 31-2246-3393
Insiilufe for Remote Sensing Applicotions  Insfiiute for Prospeciive Technologicol  Studies
t-21020 |SPRA (VA)  t-21020 tspRA (vA)
Phone' + 39-332-7897 65  Phone, + 39-332-7899 4i
Telex, 380042 or 380058  EUR I  Telex,  380042 or 380058  EUR
Fox, + 39-332-789536  Fox, + 39-332-789065
124Conceotion  ond Production,
JRC lspro Publicoiions  Service
Coordinotion  P. De Hoe
Grophic Design  J. Wells, M. Mogermons
Photooroohs E. Gorts
Phototvpesettinq Arte Stompo, Doverio  (VA) ltolv
Coloul seporot'6ns Cromofllsh,  Costronno  (VA) itoly
Printing CTV - Vigond,  Songiono (VA) ltoly
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